






















































































From: Jim McCeney


To: *TE/GE-EO-F990-Revision; 


CC:


Subject: Misspelling Sch M


Date: Wednesday, August 22, 2007 9:25:24 AM


Attachments:


“Initial” is misspelled in line 29 of Schedule M. 

James B. McCeney 
400 Main St. 
Laurel, MD 20707 
301 776-7036 

mailto:j.mcceney@verizon.net
mailto:/O=INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE/OU=WASHINGTON DC/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ORGANIZATION MAILBOXES/CN=TEGE-EO-MKT-PROJ


From: Karen Wood-Campbell 

To: *TE/GE-EO-F990-Revision; 

CC: 

Subject: Comments 

Date: Wednesday, August 22, 2007 12:10:14 AM 

Attachments: 

I am a treasurer for small, grassroots nonprofits with one or no employees. This 
new form, if required for all nonprofits, will significantly increase the workload for the 
preparers, for very little return in terms of useful information for donors. For many of 
these very small organizations, report preparation is already a challenge. They are 
often not well-connected to the wealthier professionals in their community, and thus 
have difficulty finding people who are qualified to prepare these reports, especially if 
they cannot compensate them for the work involved. This new form is very much 
directed at larger organizations. Most of it is totally irrelevant to smaller 
organizations, and in fact will make these organizations look as though they are 
lacking in governance because they often do not have all of the formal, written 
policies which are required by large organizations. 

Overall, this form is going to greatly increase the workload for small nonprofits who 
are already running with underpaid, overworked staff and volunteers. I fervently 
hope that you are planning to keep the 990EZ, or some form thereof. And if so, 
please carefully consider the threshold of gross receipts. One of the nonprofits I 
work with, for example, has virtually no paid staff (organizers are paid in credits for 
program services, less than $500/year apiece), but has a large amount of program 
revenue. Perhaps the threshold could be changed to a basis of payroll rather than a 
basis of gross receipts, as a more accurate indicator of the size of the organization. 
Or, if kept to gross receipts, please consider that gross receipts of $25,000 is not a 
terribly large annual budget. You can have maybe one full-time employee with that 
budget (assuming you have no or very little rent.) I would suggest raising the 
threshold to $50,000 at a minimum. 

Finally, a line item: Part I line 2. The spaces are way too small to fit in the activity 
descriptions. 

Thank you for your consideration of my comments. 

Karen Wood-Campbell 
Pittsburgh, PA 

mailto:k.wc@verizon.net
mailto:/O=INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE/OU=WASHINGTON DC/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ORGANIZATION MAILBOXES/CN=TEGE-EO-MKT-PROJ


From: Chiamaka Chukwurah 

To: *TE/GE-EO-F990-Revision; 

CC: 

Subject: 

Date: 

Attachments: 

Comments on redesigned 990 

Wednesday, August 22, 2007 3:26:21 PM 

As a small, but growing non profit, my concern is whether the form 990-EZ will be 
discontinued. This is less paper work for small organizations such as ours that 
receives less than $100,000 in revenues per year. 

Chiamaka Chukwurah 
Life and Learning Centers 

mailto:lifeandlearning1@bellsouth.net
mailto:/O=INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE/OU=WASHINGTON DC/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ORGANIZATION MAILBOXES/CN=TEGE-EO-MKT-PROJ


From: Jim Brown 

To: *TE/GE-EO-F990-Revision; 

CC: 

Subject: 

Date: 

Attachments: 

Revisions needed 

Wednesday, August 22, 2007 4:41:24 PM 

To Whom It May Concern: 

The rural electric cooperative community applauds the Internal Revenue 
Service for their efforts in revising the Form 990.  The only concern we have is the 
burden of administrative cost, which along with the rising costs of Power Supply, 
will only eventually lead to a rise in the kWh rate. 

We run our non-profit Cooperative on a near shoe-string budget. With only 7 
meters per mile to obtain any revenue for improving service and reliability for our 
member/owners, we are very much unlike other non-profit entities and broad 
brushing a cooperative with a straight formula serves no benefit to the members 
other than to force the potential hiring of more employees or increased 
administrative burdens such as those pointed out by the NRECA in their 
comment letter. Schedule J already complies with the compensatory aspects of a 
non-profit. Additional requirements could become over-bearing for the especially 
small cooperative struggling to stay afloat, financially. 

If Rural Electric Cooperatives do not bring electricity to the remote parts of the 
country, who else will?? There is a reason large electric utilities did not branch 
out too far into remote areas and that is because of profitability and return on 
investment. They are in it to make money…we are not…and any “profit” turned @ 
year end is returned to the membership in kind with patronage.  This system has 
worked since the FDR administration and while there are abuses in the non
profit industry, one would be hard pressed to find them among REC’s. 

Again, the Internal Revenue Service has to be commended for it’s actions and the 
areas of concern are real, based on past issues with certain entities reporting. We 
as a whole in the Rural Electric Cooperative Community hope the NRECA 

mailto:jbrown@ppec.coop
mailto:/O=INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE/OU=WASHINGTON DC/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ORGANIZATION MAILBOXES/CN=TEGE-EO-MKT-PROJ


response letter to the redesign are considered in whole for the entire Cooperative 
community. Thank you for your time and understanding. 

James J. Brown 

Director of Finance & Admin. 

Paulding-Putnam Electric Cooperative, Inc. 

910 N. Williams Street 

Paulding, Ohio 45879 

(800) 686.2357 

(419) 399.3026 FAX 



                

          

           

                 

From: Rosenthal, Irvin 

To: *TE/GE-EO-F990-Revision; 

CC: 

Subject: Draft Form 990 Comments from UJA-Federation of New York 

Date: Thursday, August 23, 2007 10:06:52 AM 

Attachments: 

TO: Internal Revenue Service 

FROM: UJA-Federation of New York
 Irvin A. Rosenthal, Chief Financial Officer 

DATE: August 23, 2007 

RE: Comments on Draft Revision of Form 990 

UJA-Federation of New York is the largest broadly-based local philanthropy 
in the United States. We would like to acknowledge the work of the Internal 
Revenue Service in preparing the draft redesign of Form 990. In general, we 
believe that it contributes substantially to the fundamental purpose of making 
financial information about not-for-profit organizations more available to 
and understandable by the public. 

We have comments on a number of specific sections of the form. While 
some of the issues are technical, most address concerns that particular 
methods of presenting information are likely to create confusion or 
misunderstanding on the part of readers. 

In general, this problem arises because the form requires a method of 
presentation or computation that is at odds with the common understanding 
by the public of certain terms or concepts. For example, although the 
common meaning of the term “fundraising” involves solicitations of 
contributions from private individuals or entities, the form on its face 
includes government grants without separately identifying them. Similarly, 

mailto:ROSENTHALI@UJAFEDNY.ORG
mailto:/O=INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE/OU=WASHINGTON DC/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ORGANIZATION MAILBOXES/CN=TEGE-EO-MKT-PROJ


the fundraising ratio is universally defined by publications and websites that 
evaluate charities to mean the ratio of fundraising expenses to private 
support. The computation of the fundraising ratio on the face of the 
proposed form, although not so identified by name, requires that government 
grants be included. A third example is compensation. Amounts that an 
employee could receive currently but has chosen to defer or use on a pre-tax 
basis would be considered by most people to be compensation, but the 
proposed form excludes the non-taxable amounts and thus distorts 
comparison. 

Our specific comments follow. 

(I) Core Form 

Part I – Summary 
• Line 1 – The space allotted for a description of the organization’s 
mission is inadequate to provide the reader with an overall understanding 
of the nature of the organization. 

• Line 2 – The activity codes provided are too general and do not afford 
the reporting organization the opportunity to highlight its significant 
activities and accomplishments. 

• Lines 8a/b – Further clarification is necessary regarding the definition 
of “key employee” in order to maintain reporting consistency among 
organizations. Based upon how different organizations interpret the 
definition of a “key employee”, the calculated percentage on line 8(b) 
may not be objective. Also, the percentage calculation (senior level 
compensation as a percentage of program service expense) is not an 
indicator of organizational effectiveness and does not afford a meaningful 
comparison between organizations. 

• Line 11 – Contributions from private sources (individuals, businesses, 
and foundations) should be separated from funds received through 



government grants. There is a significant difference between fundraising 
activities aimed at private sources and those aimed at government 
sources. Since providing information about fundraising is a key purpose 
of the Form 990, users should be presented with this information on the 
face of the form. This relates directly to the comment on Line 19b 
relating to the fundraising ratio. 

• Line 14 – Although we understand that unrealized transactions are not 
reported on Form 990, the exclusion of unrealized gains and losses from 
total investment income distorts the presentation of investment 
performance of the reporting entity, particularly for organizations with 
large endowments that have significant unrealized investment 
transactions. Either the definition of Investment Income should be 
changed to include unrealized gains and losses (in conformity with 
GAAP) or the reconciliation of net assets, appearing on Schedule D-
Section XIII of the draft Form 990, should be placed on page 1 of the core 
form to mitigate this problem. 

• Line 19b – Most people do not think of government grants as 
“fundraising” proceeds, and organizations and publications that provide 
data on not-for-profit organizations use only private support in computing 
the fundraising ratio. Requiring that Form 990 show on its face a 
fundraising ratio that includes government grants will be misleading to 
the user, a problem that is compounded by inclusion of government 
sources in contribution revenue (see comment on Line 11) without any 
indication that they are so included . 

• Line 24b – Expenses as a percentage of net assets is not a meaningful 
ratio for analyzing an organization or for comparing it to other 
organizations, particularly since it does not take account of what net 
assets are expendable. 

• Line 26 – Greater clarity is needed in the core form instructions to 
explain that this line item refers to contractual arrangements with 
professional fundraising individuals and organizations. 



Part II – Compensation and Other Financial Arrangements with 
Officers, Directors, Trustees, Key Employees, Highly Compensated 
Employees, and Independent Contractors 

• Section A- Although we generally agree with the use of Form W-2 
for reportable compensation, Box 5 of such form only includes taxable 
wages, not gross wages. This could distort comparative compensation 
data among organizations, particularly those with deferred compensation 
(e.g. Internal Revenue Code Section 403(b) plans) or nontaxable benefit 
plans (e.g. flexible benefit and qualified transportation plans). These 
types of deferred or nontaxable compensation should be added back to the 
W-2 wages. 

• Section B, Line 5 – A 5-year look-back period would be too 
burdensome for the reporting organization to comply with relative to the 
benefit to be derived by the user of such information, particularly in the 
case of a large organization or one with a large board of directors. In fact, 
it may be impossible to obtain the required information. 

Part III – Statements Regarding Governance, Management, and 
Financial Reporting 

• In general, sensitive questions are posed that only allow for a yes or 
no reply. There should be additional space allotted for supporting 
explanations in order to provide the reader with a better understanding of 
the reporting organization’s response. 

• Line 3b – The answer to this question may be incorrectly interpreted 
by the reader. How does the number of transactions reviewed relate to 
the total number of transactions (and what is the definition of a 
transaction)? Does a small number of transactions mean that the 
organization had few potential conflicts or that it was lax in identifying 
when a potential conflict exists? Similarly, does a large number indicate 
a true conflict problem or a hair-trigger attitude to reviewing potential 
conflicts? 



• Line 10 – The question should provide for alternative options such as 
designated committees of the governing body (audit committee, finance 
committee, executive committee). 

Part IV – Statement of Revenue 
• Line 1e – Government grants to provide services to the general public 
should be reported in the program service revenue section of Part IV 
rather than in contribution revenue. Inclusion within the contribution 
revenue section would lead to a reporting distortion of the fundraising 
ratio among organizations, specifically between entities that are receiving 
significant government grants and those organizations that are not reliant 
upon such funding. Significant fundraising costs generally are not 
incurred in securing government funding as opposed to organizations that 
rely on extensive annual, special, and capital fundraising efforts to raise 
charitable funds. As noted above, government contracts for services are 
not considered to be “fundraising” within common parlance. 

• Lines 4 to 6, 8 and 10 – Investment returns should be reported net of 
costs of investment management rather than reporting those costs as part 
of management and general expenses. To report otherwise substantially 
distorts overhead costs, particularly for organizations that have large 
endowments to which they apply a spending policy. Users of Form 990 
have a legitimate interest in understanding the relationship between an 
organization’s overhead – the cost of providing its operating 
infrastructure – and its expenditures on program services. Including 
investment management costs in overhead distorts this relationship for 
two reasons: first, these costs do not represent operating infrastructure 
but are more akin to real estate rental expenses that are subtracted from 
gross rental income on Form 990 to determine net rental income; and 
second, much of these costs in fact go to “benefit” the endowment in the 
form of growth rather than directly supporting current operations. 

Part V – Statement of Functional Expenses 
• Line 11f – Investment management fees should be netted against 
investment income. See comment to Core Form – Part IV, lines 4 to 6 



and 8 to 10.

 (II) Supporting Schedules 

Schedule A – Supplementary Information for Organizations Exempt 
Under Section 501(c)(3) 

• Part II - Support Schedule – The instructions should require 

completion of the schedule on the cash basis only for increased 

objectivity and consistency of reporting among entities.


Schedule D – Supplemental Financial Statements 
• Part XII – Endowment Funds – Requiring data for 5 years is 
excessive. Clarify whether this section applies only to permanently 
restricted funds or any funds considered by the organization to be 
endowment funds (e.g., board designated unrestricted funds to which a 
spending policy is applied). Furthermore, all uses (expenses) should be 
combined into a single line item as organizations have flexibility in the 
various ways expenditures can be sourced (i.e., expenditures that are not 
funded from a purpose-restricted source may be funded from unrestricted 
contribution or service income or from unrestricted income provided by 
endowment funds; how any particular expenditure is funded therefore is 
not meaningful). 

• Part XIII – Reconciliation of Net Assets – This reconciliation should 
be placed on the core form, as noted in our prior comment regarding Core 
Form- Part I -Summary- Line 14. 

Schedule F – Statement of Activities Outside the U.S. 
• Part I – Line 5a – It would be impractical for organizations with a 
large number of donors (such as ours, with over 65,000 donors) to make a 
good faith effort to obtain the required relationship to donor information. 
The question should be eliminated or limited to members of the selection 
committee that is empowered to recommend a grant. 



Schedule I – Supplemental Information on Grants and Other Assistance 
to Organizations, Governments and Individuals in the U.S. 

• Part I – Line 2a – See comment for Schedule F- Part I- Line 5a. 

Schedule J – Supplemental Compensation Information 
• Line 1 – As stated previously, although we generally agree with the 
use of Form W-2 for reportable compensation, Box 5 of such form 
includes only taxable wages, not gross wages. This could distort 
comparative compensation data among organizations, particularly those 
with deferred compensation (e.g. Internal Revenue Code Section 403(b) 
plans) or nontaxable plans (e.g. flexible benefit and qualified 
transportation plans). These types of deferred or nontaxable 
compensation should be added back to the W-2 wages. 

UJA-Federation cares for those in need, 

rescues those in harm's way, and 

renews and strengthens the Jewish people 

in New York, in Israel, and around the world. 




From: Jody Blazek 

To: Pattara Theresa; Lerner Lois G; 

CC: *TE/GE-EO-F990-Revision; 

Subject: Revisions Part 1 of 2 

Date: Thursday, August 23, 2007 12:36:05 PM 

Attachments: BV Comments on 990 draft aug. 21 (1 of 2).pdf 

From: Jody Blazek 
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2007 6:03 PM 
To: 
Cc: 'Form990Revision irs.gov' 
Subject: Revisions 

In response to the discussion with our AICPA committee, I have 
revised my suggestions for the Summary page. Again, this email will 
have to come in two parts due to the size of the attachments. 

Whew - what an effort this is. Thanks again for seeking the sector's 
input. 

Jody Blazek CPA 
Blazek & Vetterling LLP 
2900 Weslayan, Suite 200 
Houston, TX 77027-5132 
(713) 439-5739 
(713) 439-5740 fax 

IRS Circular 230 Disclosure:  As provided for in U.S. Treasury regulations, advice (if any) relating to 
federal taxes contained in this communication is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, 
for the purpose of (1) avoiding penalties under the tax code or (2) promoting, marketing or 
recommending to another party any plan or arrangement addressed herein. 

mailto:Jody.Blazek@bvcpa.com
mailto:/O=INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE/OU=WASHINGTON DC/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=USER MAILBOXES/CN=TXPATT00
mailto:/O=INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE/OU=WASHINGTON DC/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=USER MAILBOXES/CN=LGLERN00
mailto:/O=INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE/OU=WASHINGTON DC/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ORGANIZATION MAILBOXES/CN=TEGE-EO-MKT-PROJ



B l a z e k  &  V e t t e r l i n g  LLP 
C E R T I F I E D  P U B L I C  A C C O U N T A N T S  


2 9 0 0  W e s l a y a n ,  S u i t e  2 0 0  
H o u s t o n ,  T X   7 7 0 2 7 - 5 1 3 2  


( 7 1 3 )   4 3 9 - 5 7 3 9  p h o n e  ( 7 1 3 )  4 3 9 - 5 7 4 0   f a x  
 


 
Theresa Pattara and Lois Lerner 
Internal Revenue Service 
Form990Revision@irs.gov 
By email  
 
Dear Theresa, Lois, and Redesign team members,  
 
The following comments supplement the comments we sent on August 7, 2007.  Our new 
suggestions include the following: 
 


• Revised Summary based on comments from the August 16th meeting.  
• Revised ordering of parts and schedules, plus redesigned pages 8 and 9. 
• Thresholds to relieve filing burdens for modest organizations. 
• Ideas about the future of Form 990-EZ. 
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Department of the Treasury


Internal Revenue Service (77)


A For the 20XX calendar year, or tax year beginning , 20XX, and ending , 20


B  Check if applicable: D  Employer Identification number
Address Change
Name Change
Initial Return
Termination
Amended Return ( )


Application pending
F    Website: I   Books


H    Accounting Method: In care of 
Cash Located at


G   Enter amount of gross receipts $ Accrual Other
J    Organization type (check only one) 501(c) (   )   (insert no.) 4947 (a)(1) or Telephone Number ( )


K   Year of Formation: L  State of legal domicile


Summary
1 Briefly describe the organization's exempt purpose and accomplishments. (See Part IX for details).


2 Check this box if the organization discontinued its operations or disposed of more than 25% of its assets and attach Schedule N.


3 Contributions and grants (Part IV, line 1g, column (A))
4 Program service revenue (Part IV, line 2g, column (A))
5 Membership dues and assessments (Part IV, line 3, column (A))
6 Investment income (Part IV, line 11, column (A))
7 Other revenue (Part IV, line 15, column (A))
8 Total revenue (add lines 4 through 8, must equal Part IV, line 14, column (A)) 


(See Part IV for analysis of income-producing activities and Schedule G for Gaming and Fundraising Activity)
9 Program service expenses (Part V, line 24, column (B))


10 Management and general expenses (Part V, line 24, column (C))
11 Fundraising expenses (Part V, line 24, column (D))
12 Total expenses (must equal Part V, line 24, column (A)) See Part V.
13 Excess of revenue over expenses (line 8 minus line 12)


14 Total assets (Part VI, line 17)
15 Total liabilities (Part VI, line 27)
16 Net assets or fund balances (line 14 minus line 15) See Part VI.
17 Enter the number of members of the governing body (Part III, Line 1a) 17
18 Enter the number of independent members of the governing body (Part III, Line 1b) 18
19 Enter the total number of employees (Part VIII, Line 9a) 19
20 Enter the estimated number of volunteers the organization had during the year 20
21 Enter officer, director, trustee, and other key employee compensation (Part V, Line 5, column (A)) 21
22 Divide line 21 by line 12 (Also see Part II and Schedule J for details). 22 %
23 See Parts VII and VIII for listings of schedules and returns that may be required plus general information.


For Privacy Act and Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see the separate instructions. Cat. No. 11282Y Form 990 (20XX)


OMB No. 1545-0047


Open to Public 
Inspection


C Name of organization


Number and street (or P.O. box if mail is not delivered to street address). Room/suite


benefit trust or private foundation)


 The organization may have to use a copy of this return to satisfy state reporting requirements.
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Form 990 (20XX) Page 8
Statements Regarding Activities


1 Is the organization exempt under 501(c)(3)? If "yes," complete Schedule A.
2 Is the organization required to attach Schedule B, Schedule of Contributors?
3 Did the organization receive or hold a conservation easement, including easements to preserve open space,


the environment, historic land areas or historic structures? If "yes," complete part VIII of Schedule D and 
Schedule M (if required).


4 Did the organization maintain any donor advised funds or any accounts where donors have the right to
provide advice on the distribution or investment of amounts in such funds or accounts? If "yes," complete
part IX of Schedule D.


5 Did the organization maintain collections of works of art, historical treasures, or other similar assets for public
exhibition, education, or research in furtherance of public service rather than financial gain?
If "yes," complete part X of Schedule D.


6 Did the organization provide credit counseling, debt management, credit repair, or debt negotiation services?
If "yes," complete part XI of Schedule D.


7 Does the organization hold assets in term or permanent endowments? If "yes," complete part XII of Schedule D.
8 Did the organization operate, or maintain a facility to provide hospital or medical care? If "yes," complete


Schedule H.
9 Is the organization a school as described in Section 170(b)(1)(A)(ii)? If "yes," complete Schedule E.


10 Did the organization engage in direct or indirect political campaign activities on behalf of or in opposition to
candidates for public office? If "yes," complete Schedule C.


11 Did the organization engage in lobbying activities? If "yes," complete Schedule C.
12 During the year, did the organization conduct any of the following outside the U.S.?


a grantmaking, fundraising, trade, business, or program service activities?
b maintain an office, employees, or agents?
c maintain an interest in, or signature or other authority, over a financial account?


If "yes," to any of these questions, complete Schedule F.
13 At any time during the year, 


a Did the organization own 100% of an entity disregarded as separate from the organization under Regulations
Section 301.7701-2 and 301.7701-3? If "yes," complete Schedule R.


b Was the organization related to any tax-exempt or taxable entity" If "yes," complete Schedule R.
c Did the organization conduct all or a substantial part of its exempt activities through or using a partnership,


LLC, or corporation?
d if "yes," identify below the name and primary activity of such partnership, LLC, or corporation in which the


organization's ownership or control was 50% or less (attach additional pages if necessary):


e Was the organization a partner in a partnership, member of an LLC, or shareholder of a corporation that was
managed by a company that was controlled by taxable partners, members or shareholders?


14 Did the organization have any tax-exempt bonds outstanding at any time during the year? If "yes," Complete
Schedule K.


15 501(c)(3) and 501(c)(4) Organizations      Check box if not one of these organizations.
a During the year, did the organization engage in an excess benefit transaction with a disqualified person?
b Did the organization become aware that it had engaged in an excess benefit transaction with a disqualified


person during a prior year?
c If "yes," to 15a or 15b, complete the table below (attach additional pages if necessary):


d Enter the amount of tax imposed on the organization managers or disqualified persons
during the year under Section 4958.


e Enter the amount of tax on line 5d reimbursed by the organization. 
16 501(c)(7) Organization.  Enter:


a Initiation fees and capital contributions included on Part IV, line 14
b Gross receipts, included on Part IV, for public use of club facilities


17 501(c)(12) Organization.  Enter:
a Gross income from members or shareholders
b Gross income from other sources (Do not net amounts due or paid to other sources


against amounts due or received from them)
Form 990 (20XX)


Part VII
NoYes


1
2


3


Name Type of EntityOwnership %Primary Activity


13a
13b


13c


4


5


6


11


12a
12b
12c


7


8
9


10


Name of Disqualified Person Corrected? (Y/N)Description of Transaction


13e


14


17a


17b


15a


15b


16a
16b


15d
15e
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Form 990 (20XX) Page 9
Statements Regarding Disclosures and Other IRS Filings


1 a Did the organization provide goods or services in exchange for any contribution of $75 or more?
b If "yes," did the organization notify the donor of the value of goods or services provided?


2 a Did the organization solicit any contributions that were not tax deductible?


b If "yes," did the organization include with every solicitation an express statement that such contributions or


gifts were not tax deductible?
3 a During the year, did the organization maintain a foreign bank account or have foreign investments?


b If "yes," has it filed other forms related to such investment(s) for this year (TDF 90-221, 926, 5471, 8621, 8858, 8865)?


4 a Enter the number of employees reported on Form W-3, Transmittal of Wage and Tax


Statements  filed for the calendar year ending with or within the year covered by this return.


b If at least one, did the organization file all required employment tax returns?


5 a Did the organization have gross unrelated business income of $1,000 or more during the year covered by


this return?


b If "yes," has it filed a Form 990-T for this year?


6 a Is the organization filing Form 990 in lieu of Form 1041?


b If "Yes," enter the amount of tax exempt interest received or accrued during the year.


7 For all contributions of automobiles, did the organization file Form 1098-C as required?


8 a Did the organization file Forms 1099 as required?
b If "yes," indicate the number filed


9 a During the year, did the organization have political organization taxable income under Section 527(f)(1)?
b If "yes," has it filed a Form 1120-POL for this year?


10 a During the year, did the organization engage in any transaction subject to excise tax under Chapter 41 or 


42 of the Internal Revenue Code?


b If "yes," did the organization file Form 4720 for this year?
11 a Does the organization have any employee benefit plans?


b If "yes," has it filed Form 5500 for this year?
12 a Did the organization sell, exchange, or otherwise dispose of tangible personal property for which it filed Form


8282?
b If "yes," how many Forms 8282 did the organization file during the tax year?


13 a During the year, did the organization receive any funds,directly or indirectly, to pay premiums on a personal
benefit contract?


b During the year, did the organization pay premiums, directly or indirectly, on a personal benefit contract?
c If "yes," to 13b, has it filed Form 8870 for this year?


14 527 Organization
Was the organization required to file Form 8872?


15 a Was the organization party to a prohibited tax shelter transaction at any time during the tax year?
b Did any taxable party notify the organization that it was or is a party to a prohibited tax shelter transaction?


c If "yes," to 3a, did the organization file Form 8886-T?
16 For all contributions of qualified intellectual property, did the organization file Form 8899 as required?


Form 990 (20XX)


4a


8b


12b


5a
5b


7
8a


10b


11b


12a


6b


Part VIII


15a


15c


4b


11a


14


2a


2b
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16


1b


15b


3b


9a
9b
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13a
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Form 990 Draft June 14, 2007 
 
Suggested Order of Core Form Parts 
 
Part Description Recommended     IRS draft 
Summary I I 
Statement of Program Service Accomplishments II IX 
Statement of Revenue III IV 
Statement of Functional Expense IV V 
Balance Sheet V VI 
Statements Regarding Governance, Management, and Financial 
Reporting 


VI III 


Compensation and Other Financial Arrangements With Officers, 
Directors, Trustees, Key Employees, Highly Compensated 
Employees, and Independent Contractors 


VII II 


Statements Regarding General Activities VIII VII 
Statements Regarding Other IRS Filings IX VIII 
Signature Block X X 
 
Suggested Order of Schedules 
 
Schedule Description Recommended    IRS draft 
Supplementary Information for Organizations Exempt Under Section 
501(c)(3) 


A A 


Schedule of Contributors B B 
Supplemental Financial Statements C D 
Supplemental Information Regarding Fundraising Activities D G 
Non-Cash Contributions E M 
Supplemental Information on Grants and Other Assistance to 
Organizations, Governments, and Individuals in the U.S. 


F I 


Supplemental Compensation Information G J 
Supplemental Information on Loans H L 
Hospitals I H 
Schools J E 
Political Campaign and Lobbying Activities K C 
Statement of Activities Outside the U.S. L F 
Related Organizations M R 
Supplemental Information on Tax Exempt Bonds N K 
Liquidation, Termination, Dissolution, or Significant Disposition of 
Assets 


O N 
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B l a z e k  &  V e t t e r l i n g  LLP 
C E R T I F I E D  P U B L I C  A C C O U N T A N T S 


2 9 0 0  W e s l a y a n ,  S u i t e  2 0 0  

H o u s t o n ,  T X   7 7 0 2 7 - 5 1 3 2 


( 7 1 3 )  4 3 9 - 5 7 3 9  p h o n e  ( 7 1 3 )  4 3 9 - 5 7 4 0  f a x 


Theresa Pattara and Lois Lerner 
Internal Revenue Service 
Form990Revision@irs.gov 
By email 

Dear Theresa, Lois, and Redesign team members,  

The following comments supplement the comments we sent on August 7, 2007.  Our new 
suggestions include the following: 

• Revised Summary based on comments from the August 16th meeting.  
• Revised ordering of parts and schedules, plus redesigned pages 8 and 9. 
• Thresholds to relieve filing burdens for modest organizations. 
• Ideas about the future of Form 990-EZ. 
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Form 990 Return of Organization Exempt From Income Tax 
Under section 501(c), 527, or 4947(a)(1) of the Internal Revenue Code (except black lung 

benefit trust or private foundation)
Department of the Treasury 

Internal Revenue Service (77) The organization may have to use a copy of this return to satisfy state reporting requirements. 

Open to Public 
Inspection 

A For the 20XX calendar year, or tax year beginning , 20XX, and ending , 20 

B  Check if applicable: 
Address Change 
Name Change


Initial Return


Termination


Amended Return


D Employer Identification number 

( ) 

OMB No. 1545-0047 

C Name of organization 

Number and street (or P.O. box if mail is not delivered to street address). Room/suite 

Please use 
IRS label or 

print or 
type. See 
Specific 

Instructions 
City or town, state or country, and ZIP + 4 

E Telephone Number 

Application pending 
F Website: I  Books 

H  Accounting Method: In care of 
Cash Located at 

G  Enter amount of gross receipts $ Accrual Other 
J  Organization type (check only one) 501(c) ( ) (insert no.) 4947 (a)(1) or Telephone Number ( ) 

K Year of Formation: L  State of legal domicile 

Summary 
1 Briefly describe the organization's exempt purpose and accomplishments. (See Part IX for details). 

2 Check this box if the organization discontinued its operations or disposed of more than 25% of its assets and attach Schedule N. 

3 Contributions and grants (Part IV, line 1g, column (A)) 
4 Program service revenue (Part IV, line 2g, column (A)) 
5 Membership dues and assessments (Part IV, line 3, column (A)) 
6 Investment income (Part IV, line 11, column (A)) 
7 Other revenue (Part IV, line 15, column (A)) 
8 Total revenue (add lines 4 through 8, must equal Part IV, line 14, column (A)) 

(See Part IV for analysis of income-producing activities and Schedule G for Gaming and Fundraising Activity) 
9 Program service expenses (Part V, line 24, column (B)) 

10 Management and general expenses (Part V, line 24, column (C)) 
11 Fundraising expenses (Part V, line 24, column (D)) 
12 Total expenses (must equal Part V, line 24, column (A)) See Part V. 
13 Excess of revenue over expenses (line 8 minus line 12) 

14 Total assets (Part VI, line 17) 
15 Total liabilities (Part VI, line 27) 
16 Net assets or fund balances (line 14 minus line 15) See Part VI. 
17 Enter the number of members of the governing body (Part III, Line 1a) 17 
18 Enter the number of independent members of the governing body (Part III, Line 1b) 18 
19 Enter the total number of employees (Part VIII, Line 9a) 19 
20 Enter the estimated number of volunteers the organization had during the year 20 
21 Enter officer, director, trustee, and other key employee compensation (Part V, Line 5, column (A)) 21 
22 Divide line 21 by line 12 (Also see Part II and Schedule J for details). 22 % 
23 See Parts VII and VIII for listings of schedules and returns that may be required plus general information.M

or
e 
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For Privacy Act and Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see the separate instructions. Cat. No. 11282Y Form 990 (20XX) 
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Form 990 (20XX)	 Page 8 
Part VII Statements Regarding Activities 

Yes No 
1	 Is the organization exempt under 501(c)(3)? If "yes," complete Schedule A. 1 
2 Is the organization required to attach Schedule B, Schedule of Contributors? 2 
3	 Did the organization receive or hold a conservation easement, including easements to preserve open space,


the environment, historic land areas or historic structures? If "yes," complete part VIII of Schedule D and 

Schedule M (if required).
 3 

4	 Did the organization maintain any donor advised funds or any accounts where donors have the right to

provide advice on the distribution or investment of amounts in such funds or accounts? If "yes," complete

part IX of Schedule D.
 4 

5	 Did the organization maintain collections of works of art, historical treasures, or other similar assets for public

exhibition, education, or research in furtherance of public service rather than financial gain?

If "yes," complete part X of Schedule D.
 5 

6 Did the organization provide credit counseling, debt management, credit repair, or debt negotiation services? 
If "yes," complete part XI of Schedule D. 6 

7 Does the organization hold assets in term or permanent endowments? If "yes," complete part XII of Schedule D. 7 
8 Did the organization operate, or maintain a facility to provide hospital or medical care? If "yes," complete 

Schedule H. 8 
9 Is the organization a school as described in Section 170(b)(1)(A)(ii)? If "yes," complete Schedule E. 9 

10 Did the organization engage in direct or indirect political campaign activities on behalf of or in opposition to 
candidates for public office? If "yes," complete Schedule C. 10 

11 Did the organization engage in lobbying activities? If "yes," complete Schedule C. 11 
12 During the year, did the organization conduct any of the following outside the U.S.? 

a grantmaking, fundraising, trade, business, or program service activities? 12a 
b maintain an office, employees, or agents? 12b 
c maintain an interest in, or signature or other authority, over a financial account? 12c 

If "yes," to any of these questions, complete Schedule F. 
13 At any time during the year, 

a Did the organization own 100% of an entity disregarded as separate from the organization under Regulations 
Section 301.7701-2 and 301.7701-3? If "yes," complete Schedule R. 13a 

b Was the organization related to any tax-exempt or taxable entity" If "yes," complete Schedule R. 13b 
c Did the organization conduct all or a substantial part of its exempt activities through or using a partnership, 

LLC, or corporation? 13c 
d if "yes," identify below the name and primary activity of such partnership, LLC, or corporation in which the 

organization's ownership or control was 50% or less (attach additional pages if necessary): 
Name Primary Activity Ownership % Type of Entity 

e	 Was the organization a partner in a partnership, member of an LLC, or shareholder of a corporation that was

managed by a company that was controlled by taxable partners, members or shareholders?
 13e 

14 Did the organization have any tax-exempt bonds outstanding at any time during the year? If "yes," Complete 
Schedule K. 14 

15 501(c)(3) and 501(c)(4) Organizations Check box if not one of these organizations. 
a During the year, did the organization engage in an excess benefit transaction with a disqualified person? 15a 
b Did the organization become aware that it had engaged in an excess benefit transaction with a disqualified 

person during a prior year? 15b 
c If "yes," to 15a or 15b, complete the table below (attach additional pages if necessary): 

Name of Disqualified Person Description of Transaction Corrected? (Y/N) 

d	 Enter the amount of tax imposed on the organization managers or disqualified persons

during the year under Section 4958.
 15d


e Enter the amount of tax on line 5d reimbursed by the organization. 
 15e 
16 501(c)(7) Organization.  Enter: 

a Initiation fees and capital contributions included on Part IV, line 14 16a

b Gross receipts, included on Part IV, for public use of club facilities
 16b 

17 501(c)(12) Organization.  Enter: 
a Gross income from members or shareholders 17a

b Gross income from other sources (Do not net amounts due or paid to other sources


against amounts due or received from them)
 17b 
Form 990 (20XX) 
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Form 990 (20XX) Page 9

Statements Regarding Disclosures and Other IRS Filings 

1 a  Did the organization provide goods or services in exchange for any contribution of $75 or more? 
b If "yes," did the organization notify the donor of the value of goods or services provided? 

2 a  Did the organization solicit any contributions that were not tax deductible? 

b If "yes," did the organization include with every solicitation an express statement that such contributions or 

gifts were not tax deductible? 
3 a  During the year, did the organization maintain a foreign bank account or have foreign investments? 

b If "yes," has it filed other forms related to such investment(s) for this year (TDF 90-221, 926, 5471, 8621, 8858, 8865)? 

4 a  Enter the number of employees reported on Form W-3, Transmittal of Wage and Tax 

Statements  filed for the calendar year ending with or within the year covered by this return. 

b If at least one, did the organization file all required employment tax returns? 

5 a  Did the organization have gross unrelated business income of $1,000 or more during the year covered by 

this return? 

b If "yes," has it filed a Form 990-T for this year? 

6 a  Is the organization filing Form 990 in lieu of Form 1041? 

b If "Yes," enter the amount of tax exempt interest received or accrued during the year. 

7 For all contributions of automobiles, did the organization file Form 1098-C as required? 

8 a  Did the organization file Forms 1099 as required? 
b If "yes," indicate the number filed 

9 a  During the year, did the organization have political organization taxable income under Section 527(f)(1)? 
b If "yes," has it filed a Form 1120-POL for this year? 

10 a During the year, did the organization engage in any transaction subject to excise tax under Chapter 41 or 

42 of the Internal Revenue Code? 

b If "yes," did the organization file Form 4720 for this year? 
11 a Does the organization have any employee benefit plans? 

b If "yes," has it filed Form 5500 for this year? 
12 a Did the organization sell, exchange, or otherwise dispose of tangible personal property for which it filed Form 

8282? 
b If "yes," how many Forms 8282 did the organization file during the tax year? 

13 a During the year, did the organization receive any funds,directly or indirectly, to pay premiums on a personal 
benefit contract? 

b During the year, did the organization pay premiums, directly or indirectly, on a personal benefit contract? 
c If "yes," to 13b, has it filed Form 8870 for this year? 

14 527 Organization 
Was the organization required to file Form 8872? 

15 a Was the organization party to a prohibited tax shelter transaction at any time during the tax year? 
b Did any taxable party notify the organization that it was or is a party to a prohibited tax shelter transaction? 

c If "yes," to 3a, did the organization file Form 8886-T? 
16 For all contributions of qualified intellectual property, did the organization file Form 8899 as required? 

4a 

8b 

12b 

5a 
5b 

7 
8a 

10b 

11b 

12a 

6b 

Part VIII 

15a 

15c 

4b 

11a 

14 

2a 

2b 
3a 

16 

1b 

15b 

3b 

9a 
9b 
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13a 
13b 
13c 

N/ANo 
1a 

Yes 

Form 990 (20XX) 
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Form 990 Draft June 14, 2007 

Suggested Order of Core Form Parts 

Part Description Recommended     IRS draft 
Summary I I 
Statement of Program Service Accomplishments II IX 
Statement of Revenue III IV 
Statement of Functional Expense IV V 
Balance Sheet V VI 
Statements Regarding Governance, Management, and Financial 
Reporting 

VI III 

Compensation and Other Financial Arrangements With Officers, 
Directors, Trustees, Key Employees, Highly Compensated 
Employees, and Independent Contractors 

VII II 

Statements Regarding General Activities VIII VII 
Statements Regarding Other IRS Filings IX VIII 
Signature Block X X 

Suggested Order of Schedules 

Schedule Description Recommended    IRS draft 
Supplementary Information for Organizations Exempt Under Section 
501(c)(3) 

A A 

Schedule of Contributors B B 
Supplemental Financial Statements C D 
Supplemental Information Regarding Fundraising Activities D G 
Non-Cash Contributions E M 
Supplemental Information on Grants and Other Assistance to 
Organizations, Governments, and Individuals in the U.S. 

F I 

Supplemental Compensation Information G J 
Supplemental Information on Loans H L 
Hospitals I H 
Schools J E 
Political Campaign and Lobbying Activities K C 
Statement of Activities Outside the U.S. L F 
Related Organizations M R 
Supplemental Information on Tax Exempt Bonds N K 
Liquidation, Termination, Dissolution, or Significant Disposition of 
Assets 

O N 
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From: Jody Blazek 

To: Pattara Theresa; Lerner Lois G; 

CC: *TE/GE-EO-F990-Revision; 

Subject: Revisions Part 2 of 2 

Date: Thursday, August 23, 2007 12:36:58 PM 

Attachments: BV Comments on 990 draft aug. 21 (2 of 2).pdf 

Here's Part 2. 

Jody Blazek CPA 
Blazek & Vetterling LLP 
2900 Weslayan, Suite 200 
Houston, TX 77027-5132 
(713) 439-5739 
(713) 439-5740 fax 

IRS Circular 230 Disclosure:  As provided for in U.S. Treasury regulations, advice (if any) relating to 
federal taxes contained in this communication is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, 
for the purpose of (1) avoiding penalties under the tax code or (2) promoting, marketing or 
recommending to another party any plan or arrangement addressed herein. 

From: Jody Blazek 
Sent: Thursday, August 23, 2007 11:37 AM 
To: 
Cc: 'Form990Revision irs.gov' 
Subject: Revisions Part 1 of 2 

From: Jody Blazek 
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2007 6:03 PM 
To: 
Cc: 'Form990Revision irs.gov' 
Subject: Revisions 

In response to the discussion with our AICPA committee, I have 

mailto:Jody.Blazek@bvcpa.com
mailto:/O=INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE/OU=WASHINGTON DC/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=USER MAILBOXES/CN=TXPATT00
mailto:/O=INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE/OU=WASHINGTON DC/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=USER MAILBOXES/CN=LGLERN00
mailto:/O=INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE/OU=WASHINGTON DC/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ORGANIZATION MAILBOXES/CN=TEGE-EO-MKT-PROJ



 
REVISED Comments on Part I – Summary of IRS Draft of Form 990 
 
Lines 1 and 2. To evidence a nonprofit organization is operating to benefit its exempt 
constituency, and thereby qualifies for classification as a §501(c) tax-exempt entity, the 
information presented in the Part I summary should include both a description of the 
mission or tax-exempt purpose and a brief description of activities conducted to 
accomplish that goal. There should be sufficient lines to allow the organization to paint a 
picture of its essential functions. Nonprofit organizations are based on dreams of 
improving the human condition or achieving a social goal. They work to help children in 
need or feed the hungry, to save an endangered species, to enhance and improve a  
profession, and to address a myriad of other issues that benefit the common good of 
society as a whole or a group of persons with mutual interests. This part should convey 
that essence with a reference to the detailed description of exempt activities and program 
service accomplishments, that is relegated on the draft to the last page as Part IX (II). It is 
in Part IX (II) that the organization describes its activities in detail, explaining its 
accomplishments and the number of persons served, books published, research reports 
issued, students taught, and the like. Additionally, the IRS addition of a column on this 
part to reflect revenue generated in connection with the top three exempt functions is a 
good idea.  
 


• Summary should be reorganized as illustrated. 
• Part IX should be renumbered to become the second page or Part II of core form. 
• Activity or NTEE codes should be reflected on Part IX (II), if at all, to allow for 


statistical comparisons of organizations performing similar functions. NTEE 
codes will be easy for most organizations to look up since they are readily 
available on www.guidestar.org. The IRS has made no mention of how one might 
find an organization’s activity code, although it is listed in the IRS Exempt 
Business Master File.  


 
Lines 3 – 9.  The financial information is presented first on the revised summary to 
provide a context for consideration of the governance and compensation information 
requested.    
 
Lines 3 and 4.  These lines become Lines 17-18. The great variety of governance 
patterns and structures – ranging from the 80-person board of a major united giving 
campaign to the sole trustee of a VEBA – may make these statistics misleading and 
certainly not comparable across organizations. If line 4 remains, the question should be 
expanded to ask for the number of independent, or uncompensated and unrelated to those 
that are, members of the governing body. 
 
Line 5. Disclosure of the number of employees may be a meaningless number. Many 
nonprofits have a significant number of volunteers, in addition to employees, that 
perform services integral to the operation of the organization. In such cases, the number 
of employees is not indicative of total work involved in conducting the activities. For 
example, local Girl Scout programs are primarily conducted by volunteers.  
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• Proposed Line 20 discloses the estimated number of volunteers the organization 


had during the year.  
 
Lines 6 and 7.  The persons who manage as well as those that conduct the daily chores of 
a nonprofit can, and should, be paid a decent and reasonable wage for the services they 
perform. Indeed, the vast majority of persons who are compensated by nonprofits are 
reasonably, if not inadequately paid, for the work they perform. The tone of these 
compensation questions and ratios on the front page perpetuate the suspicion that 
nonprofit organizations operate to benefit those that control them. Though this theme has 
been put forth by skeptics based on a few flagrant abuses highlighted in the press in 
recent years, it is not the modus operandi of the majority of tax-exempt organizations.  
 
The IRS Executive Compensation Compliance Initiative during 2005-2007 looked at 
1,826 organizations. Reporting errors were found, but penalties were only imposed on 40 
individuals found to be receiving excessive compensation and benefits.1 The IRS said 
they found “high compensation amounts were generally substantiated based on 
comparability information.” Thus the disclosure – on the front page – of the number of 
individuals receiving compensation in excess of $100,000, plus the reportable 
compensation of the highest paid person, smacks of sensationalism. Focusing attention on 
the single person who has the highest compensation could be misleading for a number of 
reasons. His or her tenure with the organization could be longer than others, for example. 
A better version of his or her comp can be provided when it is viewed in relation to other 
highly paid persons displayed on Schedule J (G).  
 
A separate issue with Line 7 is that only Form W-2 compensation is displayed from Part 
II. Non-taxable current and deferred benefits are excluded; thus the total economic 
benefit provided is not reflected. Suggested new Line 21 presents the total compensation 
of officers, directors, trustees, and other key employees for the reporting year and refers 
the reader to Part II and Schedule J for more information.  
 


• Remove lines 6 and 7. 
 
Lines 8, 19, and 24.  The IRS proposes ratios to evaluate a nonprofit organization with 
performance indicators or metrics.  Given the extraordinary variation in nonprofit 
operations, finances, and other circumstances, the ratios will not yield indices with which 
to compare one organization to another.  
 


• Remove or revise the ratios as follows: 
 


Part I, Line 8b. This line calculates officer, director, trustee and key employee 
compensation reported as program expense as a percentage of total program expense. 
Practices for allocation of functional expenses vary from one nonprofit to the next based 
                                                 
1 EO Update March 2, 2007 contains a 10-page report of the study which includes a recommendation that 
the redesign project focus on reducing the number of places the same information (about compensation) is 
reported on the form.  
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on the organization’s individual circumstances. Officer compensation may be reported in 
all three of the functional cost columns on line 5 of Part V (IV). Such an allocation is 
common for organizations whose officials perform all three functions, particularly 
modest ones.  For major institutions, officer compensation is instead customarily reported 
in Column C as Management & General Expense. A ratio that compares only officer 
comp in the Program Service Expense, Column B, to the total of Column B would omit 
all compensation of such officials. Clearly the suggested ratio will be inadequate, 
inconsistent, and misleading and would be like an oranges to apples comparison in many 
circumstances.  
 


• If the line 8b compensation ratio is retained, it should compare the total 
compensation of officials and highly paid persons in relation to total of all 
expenses on line 20 as shown in our revised Summary page, Line 22. 


 
Part I, line 19b – On this line, the organization compares its fundraising costs to the 


results of that effort. The individual circumstances of each nonprofit often make a 
comparison of fundraising costs to revenues flawed and inappropriate absent more 
information. For example, consider a new organization that has launched its initial 
fundraising campaign.  Assume it takes three years for the effort to yield a reasonable 
level of public support.  Comparing its fundraising costs to donations realized during the 
first year or two would likely yield a very poor, and undeserved, result by comparison to 
a mature organization. The Better Business Bureau/Wise Giving Alliance guide for 
calculating this ratio suggests there may be other situations in which the ratio may be 
flawed, such as when one organization raises money that is restricted to benefit another 
organization so that the revenue is not reported on the entity paying the bills for the 
fundraising effort.2 When an organization’s ratio fails to meet the 65% of costs devoted 
to programs, the BBB/WGA prompts organizations to provide explanations when 
conditions exist that cause its ratio miss that mark. The Summary provides no opportunity 
for explanation. If a fundraising efficiency ratio is desirable to provide benchmarks or 
metrics for nonprofits, it should be tailored for the varying types of nonprofits and 
presented on a separate part that allows explanations of special circumstances. 
 


Part I, line 24b.   This line compares the total of current operating expenses to 
the organization’s fund balance. Again the results of this calculation will not be 
comparable across all nonprofits. Only if the nonprofits could be grouped by discipline, 
age, location, tax classification, or other factors would this number be useful. For 
example, a typical §509(a)(3) supporting organization would annually spend a relatively 
modest portion, and in the case of an asset-holding organization, zero percent, of its fund 
balance whereas the nonprofit it supports might spend one-half or more. An endowed 
institution’s spending ratio would also be very different from a human service 
organization that has modest working capital and depends upon government and 
federated funding entities to provide its annual revenue. Again, unless these differing 
conditions are taken into account, the ratio would yield flawed comparisons.  


 


                                                 
2 Go to www.give.org/standards/newcbbbstds.  
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Line 9.  The revised Summary refers the reader to Part IV (III), Statement of Revenue, 
where unrelated business income is segregated and identified. Listing the information in 
this part is duplicative and does not describe the source of the unrelated business income. 
Part VIII (IX) asks whether the organization has unrelated business income and if so, was 
Form 990-T filed.  Very few organizations earn unrelated business income so the need 
for this public disclosure is limited.  
 


• This line should be deleted. 
• The amount of net unrelated business taxable income should be reported in 


association with the 990-T filing question in Part VIII (IX). 
 


Lines 11-20. For the same reasons expressed for lines 8, 9, 19b, and 24b, a comparison of 
functionally allocated expenses to total expenses without room for an explanation is 
prejudicial against organizations with special circumstances and should be eliminated. A 
more informative comparison would be between current year totals and last year’s totals.  
 


• The percentage column should instead reflect last year’s totals. 
 
Line 21.   Form 990 is prepared in accordance with the financial reporting practices of 
the organization so that terms used by the accounting profession should be used. Line 21 
(renumbered on the revised Summary as line 13) should be entitled “Excess of revenues 
over expenses,” rather than “Net Income,” to conform to the title used on financial 
statements presented under generally accepted accounting practices. 
 


• Change title of Line 21 (13). 
 
Lines 25 and 26 - The prominent position of “gaming” in Part I suggests that a 
significant portion of Form 990 filers conduct such activity. This fact is not evidenced by 
the author’s experience. The same information is presented in Schedule G (D).  
 


• Remove this information but add reference to Schedule G (D) on line 8. 
 
 
Thresholds & Consolidations 
 
To reduce the reporting burden for modest organizations, particularly if the existing Form 
990EZ is phased out, the suggested $5,000 thresholds for the following schedules could 
be increased. 
 


• Schedule F (Statement of Activities Outside the U.S.)   >$25,000  
• Schedule G (Supplemental Information Regarding Funding Activities) >$25,000 
• Schedule I (Supplemental Information on Grants and Other Assistance 


       to Organizations, Governments, and Individuals in the U.S. >$25,000 
• Part III should become a Schedule to be prepared only by organizations with 


annual revenues in excess of $1 million.  
• The Gaming portion of Schedule G should become a separate schedule.  
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• Schedule M, Non-Cash Contributions, should be incorporated into Schedule B.  
 
Conclusions 
 
The burden of completing the revised form will undoubtedly increase.  The Blazek & 
Vetterling tax staff estimates that fees for preparation of Form 990 may increase as much 
as 50% and in some cases could double for time required to provide enhanced details.  
Suggestions of increased thresholds, particularly simplification of the Schedule J (G) 
attachment level, would ease the burden somewhat. A $25,000, rather than $5,000, 
threshold for completion of Schedule F (I) and L (F) seems reasonable, particularly if the 
Form 990-EZ is not maintained. The suggested consolidation of Schedules B and M 
removes duplicated information. Most significantly, the reordering of the schedules to 
track the core form plus reorganization of parts VII (VIII) and VIII (IX) will enhance 
form flow and understanding for the preparers. 
 
The most important threshold question not yet answered is whether Form 990-EZ will 
remain.  We would recommend a revised Form 990-EZ. The lower level of $25,000 
should be retained, with a possible increase to $200,000 on the top revenue side. Asset 
level could remain at $250,000. Annual preparation of the IRS return is a good burden 
that disciplines the nonprofit to keep adequate financial records and maintain other 
compliance filings.   Questions could be added to Form 990-EZ to prompt filing of 
Schedules A, B, E (J), G (D) (plus schedule created to bifurcate G for gaming), I (F), L 
(H), N (O) and R (M) where applicable, plus a condensed version of the compliance 
questions in Part III . A parallel and laudable goal would be to design a Form 990 for 
non-501(c)(3) or (4) filers. 
 
Before the draft is cast in stone, specialists in the sector and the IRS should spend time 
reviewing the new form side-by-side with the instructions with a goal of making the form 
self-contained. The IRS acknowledges the fact that the reliance on instructions currently 
cripples the reporting system. Agreed, the rules are complex and often need explaining, 
but I routinely review 990s of prospective clients completed with total disregard for the 
instructions. Lastly, the IRS should request the regulation change that would introduce a 
universal requirement for electronic filing. 
 
Again we compliment you for this effort and the opportunity to assist in achieving a final 
product that achieves the goals without unnecessary burden on the sector.   
 
 
Submitted by Jody Blazek      August 21, 2007 
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REVISED Comments on Part I – Summary of IRS Draft of Form 990 

Lines 1 and 2. To evidence a nonprofit organization is operating to benefit its exempt 
constituency, and thereby qualifies for classification as a §501(c) tax-exempt entity, the 
information presented in the Part I summary should include both a description of the 
mission or tax-exempt purpose and a brief description of activities conducted to 
accomplish that goal. There should be sufficient lines to allow the organization to paint a 
picture of its essential functions. Nonprofit organizations are based on dreams of 
improving the human condition or achieving a social goal. They work to help children in 
need or feed the hungry, to save an endangered species, to enhance and improve a  
profession, and to address a myriad of other issues that benefit the common good of 
society as a whole or a group of persons with mutual interests. This part should convey 
that essence with a reference to the detailed description of exempt activities and program 
service accomplishments, that is relegated on the draft to the last page as Part IX (II). It is 
in Part IX (II) that the organization describes its activities in detail, explaining its 
accomplishments and the number of persons served, books published, research reports 
issued, students taught, and the like. Additionally, the IRS addition of a column on this 
part to reflect revenue generated in connection with the top three exempt functions is a 
good idea. 

•	 Summary should be reorganized as illustrated. 
•	 Part IX should be renumbered to become the second page or Part II of core form. 
•	 Activity or NTEE codes should be reflected on Part IX (II), if at all, to allow for 

statistical comparisons of organizations performing similar functions. NTEE 
codes will be easy for most organizations to look up since they are readily 
available on www.guidestar.org. The IRS has made no mention of how one might 
find an organization’s activity code, although it is listed in the IRS Exempt 
Business Master File.  

Lines 3 – 9. The financial information is presented first on the revised summary to 
provide a context for consideration of the governance and compensation information 
requested. 

Lines 3 and 4.  These lines become Lines 17-18. The great variety of governance 
patterns and structures – ranging from the 80-person board of a major united giving 
campaign to the sole trustee of a VEBA – may make these statistics misleading and 
certainly not comparable across organizations. If line 4 remains, the question should be 
expanded to ask for the number of independent, or uncompensated and unrelated to those 
that are, members of the governing body. 

Line 5. Disclosure of the number of employees may be a meaningless number. Many 
nonprofits have a significant number of volunteers, in addition to employees, that 
perform services integral to the operation of the organization. In such cases, the number 
of employees is not indicative of total work involved in conducting the activities. For 
example, local Girl Scout programs are primarily conducted by volunteers.  
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•	 Proposed Line 20 discloses the estimated number of volunteers the organization 
had during the year. 

Lines 6 and 7. The persons who manage as well as those that conduct the daily chores of 
a nonprofit can, and should, be paid a decent and reasonable wage for the services they 
perform. Indeed, the vast majority of persons who are compensated by nonprofits are 
reasonably, if not inadequately paid, for the work they perform. The tone of these 
compensation questions and ratios on the front page perpetuate the suspicion that 
nonprofit organizations operate to benefit those that control them. Though this theme has 
been put forth by skeptics based on a few flagrant abuses highlighted in the press in 
recent years, it is not the modus operandi of the majority of tax-exempt organizations.  

The IRS Executive Compensation Compliance Initiative during 2005-2007 looked at 
1,826 organizations. Reporting errors were found, but penalties were only imposed on 40 
individuals found to be receiving excessive compensation and benefits.1 The IRS said 
they found “high compensation amounts were generally substantiated based on 
comparability information.” Thus the disclosure – on the front page – of the number of 
individuals receiving compensation in excess of $100,000, plus the reportable 
compensation of the highest paid person, smacks of sensationalism. Focusing attention on 
the single person who has the highest compensation could be misleading for a number of 
reasons. His or her tenure with the organization could be longer than others, for example. 
A better version of his or her comp can be provided when it is viewed in relation to other 
highly paid persons displayed on Schedule J (G).  

A separate issue with Line 7 is that only Form W-2 compensation is displayed from Part 
II. Non-taxable current and deferred benefits are excluded; thus the total economic 
benefit provided is not reflected. Suggested new Line 21 presents the total compensation 
of officers, directors, trustees, and other key employees for the reporting year and refers 
the reader to Part II and Schedule J for more information.  

•	 Remove lines 6 and 7. 

Lines 8, 19, and 24. The IRS proposes ratios to evaluate a nonprofit organization with 
performance indicators or metrics.  Given the extraordinary variation in nonprofit 
operations, finances, and other circumstances, the ratios will not yield indices with which 
to compare one organization to another.  

•	 Remove or revise the ratios as follows: 

Part I, Line 8b. This line calculates officer, director, trustee and key employee 
compensation reported as program expense as a percentage of total program expense. 
Practices for allocation of functional expenses vary from one nonprofit to the next based 

1 EO Update March 2, 2007 contains a 10-page report of the study which includes a recommendation that 
the redesign project focus on reducing the number of places the same information (about compensation) is 
reported on the form.  
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on the organization’s individual circumstances. Officer compensation may be reported in 
all three of the functional cost columns on line 5 of Part V (IV). Such an allocation is 
common for organizations whose officials perform all three functions, particularly 
modest ones. For major institutions, officer compensation is instead customarily reported 
in Column C as Management & General Expense. A ratio that compares only officer 
comp in the Program Service Expense, Column B, to the total of Column B would omit 
all compensation of such officials. Clearly the suggested ratio will be inadequate, 
inconsistent, and misleading and would be like an oranges to apples comparison in many 
circumstances.  

•	 If the line 8b compensation ratio is retained, it should compare the total 

compensation of officials and highly paid persons in relation to total of all 

expenses on line 20 as shown in our revised Summary page, Line 22. 


Part I, line 19b – On this line, the organization compares its fundraising costs to the 
results of that effort. The individual circumstances of each nonprofit often make a 
comparison of fundraising costs to revenues flawed and inappropriate absent more 
information. For example, consider a new organization that has launched its initial 
fundraising campaign.  Assume it takes three years for the effort to yield a reasonable 
level of public support. Comparing its fundraising costs to donations realized during the 
first year or two would likely yield a very poor, and undeserved, result by comparison to 
a mature organization. The Better Business Bureau/Wise Giving Alliance guide for 
calculating this ratio suggests there may be other situations in which the ratio may be 
flawed, such as when one organization raises money that is restricted to benefit another 
organization so that the revenue is not reported on the entity paying the bills for the 
fundraising effort.2 When an organization’s ratio fails to meet the 65% of costs devoted 
to programs, the BBB/WGA prompts organizations to provide explanations when 
conditions exist that cause its ratio miss that mark. The Summary provides no opportunity 
for explanation. If a fundraising efficiency ratio is desirable to provide benchmarks or 
metrics for nonprofits, it should be tailored for the varying types of nonprofits and 
presented on a separate part that allows explanations of special circumstances. 

Part I, line 24b. This line compares the total of current operating expenses to 
the organization’s fund balance. Again the results of this calculation will not be 
comparable across all nonprofits. Only if the nonprofits could be grouped by discipline, 
age, location, tax classification, or other factors would this number be useful. For 
example, a typical §509(a)(3) supporting organization would annually spend a relatively 
modest portion, and in the case of an asset-holding organization, zero percent, of its fund 
balance whereas the nonprofit it supports might spend one-half or more. An endowed 
institution’s spending ratio would also be very different from a human service 
organization that has modest working capital and depends upon government and 
federated funding entities to provide its annual revenue. Again, unless these differing 
conditions are taken into account, the ratio would yield flawed comparisons.  

2 Go to www.give.org/standards/newcbbbstds. 
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Line 9. The revised Summary refers the reader to Part IV (III), Statement of Revenue, 
where unrelated business income is segregated and identified. Listing the information in 
this part is duplicative and does not describe the source of the unrelated business income. 
Part VIII (IX) asks whether the organization has unrelated business income and if so, was 
Form 990-T filed.  Very few organizations earn unrelated business income so the need 
for this public disclosure is limited.  

•	 This line should be deleted. 
•	 The amount of net unrelated business taxable income should be reported in 

association with the 990-T filing question in Part VIII (IX). 

Lines 11-20. For the same reasons expressed for lines 8, 9, 19b, and 24b, a comparison of 
functionally allocated expenses to total expenses without room for an explanation is 
prejudicial against organizations with special circumstances and should be eliminated. A 
more informative comparison would be between current year totals and last year’s totals.  

•	 The percentage column should instead reflect last year’s totals. 

Line 21.   Form 990 is prepared in accordance with the financial reporting practices of 
the organization so that terms used by the accounting profession should be used. Line 21 
(renumbered on the revised Summary as line 13) should be entitled “Excess of revenues 
over expenses,” rather than “Net Income,” to conform to the title used on financial 
statements presented under generally accepted accounting practices. 

•	 Change title of Line 21 (13). 

Lines 25 and 26 - The prominent position of “gaming” in Part I suggests that a 
significant portion of Form 990 filers conduct such activity. This fact is not evidenced by 
the author’s experience. The same information is presented in Schedule G (D).  

•	 Remove this information but add reference to Schedule G (D) on line 8. 

Thresholds & Consolidations 

To reduce the reporting burden for modest organizations, particularly if the existing Form 
990EZ is phased out, the suggested $5,000 thresholds for the following schedules could 
be increased. 

•	 Schedule F (Statement of Activities Outside the U.S.)  >$25,000 
•	 Schedule G (Supplemental Information Regarding Funding Activities) >$25,000 
•	 Schedule I (Supplemental Information on Grants and Other Assistance 

to Organizations, Governments, and Individuals in the U.S. >$25,000 
•	 Part III should become a Schedule to be prepared only by organizations with 

annual revenues in excess of $1 million.  
•	 The Gaming portion of Schedule G should become a separate schedule.  
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• Schedule M, Non-Cash Contributions, should be incorporated into Schedule B.  

Conclusions 

The burden of completing the revised form will undoubtedly increase.  The Blazek & 
Vetterling tax staff estimates that fees for preparation of Form 990 may increase as much 
as 50% and in some cases could double for time required to provide enhanced details.  
Suggestions of increased thresholds, particularly simplification of the Schedule J (G) 
attachment level, would ease the burden somewhat. A $25,000, rather than $5,000, 
threshold for completion of Schedule F (I) and L (F) seems reasonable, particularly if the 
Form 990-EZ is not maintained. The suggested consolidation of Schedules B and M 
removes duplicated information. Most significantly, the reordering of the schedules to 
track the core form plus reorganization of parts VII (VIII) and VIII (IX) will enhance 
form flow and understanding for the preparers. 

The most important threshold question not yet answered is whether Form 990-EZ will 
remain.  We would recommend a revised Form 990-EZ. The lower level of $25,000 
should be retained, with a possible increase to $200,000 on the top revenue side. Asset 
level could remain at $250,000. Annual preparation of the IRS return is a good burden 
that disciplines the nonprofit to keep adequate financial records and maintain other 
compliance filings.  Questions could be added to Form 990-EZ to prompt filing of 
Schedules A, B, E (J), G (D) (plus schedule created to bifurcate G for gaming), I (F), L 
(H), N (O) and R (M) where applicable, plus a condensed version of the compliance 
questions in Part III . A parallel and laudable goal would be to design a Form 990 for 
non-501(c)(3) or (4) filers. 

Before the draft is cast in stone, specialists in the sector and the IRS should spend time 
reviewing the new form side-by-side with the instructions with a goal of making the form 
self-contained. The IRS acknowledges the fact that the reliance on instructions currently 
cripples the reporting system. Agreed, the rules are complex and often need explaining, 
but I routinely review 990s of prospective clients completed with total disregard for the 
instructions. Lastly, the IRS should request the regulation change that would introduce a 
universal requirement for electronic filing. 

Again we compliment you for this effort and the opportunity to assist in achieving a final 
product that achieves the goals without unnecessary burden on the sector.   

Submitted by Jody Blazek      August 21, 2007 
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From: Sandi Palumbo 

To: *TE/GE-EO-F990-Revision; 

CC: 

Subject: 

Date: 

Attachments: 

proposed changes to Form 990 

Thursday, August 23, 2007 5:23:50 PM 

I only now learned about the proposed changes to the Form 990 for 501(c)(6) organizations, 
and ask the IRS to extend its deadline so that I can review and thoughtfully comment on it. 

Sandi Palumbo, Executive Director 
Fresno-Madera Medical Society 
1382 E. Alluvial Avenue, Suite 106 
Fresno, CA 93720 
559/224-4224 ext. 114 
FAX 559/224-0276 
Mobile 661/706-9025 

Mialing Address: 
P.O. Box 28337 
Fresno, CA 93729-8337 

mailto:spalumbo@fmms.org
mailto:/O=INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE/OU=WASHINGTON DC/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ORGANIZATION MAILBOXES/CN=TEGE-EO-MKT-PROJ
mailto:spalumbo@fmms.org


From: Dicke, Larry 

To: *TE/GE-EO-F990-Revision; 

CC: 

Subject: Form 990 

Date: Thursday, August 23, 2007 5:45:46 PM 

Attachments: 

I just heard about the proposed changes. I will need to brief the Executive 
Committee of our Board of Directors and provide them a comparison before I can 
comment. Please delay your implementation schedule. Thank you. 

Regards, 

Larry Dicke 
EVP Finance & CFO 
California Chamber Of Commerce 
1215 K Street, Suite 1400 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

Office: 916-930-1217 
Cell: 916-813-7793 

mailto:Larry.Dicke@calchamber.com
mailto:/O=INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE/OU=WASHINGTON DC/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ORGANIZATION MAILBOXES/CN=TEGE-EO-MKT-PROJ


From: Jane Fortune 

To: *TE/GE-EO-F990-Revision; 

CC: 

Subject: 

Date: 

Attachments: 

990 

Thursday, August 23, 2007 5:55:53 PM 

Please extend the deadline so that we can adequately review the changes 
proposed to the 990 form 

Jane Fortune 
Executive Director 
Tree Fresno 
776 East Shaw Ave., Suite 102 
Fresno,CA 93710 
(559)221-5556 ext 101 
FAX 559-226-0979 
www.treefresno.org 

mailto:janef@treefresno.org
mailto:/O=INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE/OU=WASHINGTON DC/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ORGANIZATION MAILBOXES/CN=TEGE-EO-MKT-PROJ


From: david 
To: *TE/GE-EO-F990-Revision; 

CC: 

Subject: Revisions of Form 990: Comment on employment elicited 

Date: Sunday, August 26, 2007 3:21:09 PM 

Attachments: MH_David_Form990revisions_comment26aug07.doc 
ices3_pub18aug07fmt2.doc 
Urban_institute_report2_22may2007.doc 

To the Forms Redesign Committee, 

I attach comments and two papers that result from my work in assessing 
reporting of employment on Form 990. One was presented at the 
International Conference on Establishment Surveys in June 2007. The 
second is a more detailed report submitted to the Urban Institute, 
Washington DC. 

I conclude that Form 990 should elicit: 
o Quarterly reports of payroll and employment already filed on Form 941 

to release that information for public scrutiny, and 


o Form W-3 counts of employees and payroll for all exempt organizations. 

This latter measure of employment will be larger than Form 941 and 

non-comparable to any employment measure now produced by the Federal 

Statistical System. 

I can be reached at 608-238-2181 to answer questions that you may have. 


Martin H David, Associate Scholar Urban Institute, Emeritus Professor of 
Economics, University of Wisconsin -- Madison. 

mailto:david@ssc.wisc.edu
mailto:/O=INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE/OU=WASHINGTON DC/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ORGANIZATION MAILBOXES/CN=TEGE-EO-MKT-PROJ
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Comment on Form 990 Revision

Martin H. David

Emeritus Professor, University of Wisconsin – Madison,

Associate Scholar, Center for Nonprofits and Philanthropy, Urban Institute, Washington DC


Expertise


I am a tax economist who served in the Treasury/OTA and more than 20 years on the IRS/SOI advisory board. I have undertaken substantial research on administrative records (compiling 17-year panel of Wisconsin income tax records matched to Social Security earnings and benefit data and probated estate records; linking Forms 990/990-EZ to the BLS Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages, 1999-2003). I prepared reports on Form 990 employment reporting and compliance with the filing of annual information returns by newly approved organizations (David, Pollak, and Arnsberger 2005, David 2007a, David 2007b).


Commentary  

1.
Scope. I confine comment to reporting of employment and volunteer labor by nonprofit organizations. Both need to be reported to the public to assure that the approved mission of the 501(c) organization can be carried out. 

Work effort is required to produce the socially desired activities of the exempt organization. Volunteer work effort represents an in-kind donation of talent to the activity of the organization. The value of that donation must be added to the cash value of financial donations to assess support for the organization and its activities. In addition to measuring the extent of effort, the annual information return needs to provide enough compensation information to identify the average compensation of full-time and part-time employees. 

1. Form 990 should provide:

· Count of employees in a particular pay-period (e.g., the period including March12),

· Average hours worked during the pay period,

· Count of volunteers  during the pay period, and

· Average hours volunteered during the pay period.


2.
 Need. Four arguments support IRS collection of work effort in nonprofits. 


· At present no statistical agency provides this information on an annual basis.

· Growth of employment impacts local area economic and social development. Growth appears to be larger in the nonprofit sector than private business activity as a whole.

· Presence of volunteers in the organizations is direct evidence of the value some members of the public place on nonprofit activity. No existing statistical data collection identifies volunteers with the organization in which volunteering occurs. That link is critical to understanding the contribution that the nonprofit makes to local communities and the nation.

· Lastly, some assert that workers in nonprofits are willing to work for less pay than those who carry on identical activity in the for-profit sector. Without a way to measure average pay in particular nonprofit industries, this assertion can not be demonstrated. (The opposite assertion – that nonprofits pay extravagant salaries for duties similar to for-profit work – can also not be demonstrated.)


3.
Coverage. Work effort should be measured for all nonprofit entities.


Without volunteer or paid effort the organization is inactive (and may be defunct). An indication that the organization is active is necessary to maintaining a credible list of active exempt entities.



No statistical agency undertakes to track employment in very small organizations.


4. Critique of proposed Form 990. 


Eliciting employees reported on Form W-3 (part VIII, 9a) does not meet the need for employment based on pay periods. During a year turnover of employees increases the employee count on W-2, even though the level of work effort is constant. For example, an organization maintaining two full-time equivalent workers over the year could have many more than two workers reported on W-3. The following table illustrates some possibilities.


		Case

		Months employed

		Hours/worker

		W-3, Number of workers



		Full-year, full-time

		12

		40

		2



		Full-year, half-time

		12

		20

		4



		Half-year, full-time

		 6

		40

		4



		Half-year, half-time

		 6

		20

		8






When the nonprofit files Form 941, the count of employees and associated payroll are already reported for each quarter of calendar years preceding the end of the Fiscal year for which Form 990 is filed. Reports on Form 941 can be inserted into Form 990 to make the information available to the public.



For organizations that do not file Form 941, eliciting the count of employees and payroll reported on Form W-3 is a practical procedure to identify employers. It will not permit computation of average wage or the number of workers in a particular pay-period, as it is not known which employees are full-year and which are part-year, and which worked during a reference pay period.



Replacing employment currently reported on Form 990 (for the March 12 pay period) with employee counts from W-3 degrades the quality of employment data that IRS is reasonably successful in collecting. This will make Form 990 employment noncomparable to other employment measures. Requiring reports of Form 941 employment and payroll from filers of those forms is distinctly superior.  


6.
Report on matching Forms 990/990EZ to BLS employment data. I attach two reports on counting employment for your use.

David, Martin H. August 2007. Combining Administrative Records and Business Registers to Obtain Quarterly Estimates of Employment in the Nonprofit Sector in the USA. (Forthcoming in Proceedings of the International Conference on Establishment Statistics III).

David, Martin H. May 2007. Distorted measures of employment in charitable organizations: Causes, impact and remedies. Report to the Urban Institute. 37 pages.

Other references


David, Martin H.  SEQ CHAPTER \h \r 12005.  Administrative Statistics on Nonprofit Organizations:  Do they fulfill the Public Right to Know?  2004 ASA Proceedings.  Alexandria VA: American Statistical Association.  (CD- ROM publication)


____.  SEQ CHAPTER \h \r 12007a. Employment in Nonprofit Entities: Coverage, Bias, and Measurement Errors in QCEW and public IRS Information, 1999-2003.  2006 ASA Proceedings.  Alexandria VA: American Statistical Association.  (CD- ROM publication).


____.  SEQ CHAPTER \h \r 12007b. Distorted measures of employment in nonprofit organizations: Causes, impact, and remedies. DRAFT available from the author. 

David, Martin H, Thomas Pollak and Paul Arnsberger. 2006  Compliance with information reporting: Exempt Organizations.  IRS Research Bulletin: Recent Research on Tax Administration and Compliance (Publication 1500) 231-245.
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 SEQ CHAPTER \h \r 1Combining Tax Records and Business Registers to Obtain Estimates of Nonprofit Employment in the USA


Martin H. David


Associate Scholar Urban Institute, Washington DC; Emeritus Professor, University of Wisconsin – Madison

Abstract 


Active nonprofit organizations are identified in a public registry. Their annual information documents are also public. Sampling frames at the Census Bureau and the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) can be updated monthly with tax-exempt status of the organization operating the establishment. Employment in nonprofits can then be estimated from existing sampling frames that are already used to measure employment in business establishments.

Use of the BLS Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages (QCEW) matched to IRS sources demonstrates the feasibility of such estimates. The match reveals item nonresponse and match errors that are overcome by imputation, editing, and modeling.  Estimates of employment in nonprofit charitable organizations are substantially larger than any prior report.


Keywords: record linkage, match error, imputation, response error

1. More informative estimates of employment for nonprofits in the USA


Four objectives appear important for estimates pertaining to the nonprofit sector: more comprehensive measurement, more timely estimates, comparative estimates for nonprofit and for-profit entities in the same industry, and a cross-walk between the NTEE and NAICS classification systems. In this paper we propose a procedure for estimating employment that advances each of these objectives.


The private nonprofit sector includes religious congregations and all nongovernmental organizations that receive exemption from corporate taxation under Internal Revenue Code §501(c). Charitable organizations are exempted under §501(c)(3). Those organizations are substantially financed by donors who receive a tax subsidy for their contributions. The combination of tax exemption for approved organizations and personal tax subventions for donors imply that information about the nonprofit sector should be timely, public, comprehensive, transparent, widely-shared, and of high quality. Presently, those adjectives do not apply to employment estimates available for the sector.


In this paper we show that available estimates understate the level of employment in the nonprofit sector, they are not timely, and they exclude many employees of small organizations.


1.1 Why are improved estimates needed?


Available estimates of nonprofit employment (Salamon-Sokolowski 2006; Census 2002) indicate that the sector includes about 9m employees, seven percent of private sector employees. The sector accounts for much larger proportions of employees in education, health, and social service industries. The number of employees is large, and the sector share of private employment has been growing.


Nonprofits create substantial externalities that substitute for and augment services provided by governments and for-profit businesses. A timely measure of employment is a proxy for the level of those services; change in employment is an indicator of change in the levels of those services.

Helliwell-Huang (2005) assert that labor markets for workers in nonprofit organizations differ from markets for the same skills in the for-profit sector. They cite evidence that job satisfaction is greater for workers in nonprofits, when pay and other attributes of employment are the same. To validate or refute their assertion, employment levels in both nonprofit and for-profit organizations must be measured frequently, at least annually and probably quarterly, and in local markets. That measurement program is required to detect differences in labor supply to nonprofit and for-profit employers.


1.2 Why are existing sources not adequate?


Economic census 


The Census collects employment and payroll from establishments from cut-off samples for years ending in 2 and 7. Estimates are published for nonprofits in a limited number of NAICS sectors. (See Table 1.) Coverage excludes many exempt organizations, notably schools providing K-12 and higher educational services, financial services through credit unions, and mutual benefit insurance organizations. In short, comprehensive numbers that permit comparison of for-profit and exempt entities are not available.

The Economic Census can not fulfill the need for employment estimates. The five-year interval between estimates is not timely for a rapidly growing sector. It is less obvious that the cut-off sample has been augmented with administrative records for smaller organizations. No employment is reported for those organizations when they file Form 990-EZ. (See below.) Augmentation can not increase employment estimates substantially. Lastly, Census fails to indicate the extent to which estimates provided cover charitable organizations and the nonprofit sector as a whole.


Statistics of Income (IRS/SOI)

Exempt organizations filing information returns (Forms 990, 990-EZ, 990-PF) are sampled, edited, and tabulated to produce annual reports on activities of charitable organizations, organizations exempt under §501(c)(4-9), and private foundations (Arnsberger 2006, Ludlum-Stanton 2006). Reports appear 32 months after the calendar year. Employment reported on Form 990 has been collected since 1998. However, estimates have not been published.

Gaps in the SOI capacity to estimate employment are substantial. Employment is not elicited on Form 990-EZ – so that employment in small organizations is not known. Some §501(c) organizations are excluded from existing samples. 


Employment reported on administrative records 


Two systems of administrative records collect employment every quarter. Payroll taxes and individual income tax withheld from employees are reported by employer on IRS Form 941. Since 2005, most employers are required to report employment for a reference week in the last month of the quarter (the week containing the 12th of the month). A similar obligation requires employers participating in the Unemployment Compensation Insurance program (UC) to report payroll and employment for the same reference week (containing the 12th of the month) in each month of the quarter. Those data are captured by the BLS from the 53 jurisdictions administering the UC system (50 states, The District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands). The BLS processes its information into the Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages (QCEW, www.bls.gov/cew/home.htm). Nine months after the end of each quarter, BLS publishes employment estimates for the quarter. 

The Census Bureau estimates employment for 40 states (
, Quarterly Workforce Indicators). Those estimates rely on the same UC data collected by BLS. 


Neither Form 941 nor UC records contain a reliable indicator for 501(c) and religious organizations. Thus it is necessary to link these records to a definitive list of exempt organizations that is maintained by IRS. 


2. Linking IRS nonprofit data to employment


2.1 Available data for nonprofit organizations


The IRS maintains a file of transactions with all businesses in its Business Master File (BMF). Nonprofit entities appear in two streams of information in the BMF: Forms 1023, 1024 – applications for exempt status, and Forms 990, 990-EZ, and 990-PF – annual information returns. Information in the BMF is continuously updated and can be tapped for information as needed. Approved exempt organizations are compiled into a Registry that contains all organizations known to be active. The Registry is updated monthly. Form 990 elicits employment for the week including March 12, which is also the reference week for Form 941 and UC filings in the first quarter.


Classification of nonprofit entities


Approvals of exempt status are automatically classified by the applicable subsection of §501(c).
 Industry classes are assigned using two systems: NAICS (used by BLS, Census) and National Taxonomy of Exempt Entities (NTEE), used by the IRS in administering exempted organizations. Difference between the two systems is discussed by Lampkin-Boris (2002). Salamon-Dewees (2002) advocate reclassification of NAICS into the International Classification of  Non-Profit Organizations (ICNPO).


2.2 Linking IRS nonprofits to Form 941


Most filings of Form 941 occur within the month after the end of each quarter. As most are electronic filings, they appear in the BMF shortly thereafter.


The Federal employer identification number (ein) allows us to link IRS information on nonprofits to Form 941. Three links are of interest: (A) Form 990 linked to Form 941, (B) Form 990-EZ linked to Form 941, and (C) Registry to Form 941, for organizations not linked in A or B.

All matches should uniquely link information for the same organization, a 1:1 match. Link A produces two reports of employment that should be identical. Differences provide evidence of nonresponse on Form 990 and on the quality of data capture and processing. Link B establishes employment levels for some small nonprofit organizations. Link C captures organizations that fail to file Form 990/990EZ before administrative deadlines. Link C also detects some organizations that do not file Form 990/990EZ. All links provide industry classification in NTEE. 


Matching errors confound the links. Failed matches occur when the Form 941 filed can not be found for organizations in A or B. We expect few failed matches, as the raison d’etre of the IRS is to administer each business’s obligations correctly, and that requires validating the ein identity of the reporter. However, truncation of the obligation to file Form 941 induces systematic failed matches that occur primarily in B. Organizations with an annual liability for payroll taxes and withholding of less than $2500 do not file Form 941. (Those organizations file Form 944 annually to report payroll and income tax withholding for all employees during the prior calendar year, but no employment count is reported.)
 


Mismatches sometimes occur when ein’s are corrupted. The mismatch links information from different entities. At least one systemic problem leads to these mismatches. Forms 941 filed by a trustee, e.g., a bank, may link to a nonprofit that has no employees. The nonprofit mistakenly uses the ein of their trustee to file its own information.
 In that case, the mismatch attributes employees of the trustee to the nonprofit organization. Mismatches can be detected and removed by editing the matches (David 2007b). After discarding mismatches, matches provide employment counts for nonprofits. (Link C reveals employees for some organizations that do not file Forms 990/990EZ.) 


2.3 Linking IRS nonprofits to UC records


The link of Form 990, Form 990-EZ, and the Registry to UC records differs significantly from the link to Form 941: (1) the universe of UC employers excludes some nonprofit employers; (2) the count of UC eligible employees excludes some employees (e.g., part-time, students, interns in UC participating nonprofit organizations); and (3) UC records are maintained for establishments. One organization may have several establishments. NAICS can vary across establishments of a single organization, as their activities vary. For example, Goodwill operates retail stores for donated goods and employment services (counseling and training), distinct NAICS classes.


Links will be labeled A’, B’, and C’ corresponding to the source (Form 990, Form 990-EZ, and the Registry as above). All links provide industry classification in both NTEE and NAICS for each establishment. In 2003 about 10% of organizations have matches to multiple establishments, a 1:M match. Link B’ identifies fewer organizations and fewer employees than link B because of the substantial exclusion of employees and employers from UC.  


Links to UC produce more matching errors than links to Form 941. In 2003 about 1.2% of UC records contain invalid ein’s – those  that lack 9 digits, contain ciphers that indicate missing, or illegal combinations in the first two digits. Match failures also occur because the UC administrators do not validate ein’s as effectively as the IRS. Each state uses its own identifying numbers
 and incorrect ein’s do not compromise state tax collections. Mismatches can link a nonprofit with no employees to an organization with many establishments. In that case large numbers of employees are assigned to the nonprofit. Mismatches were identified and removed for 3.5% of nonprofit organizations (David 2007b). We call links that exclude mismatches an enhanced match.


3. Estimates from UC records


3.1 Matching undertaken


The primary objective of the match is to identify employment in nonprofits that are charitable organizations. We matched a census of charitable organizations that file Form 990/990-EZ for 2003 (NCCS 2003) to the BLS QCEW (links A’ and B’). We also found a substantial group of charitable organizations without Forms 990/990-EZ through the Registry (link C’). For nonprofits other than charitable organizations we used the Registry to identify all matches.


3.2 Censoring and truncation


Four states refused to supply us with their UC records. Salamon-Sokolowski (2006) estimates the number of UC-eligible nonprofit employees, in millions, in those states for 2004: New York (1.329), Massachusetts (0.474), and Michigan (0.470), and Wyoming (0.037). Those estimates imply that substantial numbers of QCEW records (pertaining to UC-eligible, nonprofit employees) were not available to us. 


Geographic censoring of QCEW records affects the partition of organizations into matched and unmatched. Matches are precluded whenever an organization operates exclusively in the four excluded states. In addition, matches are truncated when organizations operate in both included and excluded states. Those organizations will not be linked to all of their establishments.


In the tables that follow, we partition available data into three groups: included states, matched; included states, not matched; and excluded states. A unitary organization with one establishment belongs in only one class. An organization with establishments in both included and excluded states belongs in two classes. We resolve the ambiguity by placing all matched cases together, in included states, matched, irrespective of the location at which the Forms 990/990-EZ were filed. Consequently, organizations classified under excluded states are a subset of exempt organizations that operate in those states.


3.3 Distribution of matches and nonmatches to UC, charitable organizations

Table 2 describes the link of IRS information to the QCEW in our enhanced match for charitable organizations. The total number of IRC 501(c)(3) organizations is 277,015 (Row E, last column). More than 90 percent are organizations filing Forms 990/990-EZ  (254,347 Row C, last column).


One-third of Forms 990/990-EZ match the QCEW. That percentage rises to 38% when we compare matches to the total number of organizations with a presence in included states. Row A reveals that only 8% of organizations filing Form 990-EZ match the QCEW. That low rate is consistent with the small expenditures of EZ organizations and the exclusion of many nonprofit workers from UC benefits. Thirteen percent of organizations do not match QCEW and file Forms 990/990-EZ from excluded states.


Row D shows that Forms 990/990-EZ matches are augmented by matches from the Registry, increasing matches by 27%. Row F contains an estimate of Form 990/990-EZ matches that could be obtained from excluded states.   When estimates are added to actual matches, Form 990/990-EZ matching in the QCEW universe rises to 43% (Row G).


Arnsberger (2006) estimates 9,000 more §501(c)(3) organizations than we find among Form 990/990-EZ’s. Our Registry match raises the universe in Table 2 to 14,000 organizations greater than estimated in Arnsberger (2006). These differences are far beyond sampling errors. One hypothesis is that the Registry match captures some large organizations that do not file Form 990 within two years of the end their fiscal year. Another is that some organizations are not required to file and participate in the UC system. Larger religious organizations are an example. At the other extreme, many small organizations not filing Forms 990 would neither have employees nor be liable for UC taxes. Thus Registry matches are a puzzle. 


3.4 Employment estimates, charitable organizations


Table 3 presents employment in charitable organizations, displayed by the source of the employment information and the type of match (A’, B’, C’). The number of organizations is repeated from Table 2 in the leftmost column as a guide to the reader. The column headed establishments, raw shows the number of establishments operated by matched organizations. The column headed establishments, weighted indicates the extent to which invalid ein’s conceal presence of matching establishments (David 2007a). The remaining columns pertain to estimates of employment.


The subtotal row sums the Form 990/990-EZ filers in included states (A’ and B’). The row available states adds matches from the Registry to organizations in included states. The total row counts both matched and unmatched employment in all states. As no QCEW data are available for excluded states, totals can not be calculated for QCEW employment or establishments.


The IRS column labelled employment, raw contains reports from Form 990. The top row indicates that IRS reports on Form 990 exceed raw QCEW employment by 50,000 (0.74%) for matched records.   That difference has two principal sources: (1) workers not covered by UC do not appear in QCEW; and (2) workers reported on the Form 990 include workers in excluded states. Multi-state organizations that operate in both excluded and included states will show more employees in the first row than their QCEW report which excludes some states. 


The column Imputed shows more employment than raw because we substituted QCEW raw employment for zeros on the Form 990’s that failed to report employment. Attribution of QCEW employees increases aggregate employment by 633,000 (9.3%).  Note that this imputation is too small because many part-time workers and student workers are not counted in QCEW. In addition, employees of matched organizations that have establishments in excluded states are understated to the extent that the organization has employees in the excluded states. (David (2007b) reports industry distribution for these matches and provides details on removing mismatches.)


Additional employees should be imputed to unmatched Form 990 records (in 2nd row and 990, exc.), where employment is presumably also unreported. Ratio estimation of the imputation is inappropriate as a proportion of unmatched organizations are nonemployers. A statistical model that encompasses both the decision to employ workers and the number employed is needed to impute employees to the unmatched records.


The third row displays matched Form 990-EZ. No employment information is elicited on these records. Weighting QCEW employment makes imputed numbers more representative of the universe, while unweighted employment understates levels in the exempt sector (David 2007a). Weighted Form 990-EZ employment is transferred to the Imputed column in the third row. The low rate of matching for Form 990-EZ in Table 2 confirms that smaller organizations are poorly covered. The number of employees imputed also omits part-time employees and interns that are excluded from coverage. 


Matching QCEW to the Registry identifies 22,668 organizations that did not file Form 990/990-EZ (Row 6). The Registry organizations contribute a weighted count of 32,749 establishments and weighted employment of 1,777,000. Weighted employment from the Registry is added to the count from Forms 990/990-EZ in the column labelled augmented. (The imputation here is identical to that undertaken for link B’; however, the population covered by the match can not be as rigorously tested for mismatches.) A considerable part of the 1.8 million may be employed in large, late-filing organizations. That is suggested by the relatively large numbers of establishments associated with the Registry matches. The character of the remainder of the organizations that we identify by Registry matches is unknown.


In the total row, covering all states, augmented employment is 11.7 million (26%) higher than the raw count of Form 990 IRS employment. The difference lies in two enhancements to the Form 990 data: (A) augmentation adds the 1.8 million employees not represented by Form 990 organizations in included states; and (B) imputation adds the 0.6 million imputed employees unreported to IRS on Form 990, again in included states.


Three other aspects of employment aggregates are noteworthy. First, Form 990 counts 1.0 million workers in organizations that file from included states and do not appear in the QCEW. This count understates employment, as nonreporting of employees is likely to occur at a rate no less than for matched Form 990’s. Imputation of the missing employees will be significant, but less than for the matched Form 990 filers of reported employment who, on average, have more employees.  Second, UC coverage for Form 990-EZ filers is small. We estimate that a quarter of Form 990-EZ filers are employers and only 8% match QCEW. (Employment in small organizations must be elicited directly from a revised Form 990-EZ.) Third, extrapolation of imputed employment, or modeling of an employment imputation, would increase employment numbers in excluded states by roughly 8 percent (the ratio of imputed to raw in the subtotal row). 


3.5 Employment in exempt organizations, not charities


Linking the Registry to QCEW identifies 1.6 million employees (Table 4)  in exempt organizations that are not §501(c)(3). The count includes some organizations with minimal social product and restricted membership (e.g., social clubs), others provide a significant social product for an open membership (e.g., credit unions). 


The total employment identified in all exempt organizations, 13.3 million, substantially exceeds both the 10.4m estimate from the Economic Census (2002) and the 9.4m estimate made for a select group of NAICS industries by Salamon-Sokolowski (2006) for 2004.
 Part of the difference is due to differences in the reference dates and the universe. Our 11.7m estimate for charitable organizations (most comparable to the 9.4m above) implies substantial deficiencies in the counting of employees in that policy-relevant sector.


4. Refinements for future Form 941 matches

4.1 Employment for small organizations


To rectify undercounting of employment in small organizations, matching to Form 941 must be supplemented. IRS Form W-2 records all employees and payroll over a calendar year. Matching the residual of unmatched Forms 990/990-EZ to W-2 identifies employers in that group. However, employment on W-2 is not comparable to employment reported on Form 941. The latter counts employment during a specific payroll period. W-2 elicits employment at any time during the year. Flux in employees over a year imply that W-2 counts of employees will exceed the number of employees in the March reference week on Form 941. To combine the two employment counts, the two measures must be calibrated. 


4.2 Preliminary and timely estimates


Matching Form 990/990-EZ information for a particular reporting year to Form 941 entails a lag that is comparable to SOI’s 24-month lag in compiling Forms 990/990-EZ. That lag can be reduced by making a preliminary estimate. All organizations that existed two years ago and are currently operating represent most of the universe. Thus the most recent Form 990/990-EZ available could be matched to Form 941 filed for the current quarter. This would produce a partial match (A” and B”) that is less inclusive than the matches tabulated here. New organizations created within the last two years can be identified by matches to the Registry (David 2005). Nonfiling organizations can be identified in the same way. Thus, the Registry match (C”) for nonprofit organizations not identified by past Form 990/990-EZ completes a representation of the current nonprofit universe. Matching identifies the appropriate subset of Form 941 to estimate current employment in nonprofit organizations.


The preliminary estimate can be revised as Forms 990/990-EZ become available. Some additional matches and mismatches will be identified.
 When the SOI sample is complete, both matched Form 990/990-EZ and Registry matches can be used to give comprehensive employment information about charitable organizations and other §501(c) organizations. Revised estimates of employment can be published at the same time as current estimates of other characteristics of nonprofit organizations.


5. Conclusions


Research matching the BLS QCEW to IRS Forms 990/990-EZ and the IRS Registry of exempt organizations demonstrated that existing counts of nonprofit employment from UC records cover only part of the employer universe and understate employment among covered employers. One million workers reported on Form 990 did not match UC records within the 49 jurisdictions that we studied. Two-thirds of employers filing Form 990-EZ did not match UC records; while such employers have few employees, a full count could easily be three times the 10,000 employees identified from UC records.


The weakness in Form 990 employment information is item nonresponse. Substituting UC employment for missing reports adds 9%, 633,000, to reported employees in included states. Additional employment, corresponding to false negative employment, can be imputed to unmatched Form 990 and possibly Form 990-EZ.
 


Employment among nonprofits that are not §501(c)(3) adds 1.6 million to the 11.7 million that we estimate for §501(c)(3). The total, 13.3 million, is much larger than both Economic Census and past estimates from UC. This paper demonstrates that more comprehensive measures of charitable employment can be estimated with modest additional effort.


The methodology used here can be applied to a match between Form 941, Form W-2, and the nonprofit sector (identified by past year Form 990/900-EZ and the Registry). That match can produce useful preliminary estimates of employment within 9 months of the employment report (well before Forms 990/990-EZ are filed for the current year). It will correct for the partial count of employment elicited by Forms 990/990-EZ. An important addition to our understanding of nonprofit operations in the US will result from this match in the future.


Our experience with ein errors indicates that estimates must encompass procedures to overcome errors associated with failed matches and mismatches. Matching error is present whenever the population of nonprofit organizations is identified from the IRS administrative records and the estimate of interest lies in another measurement system. Lastly, when IRS classifies all organizations on the Registry by 501(c) subsection, estimates can precisely allocate employment among charitable and other organizations in the nonprofit sector.
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		Table 1. Nonprofit employment reported in Economic Census 2002 (in 000’s)



		Naics classifi-cation

		Employment

		Establishments



		

		A

		C

		D

		E

		G

		H



		

		Exempt

		All

		Ratio: A/C

		Exempt

		All

		Ratio: E/G



		61

		120

		431

		0.28

		12

		50

		0.24



		62

		7,980

		15,048

		0.53

		136

		703

		0.19



		71

		1,363

		1,847

		0.74

		49

		109

		0.45



		 

		 

		

		 

		

		

		 



		813

		936

		936

		1.00

		11

		11

		1.00



		Total

		 

		

		 

		

		

		 



		  exc. 813

		9,463

		17,326

		 

		197

		862

		 



		  Inc. 813

		10,400

		18,262

		 

		208

		874

		 



		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		NAICS 813 contains industries likely to be, but not always, exempt.

		





		Table 2. QCEW matches to Forms 990, 501(c)(3) organizations, 2003q1



		

		

		Included states

		Excluded

		Total



		

		

		Matched?

		Subtotal

		states

		



		

		 

		Yes

		No

		 

		 

		 



		A

		Form 990-EZ

		4,243

		42,166

		46,409

		6,733

		53,142



		

		   proportion of Forms 990

		0.080

		0.793

		

		0.127

		1.000



		B

		Form 990

		79,045

		95,294

		174,339

		26,866

		201,205



		

		   proportion of Forms 990

		0.393

		0.474

		

		0.134

		1.000



		C

		Subtotal NCCS Census

		83,288

		137,460

		220,748

		33,599

		254,347



		

		   proportion of Forms 990

		0.327

		0.540

		 

		0.132

		1.000



		

		

		 

		

		

		

		



		D

		Master QCEW matches

		22,668

		

		22,668

		

		22,668



		

		   augmentation rate

		 

		

		0.102687

		

		



		E

		TOTAL

		105,956

		137,460

		243,416

		33,599

		277,015



		

		   proportion of total

		0.382

		0.496

		

		0.121

		1.000



		F

		Estimated matches

		12,797

		20,802

		

		0

		



		G

		UNIVERSE

		118,753

		158,262

		277,015

		

		277,015



		

		   proportion of universe

		0.429

		0.571

		1.000

		

		1.000







[image: image1.emf]Table 3. QCEW and Form 990 Employment: 2003, 501(c)(3), in 000's


SourceMatch?Orgs.RawWtd.RawImputedAugmented


990, inc. 


Yes796,7806,9306,8317,4637,463


No951,0051,0051,005


990-EZ, inc.


Yes41010NA1010


No42


2206,7906,9407,8368,4788,478


RegistryYes231,7241,777NANA1,777


Available states2438,5148,71710,255


990, exc. 271,4851,4851,485


990-EZ, exc. 7NA


Total277NANA9,3219,96311,740


QCEW emp.IRS employment


Subtotal




Italics reflect model-based weighting of QCEW and substitution of QCEW for missing employment reports to IRS.

Table 4 is available on request from the author.















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































� Most religious congregations are identified in Jones-Johnson (2002). Only religious organizations in the Registry (or filing Form990/990-EZ) are included in the analysis that follows. 


� All organizations file Forms W-2 and W-3 every calendar year. Those Forms can be used to count all employees over the year.


� Prior to 2003, organizations with no employees did not obtain a unique ein before beginning operations. Other record-keeping problems may contribute to mismatches.


� Errors in ein also imply that establishments of a single organizations operating in several states can not always be linked. This problem impacts Okolie (2004).


� The organizations selected include civil society, largely charitable organizations. See Salamon and Dewees (2002). 


� Since Forms 990/990-EZ accrue to the BMF continuously, potential exists for updating available information with early filers and creating several revisions of preliminary estimates.


� Item nonresponse among unmatched organizations requires modeling the choice to employ workers and the level of employment for each employer.
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												QCEW emp.						IRS employment
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			990, inc.
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Public sector failures lead to a large understatement of employment in charitable organizations. Multiple forces lead to this understatement. Partitioning private business into charities, other exempt organizations, and for profit business has a low priority in Federal Statistical Agencies. Regulatory failures in IRS oversight of exempt organizations compromise available statistics – the count of active organizations, data on employment, coverage of available employment reports, and consistency in its reporting. The incentive for IRS to regulate exempt entities is negative as the activity does not generate net revenue. Because exempt organizations constitute a small part of private businesses, publication of estimates for their establishments is limited by the imperative not to disclose proprietary information. Finally, regulation of burden in completing government forms leads to peculiar censoring of data within the population of exempt entities.


This analysis demonstrates that existing published estimates of employment in charitable organizations is understated. We link IRS information returns to the BLS/QCEW. A substantial proportion of employers can not be matched. Employment on IRS returns contains substantial nonresponse. Imputation of QCEW employment to matched organizations and augmenting the available census of IRS returns with employment in exempt organizations that are not covered produces aggregates that are substantially larger than the published Economic Census for 2002.


Understated employment can be overcome by a combination of more sophisticated imputation of information returns and matching of IRS information to records of payroll tax submissions, IRS/Form 941. 

1 Importance of nonprofit employment


Charitable organizations constitute about 5% of the corporate business sector. They are private corporations and associations exempted from taxation by the Federal government under Internal Revenue Code (IRC) §501(c)(3). State and local codes often reduce sales tax liability and property taxes for charitable organizations (Brody 2002). Gifts to exempt charitable organizations substantially reduce tax burdens of individual donors.


Charitable organizations operate in a broad range of industries -- from the arts, advocacy, and social assistance to education, training, and hospital services to research and international services. Labor is the largest input to the sector.  Wages paid are likely to be less than in for-profit companies.
 

Good measures of the number of employees in charitable organizations, classified by industry subsectors, are a first step to understanding the value of these organizations to the economy. This paper demonstrates that estimates of employment can be more timely and more comprehensive than understated estimates available in Census publications. 

2 Sources of employment measures

2.1 Published estimates of exempt sector employment 

The Economic Census publishes employment information on private business entities that are exempted from corporation taxes every five years. Exempt includes charitable organizations as well as neighborhood associations, clubs, labor unions, credit unions, and cooperatives. Three NAICS sectors are classified by exempt status of the organization (Educational services, 61; Health Care and Social Assistance, 62; and Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation, 71). Sector 61 excludes elementary and secondary schools and colleges and universities. One additional subsector, Religious, Grantmaking, Civic, Professional, and similar Organizations (813), is dominated by exempt organizations. Many are charitable organizations; some are not.
 

Employment reported for those (sub-) sectors totals 10.4 million (Table 1). That statistic is not only incomplete, it is timely only once in five years. Further it mixes employment of charitable organizations with employment of other exempt organizations. More extensive tabulation of charitable organizations is probably foreclosed by the disclosure review procedures used by the Economic Census.


2.2 Unpublished microdata containing employment reports

Regulations promulgated for IRC 501(c) organizations stipulate that most must file annual information returns.
 Organizations averaging revenue more than $25,000 must file; religious congregations are excused from filing information returns. However, religious organizations contracting to provide services funded by the Federal government also file information returns. Returns of organizations with more than $100,000 of revenue elicit employment in the week of March 12. Thus, employment of larger organizations can be estimated. (Charitable organizations can be distinguished from other exempted organizations.) 

The IRS count of employee is incomplete. What proportion of sector employment is included? How well is employment reported in different industries? Partial answers to these questions are provided in this report.
  

Microdata from these returns are accessible through the Urban Institute Dataweb. A census of all Form 990 and Form 990-EZ filed by charitable organizations is available for 1999-2003 (GuideStar-NCCS National Nonprofit Research Database, ver. 1 [1999-2003], cited as NCCS:<year>). Form 990 elicits the number of employees; Form 990-EZ does not.

3 Linking public IRS records to other employment data


Matching any two datasets entails five steps: a) Finding a common identifier, b) determining the multiplicity of the matches, c) assessing the extent of matching errors, d) correcting the match to reduce bias from failed matches, and e) removing mismatches from the analysis files. We follow these steps in linking IRS information returns below.   


3.1 Gains from linking IRS nonprofit information returns to other sources


Employment is reported on three administrative records: IRS Form 941, the BLS Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages (QCEW), and IRS W-2. The QCEW is derived from employer reports to state Unemployment Compensation (UC) agencies. Form 941 and QCEW both contain reports of employees on payroll in a particular month. The March reference month for those two series is identical to the reference month for employment elicited on Form 990.

The identifier common to Form 941, QCEW, Forms 990/990-EZ, and the IRS Registry is the Federal Employer Identifying Number, or ein. Multiple establishments in the QCEW match some IRS ein’s. In most cases only one establishment matches. The IRS files contain one record for each ein. 


Errors in ein’s emanate from the employer who may enter an incorrect ein or omit an ein, and from the state and Federal administrative agencies that process the ein. An omitted ein leads to a match failure. An incorrect ein leads to a match failure or a mismatched pair of records.

The candidates to link to nonprofit returns vary in coverage and reporting period: 

(a) Form 941, filed quarterly, includes most employees whose wages have been withheld for accruing income taxes or Social Security payroll taxes. Employers that owe less than $2500 annually for withholding and payroll taxes do not file Form 941. (They file Form 944 at the end of the year.) Thus employers of few, or part-time, employees may not file Form 941. 

(b) QCEW covers many, but not all, Form 941 employees. (It also includes a few of the employers who file Form 944.) However, QCEW excludes nonprofit employers with less than 4 employees in some states. QCEW excludes some employees – part-time workers, students, and interns – in some states. One or both exclusions apply in about 30 states.

QCEW ‘breaks-out’ organization employment into employment at worksites dispersed over different counties. For larger organizations multiple worksites in different states can be identified. As services and products of exempt organizations are often tied to local sites, this geographic information is an extremely valuable addition to the Form 990/990-EZ report (Salamon-Sokolowski 2005].


 (c) IRS W-2 reports total employment for a 12-month reference period. That is, every employee receiving wages in the prior calendar year will be counted. Multiple job-holders and employees switching jobs during the year will be counted twice. Multiple job-holders and some employees switching jobs during a month are counted twice on the QCEW and Form 941. While W-2 and Form 941 contain payroll information for different reporting periods, combining the four Forms 941 filed during a calendar year produces payroll comparable to Form W-2. Monthly employment for employers that do not file Form 941 might be estimable from the available annual information.

In conclusion, a match of Forms 990/990-EZ to IRS Form 941 for March will yield a larger count of nonprofit employees than the QCEW. The QCEW match gives insight to the distribution of multi-establishment employment across worksites.
  

3.2 Losses from linking nonprofit information returns to other sources

Any errors in ein’s being matched reduce the quality of matched data. Errors in identifying numbers arise from reporting errors by filers, from changes in the legal organization that entail a new identifier for continuing (perhaps expanded) activities, and from failures to maintain correct identifiers in the two record systems.


 Errors in identifiers have two consequences: failed matches and mismatches. An incorrect identifier in the IRS file leads to a failed match when no corresponding identifier exists in the second data source, and vice versa. Mismatches result when the incorrect IRS identifier matches the identifier of a disparate organization in the second data source, and vice versa. The proportion of nonprofit organizations is small relative to the populations in the QCEW and Form 941 universes, so mismatches are most likely to relate information about taxable organizations to the exempt organization. Failed matches reduce the coverage of statistics based on both records. Mismatches badly distort statistics. Both levels of the matched data and correlates of those data are distorted (Scheuren-Winkler 1997). For example, when employment is imputed to Form 990-EZ from Form 941, any difference in the mean employment of exempt organizations and the mean employment of mismatched employers will bias the imputed mean. 

4 Matching QCEW and IRS information on exempt organizations

Our investigation matches IRS public information on nonprofits to the QCEW. Most estimates refer to matches and employment for March, 2003.

4.1 Joining QCEW and IRS information 


Matching Forms 990/990-EZ, the Registry, and the QCEW yields eight outcomes. Outcomes that link QCEW to IRS information are indicated by m in the text table below. Unmatched records are indicated by “*”. Outcomes 1-5 are useful. Outcome 1 gives the most complete information since all three data files match. (Outcome 3 occurs primarily as organizations whose application for exempt status is pending, file Form 990/990-EZ.)  Outcomes 2 and 4 do not match QCEW, but information on Forms 990/990-EZ is informative. 


		

		Outcomes



		Record system

		1

		2

		3

		4

		5

		6

		7

		8



		Forms 990/990-EZ

		m

		*

		m

		*

		

		

		

		



		Registry

		m

		*

		

		

		m

		*

		

		



		QCEW

		m

		

		m

		

		m

		

		*

		





Outcomes 6-8 are uninformative. The function of the Registry is to identify active exempt organizations. Unfortunately, organizations that are inactive or defunct sometimes linger for a substantial time before they are identified and removed. Thus unmatched Registry records (outcome 6) overstate the number of active unmatched organizations. Unmatched QCEW records (outcome 7) include nonprofit entities, but they can not be identified reliably.
 Some nonprofits are not UC liable and do not file information returns (outcome 8). Neither IRS nor QCEW records afford insight into this group. 

Outcomes 1-4 include all exempt organizations filing Forms 990/990-EZ and processed into the NCCS:1999-2003.
 They constitute a census of operating charitable organizations, covering all states. Unmatched Forms 990/990-EZ (Outcome 2 and 4) provide information about organizations that do not fall in the QCEW universe. Understanding the unmatched cases is a lever that allows us to estimate employment outside the UC system and the proportion of organizations that operate without paid employees, i.e. nonemployers. 


Outcome 5 matches the Registry to three types of organizations: exempt organizations other than charities (exempted under subsections other than 501(c)(3)), private foundations, and operating charities failing to file timely returns. 

Each matched Form 990 reveals whether the organization failed to report employment on line 90(b), a false negative (FN). Each matched Form 990-EZ and Registry record reveals the number of employees covered by the UC system at each worksite. No matches provide any information on employees excluded from UC coverage.


4.2 Assessing matching errors

4.2.1 Failed and invalid matches

Some failed matches can be detected by invalid ein’s.  Those ein’s have less than the required nine characters or they have ciphers that indicate the ein is unknown.  We scanned both the Registry and the QCEW for invalid ein’s. The Registry contained less than 500 or 3/10,000 invalid ein’s. Though the Registry contains ein errors, we regard it as a “gold standard”. Less than 90 failed matches arise when it matches a population of less than 300,000 organizations.


The QCEW contained an average of 1.7% invalid ein’s in the years 1999-2003. These invalid ein’s were not randomly distributed across the 35 million records that we scanned. The probability of invalid ein’s was higher in establishments with few employees than elsewhere. The probability varied substantially over the 49 jurisdictions (46 states, The District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands) in our universe.  Three states had probabilities over 0.03; six had probabilities less than 0.005.


We created weights for the QCEW that increase counts of establishments and the number of employees. Weighting offsets downward bias of unweighted counts (David 2007).
 Weights on the QCEW were transferred to all matching IRS records. They are applied to Form 990-EZ and Registry matches in the estimates below.


Additional match failures occur because valid ein numbers are corrupted in the process of filing and transmitting the tax-related reports that are the basis for the QCEW. Digits can be transposed, duplicated, or erroneously entered. We do not know what order of magnitude to assign to this problem.  


4.2.2 Removing mismatches -- Forms 990/990-EZ

Before appropriate estimates could be made, matches were scanned for evidence of mismatches. The legal name of the organization and its industry class were critical information for detecting mismatches. Forms 990/990-EZ and the QCEW use different industry classifications, the National Taxonomy of Exempt Entities (NTEE) and NAICS respectively. These classifications are relatively similar at the sector level (Appendix A). In examining matched records we discovered several pathologies. Some parent-teacher organizations were associated with large numbers of establishments in banks. Some private organizations awarding fellowships and scholarships were associated with employee counts for state university systems. And some private nonprofit entities were associated with school systems or governments. In many of these cases the name on the Form 990 was substantially different than the name on the QCEW. The pairing of large numbers of establishments to the nonprofit organization was also suggestive of mismatching. Hundreds of establishments exist for only a few of nonprofit charitable organizations. Because Forms 990/990-EZ contain more information than the Registry, the procedure for removing mismatches of Forms 990/990-EZ differs from the procedure applied where  the Registry matches QCEW and no Form 990 exists.


We test the relationship between payroll reported to the QCEW and nonprofit expenditures on Form 990/990-EZ. If first-quarter establishment payroll exceeds 20 percent of total expenditures for the organization, the establishment-organization link is suspect. All links between establishments and organization with any suspect links to the QCEW were severed. The logic for this procedure incorporates two assumptions: A) Most organizations with a QCEW record for the first quarter of the year were in operation for a whole fiscal year. B) Annual compensation for the nonprofit is at least 20 percent less than total expenditures for the fiscal year. Prorating annual compensation levels to the first quarter, we expect that one-quarter of eighty percent of annual expenditures is a reasonable upper bound for first quarter compensation. 

The test identified 2,564 organizations as suspect in 2003. The total of matched Forms 990/990-EZ was 85,852 prior to testing for suspect matches. Failing the test caused 3.0 percent of tentatively matched organizations to be recoded as unmatched. The suspect matches were dominated by links between tiny organizations and entities classified as NAICS 522 (credit intermediation) or NAICS 5412 (Accounting, tax preparation, bookkeeping, and payroll services).  Three-quarters of the establishments involved with suspect links were tied to entities in those NAICS classifications.  


Over the five years, 1999-2003, an average of more than 8%, or 11,000, establishments matched to Form 990/990-EZ are suspect. This average is low, as information on total expenses was missing in 4% of the 1999 Form 990’s and 7% of the 2003 Form 990’s. Mismatching associated with organizations filing Form 990-EZ is astronomically larger than for organizations filing Form 990. Figure 1 presents the rate of mismatched establishments separately for Form 990 and Form 990-EZ.  Over 50% of establishments linked to Form 990-EZ proved to be suspect in years 2000-2002 where expense data were almost universally available. 

Following the removal of suspect matches to the Registry (next section), we re-examined Forms 990/990-EZ matches to determine whether any NAICS 52 (Finance and Insurance) organizations passed the expense test. 15 organizations were identified in the sector and delinked from QCEW. The count of mismatched Forms 990/990-EZ increased from 2,564 to 2,579.


4.2.3 Removing mismatches – Registry matches, no Forms 990/990-EZ


QCEW matches to the Registry contain no information on organization expenses. 
 We investigated two classes of matches: Organizations that are charitable and exempted under section 501(c)(3) of the IRC, and organizations whose 501(c) subsection was unknown. The first class is more extensive than the operating charities for which we have Forms 990/990-EZ. Private foundations and trusts are included. The 3,500 organizations with subsection unknown are likely to include a majority with 501(c)(3) activity.
 


Registry-QWEW matches reveal industry and name of the organization on both records. NAICS signals many mismatches. Organizations matched to NAICS  52 (finance and insurance) appear to be suspect, as they included multiple establishment links of banks to parent-teacher organizations, paralleling the most egregious mismatches identified among the Forms 990/990-EZ. We excluded all public sector, business associations, and labor unions (NAICS 92, 81391, 81393) as they are not generally §501(c)(3). We excluded broader classes than with Forms 990 because organizations with unknown subsection could be 501(c)(4) or (9), not relevant to our analysis of 501(c)(3). A total of 1210 organizations with matches to the Registry were declared suspect, representing 5.1% of the 23,878 tentatively matched organizations.


Taken together the delinked organizations are 3.5% of tentative matches. Estimates of employment that include identified mismatches would be wildly overstated.


Lastly, in cases where the subsection was unknown, we surmise that some organizations are not charitable organizations. Organizations linked to NAICS subsectors including the  public sector, business associations, and labor unions are unlikely to be operating charitable organizations. Organizations in all of these sectors were deemed not 501(c)(3), and excluded from the 501(c)(3) universe. Table 2 describes the division of subsection “NA” between those tabulated with 501(c)(3) and those excluded. It also shows that less than 500 501(c)(3) were reallocated out of that class. The editing procedures described produced an enhanced match that we discuss below.

4.3  Structure of matched and unmatched data


4.3.1 Available data

Matched data bring together information defined by different measures and collected from different universes. Important conceptual differences are displayed below.

		Attribute

		Form 990

		Form 990-EZ

		QCEW



		Employment

		Elicited from all

		Not collected

		Employment collected. Excludes: Part-time workers of nonprofits in all but 19 states, and students working for school, student nurses. Interns (some states)



		Compensation

		Detail on wages, benefits and payroll taxes

		All employment related payments

		Payroll



		Industry classification

		NTEE

		NTEE

		NAICS



		Universe

		Exempted entities

		Exempted entities

		Employers liable to pay UC benefits



		Minimum threshold for inclusion

		3-yr. avg. revenue >$100,000

		$25,000 < 

3-yr. avg. revenue 


<$100,000

		1+ employee working more than 20 weeks in a calendar year, US standard



		Excluded states (this investigation)

		None

		None

		MA, MI, NY, WY



		Excluded entities

		Most religious

		Most religious

		Employers with 1-3 workers (29 states), some religious organizations,


small agriculture employers, some local governments



		Periodicity

		Fiscal year

		Fiscal year

		Calendar quarters





The measure of employment is critical to our investigation. Form 990 elicits March 12 employment; Form 990-EZ does not. All workers on the payroll should be counted. QCEW does not count part-time employees in many states; students at work in their schools, student nurses in hospitals, and interns are excluded in some states. 


Industry is classified by the National Taxonomy of Exempt Entities (NTEE) on Forms 990/990-EZ and the Registry. Industry is classified by the NAICS on the QCEW.



Average revenue over the last three years determines which IRS form is used. A few organizations file returns because they are required to do so by Federal contracting rules, or because they have provisional permission to operate as a charitable organization or association.


4.3.2 Censoring pertinent to the QCEW universe


Exclusion of nonprofit employers with 1-3 workers in 29 states, and part-time employees of nonprofits in 33 states (largely, but not the same as the previous states) drastically reduces coverage of the QCEW for small organizations.

Exclusion of states. Four states (MA, MI, NY, WY) did not release their information for this study. Those states provide the BLS with QCEW information for all periodic estimates in the BLS publication program. BLS could tabulate nonprofit UC employees directly for the entire US universe from its QCEW data. Geographic censoring of QCEW records affects our partition of organizations into matched and unmatched. Clearly, matches are precluded whenever an organization operates exclusively in the four states that declined to participate, indicating that substantial numbers of UC eligible nonprofit employees were not available to us.
 In addition, some matches are truncated. 


Exclusion of establishments. Organizations that operate in both included and excluded states will appear with fewer matching establishments than their full complement of worksites. For example, an organization operating in the New York metropolitan area will match to its NJ and CT establishments; it will not match to any NY establishments. Some insight to the extent of this problem comes from the proportion of matched organizations that have multiple establishments. 


Truncated multi-establishment organizations. 
Nearly 9/10 organizations matching the QCEW and filing Form 990 have only one establishment in one state.
 Four percent of Form 990 filers operate in several states. These estimates of multi-establishment rates are lower bounds, as we can not count worksites in excluded states. Virtually no organization that files Form 990-EZ has more than one establishment. See Table 3. Registry matches include nearly half as many multi-establishment organizations as Form 990 filers.


This background about multi-establishment organizations colors the meaning of a partition of the data that we use repeatedly.  

5 Learning from the matched data

5.1 Classifying matched organizations 


The universe is partitioned into three groups: included states, matched; included states, not matched; and excluded states. An organization with one worksite belongs in only one of these classes. An organization with worksites in both included and excluded states could be located in two of the three classes. We resolve the ambiguity by placing all matched cases together, in included states, matched, irrespective of the location at which the Forms 990/990-EZ were filed. As a consequence, organizations classified under excluded states are a subset of exempt organizations that operate in those states. A few more complex organizations that operate in excluded states will have establishments in included states, matched and will be tabulated under that heading. Logically, those organizations include some whose activity is concentrated in included states; others, whose activity is in concentrated in excluded states.

Table 4 describes the link of IRS information to the QCEW in our enhanced match for organizations. Two features of the table are highlighted by boxes: 

· Column 1, matched to QCEW? Yes, includes all IRS records that match the QCEW;


· Rows A – C include all organizations for which we have Forms 990/990-EZ.  

The intersection of the two boxes gives the most information. Outside the intersection row D lacks Form 990 data and the column excluded states lacks QCEW data. The total number of IRC 501(c)(3) organizations is 277,015 (Row E, last column). More than 90 percent are organizations filing Forms 990/990-EZ  (254,347 Row C, last column).  

One-third of Forms 990/990-EZ match the QCEW. That percentage rises to 38% when we compare matches to the total number of organizations with a presence in included states. This larger percentage is closer to the yield of matches that could be obtained were all the states in the US included.


Row A reveals that only 8% of organizations filing Form 990-EZ match the QCEW. That low rate is consistent with the small expenditures of EZ organizations and the exclusion of many nonprofit workers from UC benefits.


Thirteen percent of organizations do not match QCEW and file Forms 990/990-EZ from excluded states. The column labeled excluded states excludes multi-state organizations operating establishments in included states. For example, an organization that has an establishment in CA and files Form 990 from its headquarters establishment in NY will be included in the column labeled Yes because the CA establishment matches the QCEW.  

Row D shows that Forms 990/990-EZ matches are augmented by matches from the Registry increasing matches by 27%. Row F contains an estimate of Form 990/990-EZ matches that could be obtained from excluded states.
  When estimates are added to actual matches, Form 990/990-EZ matching in the QCEW universe rises to 43% (Row G).



Arnsberger (2006) estimates 9,000 more §501(c)(3) organizations than we find among Form 990/990-EZ’s.
Our Registry match raises the universe in Table 4 to 14,000 organizations greater than estimated in Arnsberger (2006). Both differences are far beyond sampling errors. A cutoff date for processing Forms 990 into the NCCS database may be responsible for shortfall of §501(c)(3) filers. The excess produced by Registry matches has quite different sources. The Registry match may capture some large organizations that do not file Form 990 within two years of the end their fiscal year.
 Alternatively, some organizations are not required to file and participate in the UC system. Large religious organizations are an example. At the other extreme, many small organizations not required to file Forms 990 have no employees and would not have a UC record that matches the Registry. The number of organizations detected by Registry matches is a puzzle.
 


5.2 Employment 501(c)(3) organizations, 2003


5.2.1 Aggregates for the US


Rows A, B, and D of Table 4 include seven cells defined by the IRS data available (Form 990, Form 990-EZ, Registry), match status (match [yes, no]) in included states, and the remainder, unmatched organizations filing from excluded states. We use the same logical structure to display employment aggregates in Table 5. The number of organizations (from Table 4) is repeated in the leftmost column as a guide to the reader. The column headed establishments, raw shows the number of establishments operated by matched organizations. The column headed establishments, weighted indicates the extent to which invalid ein’s conceal presence of matching establishments. The remaining columns pertain to estimates of employment.


The subtotal row sums Form 990/990-EZ filers with worksites in included states.
 The row Available states adds employment from matches to the Registry to the subtotal. The total row counts both matched and unmatched employment in all states. As no QCEW data are available for excluded states, totals can not be calculated for QCEW employment or establishments. 

The IRS column labeled employment, raw contains reports from Form 990. The top row  indicates that IRS reports on Form 990 exceed raw QCEW employment by 50,000 (0.74%) for matched records. 
 That difference has two principal sources: (1) workers not covered by UC do not appear in QCEW; and (2) workers reported on Form 990 include workers in excluded states.  Multi-state organizations that operate in both excluded and included states will show more employees in the first row than their QCEW report which excludes some states. 


The column Imputed shows more employment than raw because we substituted QCEW raw employment for zeros on Form 990’s that failed to report employment. Attribution of QCEW employees increases aggregate employment by 633,000 on Form 990’s, an increase of 9.3%.
  This imputation is too small because many part-time workers and student workers are not counted in QCEW. Also, employees of organizations that have establishments in excluded states are understated to the extent that the organization has employees in the excluded states. 

Additional employees should be imputed to unmatched Form 990 records (in 2nd row and 990, exc.). Employment is presumably unreported and at a greater rate than matched Form 990 filers. Smaller organizations are likely to have more difficulty in correctly completing Form 990 than matched organizations. Ratio estimation of the imputation is inappropriate, as a proportion of unmatched organizations are nonemployers, while nearly all matched records currently employ workers. A statistical model that encompasses both the decision to employ workers and the number employed is needed to impute employees to the unmatched records.


 The third row displays matched Form 990-EZ. No employment information can be garnered from those records. Weighting QCEW employment makes imputed numbers more representative of the universe, while unweighted employment would understate levels in the exempt sector (David 2007a). Weighted QCEW employment is transferred to the Imputed column, in the third row.

Matching QCEW to the Registry identifies 22,668 organizations that did not file  Form 990/990-EZ (Row 6). The Registry organizations contribute a weighted count of 32,749 worksites and weighted employment of 1,777,000. Weighted employment from the Registry is added to the count from Forms 990/990-EZ in the column labeled augmented. A considerable part of the 1.8 million may be employed in large, late-filing organizations. That is suggested by the relatively large numbers of establishments associated with the Registry matches. The character of the remainder of the organizations that we identify by Registry matches is unknown.

In the total row, covering all states, augmented employment is 11.7 million (50%) higher than the raw, 7.8 million, count of Form 990 IRS employment. The difference lies in two enhancements to the Form 990 data: (A) the 1.8 million employees represented by Registry rather than Form 990/990-EZ matches in included states; and (B) the 0.6 million imputed employees unreported to IRS on Form 990, again, in included states.


Three other aspects of employment aggregates are noteworthy. First, Form 990 counts 1.0 million workers in organizations that file from included states and do not appear in the QCEW. 
 This count understates employment, as explained above. Second, UC coverage for Form 990-EZ filers is small. We estimate that a quarter of Form 990-EZ filers are employers and only 8% match QCEW. (Employment in small organizations must be elicited directly from a revised Form 990-EZ.) Third, extrapolation of imputed employment, or modeling of an employment imputation, would increase employment numbers in excluded states by roughly 8 percent (the ratio of imputed to raw in the subtotal row). It appears prudent to investigate differences among industry classes before attempting that imputation, as reporting of employees is not uniform across industries.

5.3 Employment in major industries


5.3.1 Industry classifications

Forms 990/990-EZ are classified by the National Taxonomy of Exempt Entities (NTEE). This classification was adopted by the nonprofit sector in the 1980’s and is used in IRS/SOI statistics on the sector. Although more detail is available, we used a classification that collapsed the code to 15 classes and unclassified. Labels for the NTEE classes appear in the text table below.

		Abbreviation

		NTEE classes

		Label



		A

		A

		Arts, Culture & Humanities'



		B not B4

		B except B4

		Education, excludes post-secondary



		B4

		B4

		Higher education (post-secondary)



		C, D

		C, D

		Environment, Animal-related



		E, not E2

		E,F,G,H except E2

		Health, not hospitals



		E2

		E2

		Hospitals (and support organizations)



		I, M

		I,M

		Crime, public safety



		J, K, L

		J, K, L

		Employment, Food & Agriculture, Housing



		N, O

		N, O

		Recreation sports, Youth development



		P

		P

		Human services, multi-purpose, and other



		Q

		Q

		International, foreign affairs



		R – W

		R, S, T, U, V, W

		Advocacy, Philanthropy, Science, Society benefit



		X

		X

		Religion related



		Y

		Y

		Mutual/ membership benefit



		Z

		Z

		Unclassified





The NTEE 15 provides detail that is similar to NAICS sectors. NAICS industry classes are available only for records matched to the QCEW. Those classes apply to establishments and can vary over the distinct worksites identified through the BLS disaggregation of multi-establishment organizations to counties. Multiple classifications occur in less than 10% of matched cases (derived from Table 3). 

Table 6 shows the distribution of organizations and matched establishments over NTEE classes. The difference in the distribution of matched establishments and the distribution of organizations reflects (a) variation in the match rate by NTEE and (b) differences in the proportion of organizations that have multiple establishments in different NTEE classes. For example, A, Arts organizations, tend to be small with too few employees to be matched. They also are unlikely to have multiple sites. The result is that matched establishments are 6% or all establishments, while arts organizations are 10% of the total. E2, Hospitals, reflect the opposite situation; match rates are high and many have multiple establishments. Hospitals are 4% of all matched establishments, and 1% of all organizations.

5.3.2 Employment by NTEE

Table 7 disaggregates employment into 15 NTEE classes. Weighted counts from the QCEW in column 3 are unbiased for each state and size of workforce.
 Columns 4-6 display NTEE aggregates of raw, imputed and augmented IRS employment (defined as in Table 5). Column 4 is limited to Form 990 information. The imputed and augmented columns enhance Form 990, Form 990-EZ, and Registry matches with available QCEW data. Augmented employment is larger than the weighted QCEW for each of the 15 NTEE classes. More employees are identified by QCEW than by Form 990 in three industries (B not B4; X; and Y). 


The outcomes of imputation and augmentation vary widely over the 15 NTEE classes.  Both Education, B not B4, and Mutual membership benefit, Y, acquire more than half of their employment from Registry matches. Mutual membership benefit, Y, also shows a large increase because employment is unreported on Form 990. At the other extreme, International, foreign affairs, Q, report employment well and are seldom identified by Registry matches. Together, imputation and augmentation increase reported employment for Q by 7.3%.

Table 8 reveals the impact of imputation and augmentation through ratios of employment counts to various bases. Column 1, imputation rate, of Table 8 displays imputed employment as a proportion of employment reported by matched organizations filing Form 990. This ratio is smaller than the 20% of organizations that fail to report employment on matched Forms 990 because the level of employment is lower in nonreporting organizations. The range of column 1 is from 4% for E2, Hospitals and their related support organizations to 90% for  Y, mutual/ membership benefit organizations. 

Column 2, Augmentation rate, displays the proportional increase of imputed employment that comes from Registry matches (over the included QCEW states). The concentration of unclassified industries in  Registry matches assures that the augmentation rate is extreme for class Z. The reasons for remaining rates over 100% are unclear. Educational institutions other than higher education, class B not B4, may administer small trusts established to finance scholarships. Employees in this case may be educators in the school, while the trusts are nonemployers. The trusts may be exempt from filing information returns. Further study of NTEE classes with high rates of augmentation is appropriate.


Sorting the NTEE classes according to the proportionate change induced by imputation (column 1) gives the middle panel of Table 8. Sorting the NTEE classes according to the proportionate change induced by augmentation (column 3) gives the right panel of the table. The bold NTEE classes in the sorted panels are defined by the partition of all classes into thirds. E2 and Q lie in the bottom third of both imputation and augmentation. B not B4; N, O; and Y lie in the top third of both imputation and augmentation. The association may be due to a concentration of small and relatively new organizations in the top third.

We conclude:

· Imputation of employment on Forms 990 is essential. Imputed employment counts exceed matched Form 990 in most industries by more than 10%. Higher education, hospitals, and international organizations are the exception.

· A match of QCEW to the Registry is needed to augment IRS employment estimates for Education (not higher education) and for religious organizations.


· Augmented employment is sufficiently larger than a match which relies only on QCEW in most NTEE classes that QCEW can not be the sole source for employment information on charitable organizations.  

6 Evaluation 

6.1 Nonemployers and matching: How much do we know?


Accounting for nonemployers gives another perspective on coverage and employment reported in Tables 4 and 5. Both Form 990 and Form 990-EZ elicit reports of compensation. If that information correctly predicts absence of employees, it can be used in imputing employees. Comparison of Form 990 records matched to QCEW records revealed that 20% of organizations fail to report employment. 97% of the non-reporting organizations reveal compensation. The consistency of compensation reporting in the two record systems makes compensation a useful predictor of employment. However 1.1% of matched forms report neither compensation nor employees on Form 990. More than three-fifths of this group should report employment on Form 990. Absence of compensation and employees on Form 990 do not always predict nonemployers. 


Unmatched Forms 990 in included states show 51% with no compensation; organizations in excluded states show 31% with no compensation.  Using those estimates we calculate that almost 50,000 of the 201,000 Form 990 filers are not employers; and 37,000 of the 53,000 Form 990-EZ filers are not employers. In all, 87,000 of the 254,000 Form 990/990-EZ filers can be tentatively identified as nonemployers. Those estimates are too high, as we can not quantify the proportion of filers who bury compensation expenses among other expenses.
 


Our estimate of nonemployers can be applied to rows C and F in Table 4. 83,300 matches plus the 12,800 matches estimated for excluded states gives 96,100. Dividing those matches by the difference between all filers and nonemployers, 254,000 less 87,000, yields a match rate of 57%. That compares to the 43% rate shown in row G.  A clear reality is that some employers are exempt from UC and will never match. However, unknown errors also contribute to low match rates. The level of failed matches is certainly more than the 1.7% we have identified. An important contributor to those errors are birth, death, and merger of organizations. Each of those events can create discrepancies between ein’s used in filing Forms 900/990-EZ and QCE.

6.2 Adequacy of employment estimates for charitable organizations


At this point we see a glass half-full, half-empty. The 2002 Economic Census counts 9.5 million employees in exempt organizations in those industries in which charitable organizations are concentrated (Table 1). Some additional charities and religious organizations are counted in a sector that includes many exempt organizations that are not charities. The failure to divide exempt into two groups – (a) charities (501(c)(3)) and religious congregations and (b) other exempt entities –compromises the policy value of the estimates. Exclusion of K-12 and higher education compromises those estimates.

The match of QCEW to IRS counts almost as many 501(c)(3) employees as the Economic Census, in a universe that excludes QCEW information for four states. The match shows 1.8 million employees in education that are largely excluded from the Census universe. 

IRS counts 1 million more employees in charitable organizations than QCEW.  IRS counts 0.7 million less than Census, when primary and secondary education are excluded. IRS fails to impute Form 990 and elicit employment for Form 990-EZ. Substituting QCEW employment for missing information fills most of the Census-IRS gap, via the 0.6 million employees we have imputed. More imputation is needed to eliminate unreported employment in unmatched Form 990 records.


Our largest employment estimate for charitable organizations, the augmented composite of QCEW and Form 990, is 11.7 million, or 9.0 million, when education is excluded. That estimate is for 2003, while the comparable Census number reflects a smaller population of organizations with fewer employees in 2002. Including exempt organizations other than 501(c)(3) brings our augmented estimate to 13.3 million, substantially larger than the Census counts including all of NAICS 813.

The current, quinquenial Census estimate does not adequately track increasing employment in a sector that is growing rapidly (David, Pollak, Arnsberger  2006). Total nonprofit employment is the same order of magnitude as the health sector of the economy (which includes a major group of exempt organizations).

6.3 Timeliness and employment dynamics


Openness and accountability motivate the mandate for exempt entities to file information returns open to the public.  Donors, potential donors, and persons valuing an equitable and efficient tax structure need to know that every exemption is not a scam. The gestation period for both Census and IRS/SOI statistics is more than two years, an interval that does not enable public review at a time when malfeasance can be nipped in the bud. 

Estimates of employment in exempt organizations could be produced by QCEW nine months after the quarter. The gestation period for estimates from Form 941 would be no longer. Tallies of those administrative records would also reveal the number of exempt organizations (or establishments), the exempt subsection (e.g., 501(c)(3)), and the NTEE classification of those organizations.

We know that births and deaths of enterprises account for a large part of the flux in job creation and job destruction. (Haltiwanger, Davis, Schuh 1996; BED, BLS) The annual rate of births and deaths is staggering. A speculation is that both births and deaths of charitable organizations exceed levels in the private business sector. We can not know, until charitable organizations are partitioned from other private, nonfarm business employers. 


6.4 Summing up

A great deal of value attaches to statistics on employment, and employment growth, in exempt organizations with classification by industry and geography. The potential to produce those statistics exists in current administrative record systems. The substantial tax subsidy to donors to charitable organizations, and a need to know more about how these organizations perform argues eloquently to publish employment estimates for charitable organizations, other exempt organizations, and the residual of private business. 


QCEW has been shown to enhance statistics derived from Forms 990/990-EZ and the Registry. The Form 941 appears to have a greater capacity to count employees, but that has not yet been proven. Coverage and presentation of charitable organizations in Economic Census needs to be improved to allow policy analysts to associate changes in employment with tax expenditures estimated for the sector.  


7 A work plan for the future


7.1 Statistical Agencies

7.1.1 First-best activity

Both IRS/SOI and the Census have access to Form 941, with its employment and payroll information. Both agencies have unlimited access to information returns filed on behalf of exempt organizations and the Register.
 The steps taken in this paper can be replicated on Form 941. The tri-partite match – Forms 990/990-EZ, Registry, and Form 941 – can be executed in both agencies. Census may have an advantage in editing and linking records (Winkler 2004); IRS/SOI may have earlier and more comprehensive access to records.

Both agencies currently receive updates from IRS Business Master Files monthly. Those files contain extracts from Form 941 and Form 990/990-EZ. The registry is also updated monthly.  Both agencies could devise a quarterly estimate of exempt employment that is subsequently benchmarked to the more thoroughly edited annual samples of Form 990/Form 990-EZ produced by IRS/SOI.


Indicators of exempt status and applicable IRC section can be taken from Form 990/990-EZ and the IRS Registry. They can be inserted into the Census Business Register. That would enable sampling using exempt status (not exempt, 501(c)(3), other exempt) and, more importantly, analyses of differences between exempt and other organizations.

7.1.2 Second-best activities

A. IRS/SOI can impute unreported employment on Form 990. This should yield far more employment than the 633,000 we substituted from the QCEW. We know from this investigation that even rough imputation can produce the same order of magnitude of employment as the QCEW (Table 5).

The BLS has its own business register that is derived from the QCEW. Under current law BLS can not access the Form 941, but it can receive the continuous stream of Forms 990/990-EZ as they become available in the IRS Business Master File, because all of that information is public. Thus it is feasible for BLS to continue the tri-partite match – Forms 990/990-EZ, Registry, and QCEW – pioneered in this research. The IRS Business Master File does not include employment so that employment estimates would only cover the QCEW universe. Such estimates could be produced within the current nine-month interval after the quarter that is the timetable for QCEW reports. The QCEW exempt employment series should be compared to SOI employment estimates that lag the reporting year by about 30 months. 

The gain from a continuing BLS activity would be to partition Business Employment Dynamics (BLS webpage) into estimates of private for-profit and a private nonprofit job creation and destruction.

7.2 Operating Agencies


7.2.1 IRS/TEGO

IRS/TEGO administers approvals for tax exemption, updates the Registry and classifies exempt organizations by NTEE.  IRS/TEGO has the power to reject Forms 990/990-EZ that are incomplete. It can identify organizations that fail to file timely information returns. It can reject all Form 990 returns where employment is not reported. IRS/TEGO should also reject Form 990 where no compensation is paid and employees are present.

IRS/TEGO can ask to have Forms redesigned so that answering the employment question is tied directly to reports of positive compensation. Then Form 990-EZ could have an employment question that is conditional on positive compensation.


Electronic filing of Form 990 is required for large organizations and facilitated by free software for small organizations. With e-filing, Forms that fail to report employment, when requested, can be rejected by edits in the e-filing software. That eventuality will ultimately greatly reduce current unreported employment.

7.2.2 OMB/OIRA

OMB/OIRA administers the Paperwork Reduction Act. It contains the Office of the Chief Statistician whose role is to coordinate the US statistical agencies and provide guidance to good statistical practice. The Chief Statistician needs to be convinced that higher priority be given to employment statistics for charitable organizations. 
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Appendix A. Comparison of NTEE and NAICS classifications

The granularity of industry coding used in this analysis allows for 15 bins of the NTEE (excluding unclassified) and 15 bins for the NAICS. If the information in both coding systems were identical and no errors were made in coding, all NAICS sector codes should map into one NTEE bin, and conversely. Figure 2 shows the allocation of NAICS industries to NTEE classes for NTEE-NAICS combinations that include a total of 90% or more of NTEE employment.
 Three NAICS sectors are “well-behaved” as the sector maps uniquely to one NTEE class. Seven additional sectors match to two NTEE classes. Four sectors (54, 61, 62, and 81) are substantially partitioned as NAICS is distributed to five or more NTEE bins.  
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		Table 2. Reallocation of NA and mismatched 501(c) subsection



		matched organizations, 2003q1*



		

		

		

		

		

		



		Reallocated

		501(c)

		Type of match

		Total



		subsection

		subsection

		Forms 990

		Registry

		Count

		Percent



		501c3  plus

		NA 

		171

		2,338

		2,509

		2.4



		 

		501(c)(3) 

		83,117

		20,330

		103,447

		97.6



		 

		Total 

		83,288

		22,668

		105,956

		100.0



		 

		 

		

		

		 

		 



		 

		 

		Type of reclassification 

		 

		 



		 

		 

		None

		LbrBusGov

		 

		 



		Not 501c3

		NA 

		5

		527

		532

		0.8



		 

		501(c)(3) 

		0

		409

		409

		0.6



		 

		Other

		64,872

		0

		64,872

		98.6



		 

		Total

		64,877

		936

		65,813

		100.0



		* Excludes all Naics 52 (Finance and Insurance).

		

		



		

		

		

		

		

		



		Source: Table 10. 02oct06. 

		

		

		



		Wss_tables16oct06_d21may22mar07.xls

		

		

		





		Table 3.  Proportion of matched organizations with  multiple worksites, interstate operations



		By type of match, 501c3 plus organizations, 2003q1

		



		Match

		Organ-izations

		Rate: Multi-establishment

		Rate: multi-state



		  Form 990

		79045

		9086

		0.115

		3161

		0.040



		  Form 990-EZ

		4243

		d

		*

		d

		*



		  Registry

		22668

		1197

		0.053

		482

		0.021



		d, not disclosable

		

		

		

		

		



		* Less than 0.005

		

		

		

		

		





Source: 12. 03oct06.


		

		Table 4. Strata defined by QCEW matches to Forms 990, 501(c)(3) organizations, 2003q1*



		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		Included states

		Excluded

		Total



		

		

		Matched to QCEW?

		Subtotal

		states

		



		 

		 

		Yes

		No

		 

		 

		 



		A

		Form 990-EZ

		4,243

		42,166

		46,409

		6,733

		53,142



		 

		   proportion of Forms 990

		0.080

		0.793

		

		0.127

		1.000



		B

		Form 990

		79,045

		95,294

		174,339

		26,866

		201,205



		 

		   proportion of Forms 990

		0.393

		0.474

		

		0.134

		1.000



		C

		Subtotal NCCS Census

		83,288

		137,460

		220,748

		33,599

		254,347



		 

		   proportion of Forms 990

		0.327

		0.540

		 

		0.132

		1.000



		

		

		 

		

		

		

		



		D

		Master QCEW matches

		22,668

		

		22,668

		

		22,668



		

		   augmentation rate

		 

		

		0.10268723

		

		



		E

		TOTAL

		105,956

		137,460

		243,416

		33,599

		277,015



		

		   proportion of total

		0.382

		0.496

		

		0.121

		1.000



		F

		Estimated matches**

		12,797

		20,802

		

		0

		



		G

		UNIVERSE

		118,753

		158,262

		277,015

		

		277,015



		

		   proportion of universe

		0.429

		0.571

		1.000

		

		1.000



		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		H

		990dd/all_dd

		

		

		0.790

		0.800

		



		I

		match rate 990

		

		

		0.377

		0.381

		



		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		

		*Includes 4,836 cases where 501(c) section is not known. 2338 are in the Master matches; the remainder are relatively equally distributed across the filing population.



		

		**Entry in 'Yes' column is the product of the estimated match rate in excluded states (row I) and the 33,600 excluded filers (row E).



		

		No estimate of additional augmentation is included.

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		

		

		





Source: Table 1

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Table 5. Imputation and augmentation of Form 990 Employment, 2003,  Section 501(c)(3), in 1,000’s

		

		

		



		 

		 

		 

		QCEW emp.

		IRS employment

		



		Source

		Match?

		Orgs.

		Raw

		Wtd.

		Raw

		Imputed

		Augmented

		



		990, inc. 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		



		 

		Yes

		79

		6,780

		6,930

		6,831

		7,463

		7,463

		



		 

		No

		95

		

		 

		1,005

		1,005

		1,005

		



		990-EZ, inc.

		

		 

		

		 

		

		

		 

		



		 

		Yes

		4

		10

		10

		NA

		10

		10

		



		 

		No

		42

		

		 

		

		

		 

		



		Subtotal

		220

		6,790

		6,940

		7,836

		8,478

		8,478

		



		Registry

		Yes

		23

		1,724

		1,777

		NA

		NA

		1,777

		



		Available states

		243

		8,514

		8,717

		

		

		10,255

		



		990, exc. 

		 

		27

		 

		 

		1,485

		1,485

		1,485

		



		990-EZ, exc. 

		 

		7

		 

		 

		 

		 

		NA

		



		Total

		 

		277

		NA

		NA

		9,321

		9,963

		11,740

		



		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Excess of IRS employment over included QCEW

		

		1.16

		1.22

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Italics reflect model-based weighting of QCEW and substitution of QCEW for missing employment reports to IRS.



		Imputation would increase employment in unmatched and excluded states.

		

		





		



		Table 6.  Organizations and matched establishments by NTEE


 2003 q1, 501c3 plus select NA subsection


IRS Organizations


QCEW establishments

NTEE 15


Count


Percent


Count


Percent


Wtd.


A


28,582


10.3%


10,468


6.0%


10,628


B not B4


47,890


17.3%


20,487


11.8%


20,749


B4


1,376


0.5%


2,029


1.2%


2,061


C,D


10,273


3.7%


4,977


2.9%


5,047


E not E2


33,480


12.1%


30,167


17.4%


30,496


E2


3,378


1.2%


6,968


4.0%


7,067


I


4,811


1.7%


3,578


2.1%


3,619


J,K,L


21,069


7.6%


13,254


7.7%


13,405


M


4,003


1.4%


731


0.4%


741


N,O


25,772


9.3%


9,124


5.3%


9,249


P


38,627


13.9%


41,943


24.2%


42,374


Q


4,982


1.8%


2,112


1.2%


2,149


R - W


32,980


11.9%


17,028


9.8%


17,256


X


17,484


6.3%


7,681


4.4%


7,820


Y


659


0.2%


489


0.3%


495


Z


1,649


0.6%


2,179


1.3%


2,218


Total


277,015


100.0%


173,215


100.0%


175,373


Source: T5A_14sep06.


Wss_tables16oct06_d21may22mar07.xls








		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Table 7.  Employment by NTEE major sectors, 2003 q1, 501c3 plus select NA subsection



		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		

		IRS organ-izations

		QCEW employment

		IRS employment

		



		NTEE 15

		

		Raw

		Wtd.

		Raw

		Imputed* 

		Augmented**

		



		A

		28,582

		184,565

		187,908

		243,222

		260,772

		289,694

		



		B not B4

		47,890

		1,119,588

		1,158,436

		577,391

		644,346

		1,381,306

		



		B4

		1,376

		728,814

		757,030

		1,107,722

		1,184,338

		1,270,880

		



		C,D

		10,273

		65,756

		66,928

		70,176

		78,222

		83,430

		



		E not E2

		33,480

		1,272,976

		1,289,056

		1,329,935

		1,439,382

		1,713,259

		



		E2

		3,378

		2,884,275

		2,971,198

		3,525,270

		3,635,550

		3,875,725

		



		I

		4,811

		47,447

		47,882

		55,246

		62,594

		65,325

		



		J,K,L

		21,069

		270,879

		273,897

		362,594

		400,201

		428,882

		



		M

		4,003

		7,181

		7,226

		6,940

		8,167

		9,199

		



		N,O

		25,772

		140,490

		142,051

		123,994

		141,340

		185,005

		



		P

		38,627

		1,258,663

		1,271,529

		1,544,368

		1,693,076

		1,761,028

		



		Q

		4,982

		20,429

		20,687

		39,046

		40,835

		41,882

		



		R – W

		32,980

		277,378

		282,398

		265,133

		297,781

		359,063

		



		X

		17,484

		125,731

		128,391

		64,997

		69,936

		160,529

		



		Y

		659

		13,057

		13,207

		3,424

		5,411

		14,855

		



		Z

		1,649

		96,660

		99,043

		1,175

		1,261

		99,769

		



		Total

		277,015

		8,513,889

		8,716,863

		9,320,633

		9,963,211

		11,739,831

		





* Substitutes QCEW employment for matched Form 990, employment NA, and matched Form 990-EZ.


** Adds Registry matches to imputed.


Source: T5B_14sep06.

		Table 8. Imputation and augmentation, 2003q1, 501(c)(3)



		Matched Form 990's



		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		

		Ordered by NTEE 15

		 

		Ordered by

		 

		Ordered by



		

		Impu-

		Augmen-

		 

		Imputation

		 

		Augmentation



		

		tation

		tation

		 

		

		

		 

		

		 



		NTEE 15

		rate*

		rate**

		 

		NTEE 15

		rate*

		 

		NTEE 15

		rate**



		A

		0.107

		0.111

		 

		E2

		0.043

		 

		Q

		0.026



		B not B4

		0.173

		1.144

		 

		Q

		0.055

		 

		P

		0.040



		B4

		0.086

		0.073

		 

		B4

		0.086

		 

		I

		0.044



		C,D

		0.132

		0.067

		 

		A

		0.107

		 

		E2

		0.066



		E not E2

		0.117

		0.190

		 

		E not E2

		0.117

		 

		C,D

		0.067



		E2

		0.043

		0.066

		 

		X

		0.118

		 

		J,K,L

		0.072



		I

		0.178

		0.044

		 

		P

		0.127

		 

		B4

		0.073



		J,K,L

		0.139

		0.072

		 

		C,D

		0.132

		 

		A

		0.111



		M

		0.197

		0.126

		 

		J,K,L

		0.139

		 

		M

		0.126



		N,O

		0.177

		0.309

		 

		R - W

		0.154

		 

		E not E2

		0.190



		P

		0.127

		0.040

		 

		Z

		0.164

		 

		R - W

		0.206



		Q

		0.055

		0.026

		 

		B not B4

		0.173

		 

		N,O

		0.309



		R - W

		0.154

		0.206

		 

		N,O

		0.177

		 

		B not B4

		1.144



		X

		0.118

		1.295

		 

		I

		0.178

		 

		X

		1.295



		Y

		0.906

		1.745

		 

		M

		0.197

		 

		Y

		1.745



		Z

		0.164

		78.110

		 

		Y

		0.906

		 

		Z

		78.110



		All

		0.093

		0.210

		

		All

		0.093

		

		All

		0.210



		*Observed for Form 990 matched to QCEW.



		**Increase over imputed total, for all matches, included states.



		Bold emphasizes consistency of ranks for industries in the top of bottom third of NTEE classes.



		Italics emphasize that no industry class is assigned to Z.





Source: F6_T6_Wss_tables16oct06.xls revised
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� Tax expenditures due to deductions for education, health, and social services ate estimated at more than $55 billion in the 2008 Budget of the United States government (Table 19-3).


� A plausible hypothesis is that workers in nonprofit organizations derive more satisfaction from their employment than workers in for-profit employment; they are willing to work at wages less than the wage paid in comparable for-profit positions [Helliwell and Huang 2005].


� Most religious congregations included under this NAICS sector do not appear in any other official statistics of the US.


� That is ironic, as exempt organizations are required to file information returns for public scrutiny.


� The returns refer to fiscal years. Fiscal years ending after 1 December 2002 and before 1 December 2003 will be filed on the Form 990 for the year 2002. 


� Answers to this question may encourage the Statistics of Income Division of IRS to publish employment estimates in its annual statistical report on nonprofit organizations (Arnsberger 2006).


� As we describe later, non-filing employers can be identified from the IRS Registry of exempt organizations, an extract from the IRS Business Master File.


� Employers are asked to identify tax-exempt status, but the information is not well-reported.


� Operating charities and public foundations exempted under 501(c)(3) are included. Coverage is limited by cut-off of data processing before late returns are filed, long after they are due to the IRS.


	Information from Forms 990 for other organizations is available from NCCS Core File [year]  and NCCS Private Foundation File [year] at � HYPERLINK "http://nccsdataweb.urban.org" ��http://nccsdataweb.urban.org�. 


� Salamon-Sokoloweski (2005) did not weight their estimates from matching the Registry to QCEW  for the selective character of invalid ein’s.


� Only matches to the Registry where no Form 990 information is in the Forms 990 database are considered here. Such matches include organizations exempted under many subsections other than 501(c)(3).


� 501(c)(3) is the dominant exempt group sampled by the IRS. Arnsberger (2006).


� Nonprofit employment in NY, NY, MA, and MIMI are ranked as 1, 8, and 9 by Salamon and Sokolowski (2006) in 2004. WY employment ranks 50 out of 51 jurisdictions. The authors estimated MA and WY employment. The number of nonprofit employees, in millions, in those states is: New York (1.329), Massachusetts (0.474), and Michigan (0.470), and Wyoming (0.037).


� Almost without exception, if the organization operates one establishment, it files in the same state where it operates. Organizations may operate in states different than the state in which Form 990 is filed. This may or may not connote multiple worksites. For example the accounting firm for the organization may file the Form 990 in DC, but the organization has a single worksite in MD.


� Two circumstances could lead to this finding. Registry matches include some large organizations that have not yet filed. Alternatively, some mismatched organizations have not been deleted. No evidence for either of these alternatives is available. 


� Matching rates for each type of Form in the included states and the distribution of Form 990 and Form 990-EZ in excluded states are used to estimate the division of organizations in excluded states between the matched and unmatched columns (Row F).


� SOI sampling does not substitute prior year records for large organizations that are missing from the stratum that is sampled with certainty.


� An alternative hypothesis is that some of the organizations treated as 501(c)(3) here should be classified elsewhere. That possibility can only be resolved with detailed study of more recent data, where the 501(c) subsection is more completely classified.


� The subtotal for organizations appeared in Table 4, column subtotal, row C.


� Weighted QCEW employment exceeds raw IRS employment. However, weights are not appropriate in this context. The cells compared pertain to records that match, precluding invalid ein’s. Employment for unmatched Form 990 in included states is represented in the second row. 


� Raw employment is used in the imputation as invalid ein’s can not occur when matches are successful.


� A match of QCEW to the Registry could impute employment to the IRS Business Master File, where employment does not appear. The resulting employment count could be weighted adding 200,000 (2.4%) to totals available from the QCEW. This experiment makes clear that QCEW without the Form 990 employment count lacks substantial coverage of 501(c)(3) employment shown in table 5.


� Weights do not control for industry, and introduce variance into these estimates (David 2007).


� IRS/SOI has identified this pathology in completing Form 990 as an important source of error.


� Publication of identifiable information at the organizations level is sanctioned. So no disclosure review is necessary at the organization (ein) level of detail.


�  Limiting the combinations of NAICS to NTEE to classes that contain the preponderance of employment reduces combinations that result from a low level of classification error. The share of employment included was chosen to avoid problems with disclosure of employment information within each NTEE-NAICS combination.	





_1237020867.xls

NFP employment Census2002_work


			Census webpage:						http://www.census.gov/econ/census02/guide/INDSUMM.HTM


									1-Feb-07


			Naics classifi-cation			Employment												Establishments


						A			B			C			D			E			F			G			H


						Exempt			Other			All			Ratio: A/C			Exempt			Other			All			Ratio: E/G


			61			119,992			311,356			431,348			0.28			11,697			38,007			49,704			0.24


			62			7,980,113						15,047,638			0.53			135,780						703,199			0.19


			71			1,363,373						1,846,595			0.74			49,273						109,294			0.45


			813			936,141			NA			936,141			1.00			11,437			NA			11,437			1.00


			621			679,872			4,258,197			4,938,069			0.14			17,823			470,728			488,551			0.04


			622			4,624,314			547,513			5,171,827			0.89			5,142			1,399			6,541			0.79


			623			1,180,985			1,650,850			2,831,835			0.42			31,745			37,391			69,136			0.46


			624			1,494,942			610,965			2,105,907			0.71			81,070			57,901			138,971			0.58


						7,980,113						15,047,638			0.53			135,780						703,199			0.19


			711			306,414			115,178			421,592			0.73			32,051			6,130			38,181			0.84


			712			112,107			9,869			121,976			0.92			5,785			866			6,651			0.87


			713			944,852			358,175			1,303,027			0.73			11,437			53,025			64,462			0.18


						1,363,373						1,846,595			0.74			49,273						109,294			0.45


			Total


			inc. 813			10,279,627						17,830,374						196,490						823,930


			exc. 813			9,343,486						16,894,233						185,053						812,493








Census  NFP employment 2002


			


			Table 1. Nonprofit employment reported in Economic Census 2002


			Naics classifi-cation			Employment									Establishments


						A			C			D			E			G			H


						Exempt			All			Ratio: A/C			Exempt			All			Ratio: E/G


			61			120			431			0.28			12			50			0.24


			62			7,980			15,048			0.53			136			703			0.19


			71			1,363			1,847			0.74			49			109			0.45


			813			936			936			1.00			11			11			1.00


			Total


			exc. 813			9,463			17,326						197			862


			inc. 813			10,400			18,262						208			874


			Naics classifi-cation			Employment									Establishments


						A			C			D			E			G			H


						Exempt			All			Ratio: A/C			Exempt			All			Ratio: E/G


			61			119,992			431,348			0.28			11,697			49,704			0.24


			62			7,980,113			15,047,638						135,780			703,199


			71			1,363,373			1,846,595						49,273			109,294


			813			936,141			936,141			1.00			11,437			11,437			1.00
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Comment on Form 990 Revision 

Martin H. David 
Emeritus Professor, University of Wisconsin – Madison, 

Associate Scholar, Center for Nonprofits and Philanthropy, Urban Institute, Washington DC 

Expertise 
I am a tax economist who served in the Treasury/OTA and more than 20 years on the 

IRS/SOI advisory board. I have undertaken substantial research on administrative records 
(compiling 17-year panel of Wisconsin income tax records matched to Social Security earnings 
and benefit data and probated estate records; linking Forms 990/990-EZ to the BLS Quarterly 
Census of Employment and Wages, 1999-2003). I prepared reports on Form 990 employment 
reporting and compliance with the filing of annual information returns by newly approved 
organizations (David, Pollak, and Arnsberger 2005, David 2007a, David 2007b). 

Commentary   
1. Scope. I confine comment to reporting of employment and volunteer labor by nonprofit 
organizations. Both need to be reported to the public to assure that the approved mission of the 
501(c) organization can be carried out.  

Work effort is required to produce the socially desired activities of the exempt organization. 
Volunteer work effort represents an in-kind donation of talent to the activity of the organization. 
The value of that donation must be added to the cash value of financial donations to assess 
support for the organization and its activities. In addition to measuring the extent of effort, the 
annual information return needs to provide enough compensation information to identify the 
average compensation of full-time and part-time employees.  

1. Form 990 should provide: 
o Count of employees in a particular pay-period (e.g., the period including March12), 
o Average hours worked during the pay period, 
o Count of volunteers  during the pay period, and 
o Average hours volunteered during the pay period. 

2. Need. Four arguments support IRS collection of work effort in nonprofits.  
o At present no statistical agency provides this information on an annual basis. 
o Growth of employment impacts local area economic and social development. Growth 

appears to be larger in the nonprofit sector than private business activity as a whole. 
o Presence of volunteers in the organizations is direct evidence of the value some members 

of the public place on nonprofit activity. No existing statistical data collection identifies 
volunteers with the organization in which volunteering occurs. That link is critical to 
understanding the contribution that the nonprofit makes to local communities and the 
nation. 

o Lastly, some assert that workers in nonprofits are willing to work for less pay than those 
who carry on identical activity in the for-profit sector. Without a way to measure average 
pay in particular nonprofit industries, this assertion can not be demonstrated. (The 
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opposite assertion – that nonprofits pay extravagant salaries for duties similar to for-profit 
work – can also not be demonstrated.) 

3. Coverage. Work effort should be measured for all nonprofit entities.
Without volunteer or paid effort the organization is inactive (and may be defunct). An 

indication that the organization is active is necessary to maintaining a credible list of active 
exempt entities. 

No statistical agency undertakes to track employment in very small organizations. 

4. Critique of proposed Form 990.  
Eliciting employees reported on Form W-3 (part VIII, 9a) does not meet the need for 

employment based on pay periods. During a year turnover of employees increases the employee 
count on W-2, even though the level of work effort is constant. For example, an organization 
maintaining two full-time equivalent workers over the year could have many more than two 
workers reported on W-3. The following table illustrates some possibilities. 

Case Months employed Hours/worker W-3, Number of workers
Full-year, full-time 12 40 2 
Full-year, half-time 12 20 4 
Half-year, full-time  6 40 4 
Half-year, half-time  6 20 8 

When the nonprofit files Form 941, the count of employees and associated payroll are 
already reported for each quarter of calendar years preceding the end of the Fiscal year for which 
Form 990 is filed. Reports on Form 941 can be inserted into Form 990 to make the information 
available to the public. 

For organizations that do not file Form 941, eliciting the count of employees and payroll 
reported on Form W-3 is a practical procedure to identify employers. It will not permit 
computation of average wage or the number of workers in a particular pay-period, as it is not 
known which employees are full-year and which are part-year, and which worked during a 
reference pay period. 

Replacing employment currently reported on Form 990 (for the March 12 pay period) with 
employee counts from W-3 degrades the quality of employment data that IRS is reasonably 
successful in collecting. This will make Form 990 employment noncomparable to other 
employment measures. Requiring reports of Form 941 employment and payroll from filers of 
those forms is distinctly superior.   

6. Report on matching Forms 990/990EZ to BLS employment data. I attach two reports on 
counting employment for your use. 

David, Martin H. August 2007. Combining Administrative Records and Business Registers to 
Obtain Quarterly Estimates of Employment in the Nonprofit Sector in the USA. (Forthcoming in 
Proceedings of the International Conference on Establishment Statistics III). 

David, Martin H. May 2007. Distorted measures of employment in charitable organizations: 
Causes, impact and remedies. Report to the Urban Institute. 37 pages. 
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Other references 
David, Martin H. 2005.  Administrative Statistics on Nonprofit Organizations:  Do they fulfill the Public Right to

Know? 2004 ASA Proceedings.  Alexandria VA: American Statistical Association.  (CD- ROM publication)
____. 2007a. Employment in Nonprofit Entities: Coverage, Bias, and Measurement Errors in QCEW and public IRS 

Information, 1999-2003.  2006 ASA Proceedings.  Alexandria VA: American Statistical Association.  (CD- 
ROM publication). 

____. 2007b. Distorted measures of employment in nonprofit organizations: Causes, impact, and remedies. DRAFT
available from the author.  

David, Martin H, Thomas Pollak and Paul Arnsberger. 2006  Compliance with information reporting: Exempt
Organizations. IRS Research Bulletin: Recent Research on Tax Administration and Compliance (Publication
1500) 231-245. 
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Combining Tax Records and Business Registers to Obtain Estimates of Nonprofit 
Employment in the USA 

Martin H. David 
Associate Scholar Urban Institute, Washington DC; Emeritus Professor, University of Wisconsin – Madison

Abstract

Active nonprofit organizations are identified in a
public registry. Their annual information documents
are also public. Sampling frames at the Census Bureau
and the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) can be
updated monthly with tax-exempt status of the 
organization operating the establishment. Employment 
in nonprofits can then be estimated from existing
sampling frames that are already used to measure 
employment in business establishments. 

Use of the BLS Quarterly Census of Employment and 
Wages (QCEW) matched to IRS sources demonstrates
the feasibility of such estimates. The match reveals 
item nonresponse and match errors that are overcome
by imputation, editing, and modeling.  Estimates of 
employment in nonprofit charitable organizations are 
substantially larger than any prior report. 

Keywords: record linkage, match error, imputation, 
response error 

1. More informative estimates of employment for 
nonprofits in the USA 

Four objectives appear important for estimates
pertaining to the nonprofit sector: more comprehensive
measurement, more timely estimates, comparative 
estimates for nonprofit and for-profit entities in the 
same industry, and a cross-walk between the NTEE
and NAICS classification systems. In this paper we
propose a procedure for estimating employment that
advances each of these objectives. 

The private nonprofit sector includes religious 
congregations and all nongovernmental organizations 
that receive exemption from corporate taxation under 
Internal Revenue Code §501(c). Charitable 
organizations are exempted under §501(c)(3). Those
organizations are substantially financed by donors who
receive a tax subsidy for their contributions. The
combination of tax exemption for approved 
organizations and personal tax subventions for donors
imply that information about the nonprofit sector 
should be timely, public, comprehensive, transparent, 
widely-shared, and of high quality. Presently, those 
adjectives do not apply to employment estimates
available for the sector. 

In this paper we show that available estimates
understate the level of employment in the nonprofit 

sector, they are not timely, and they exclude many 
employees of small organizations. 

1.1 Why are improved estimates needed? 
Available estimates of nonprofit employment 
(Salamon-Sokolowski 2006; Census 2002) indicate 
that the sector includes about 9m employees, seven 
percent of private sector employees. The sector 
accounts for much larger proportions of employees in 
education, health, and social service industries. The
number of employees is large, and the sector share of 
private employment has been growing. 

Nonprofits create substantial externalities that
substitute for and augment services provided by 
governments and for-profit businesses. A timely 
measure of employment is a proxy for the level of
those services; change in employment is an indicator
of change in the levels of those services. 

Helliwell-Huang (2005) assert that labor markets for 
workers in nonprofit organizations differ from markets 
for the same skills in the for-profit sector. They cite 
evidence that job satisfaction is greater for workers in 
nonprofits, when pay and other attributes of
employment are the same. To validate or refute their 
assertion, employment levels in both nonprofit and for-
profit organizations must be measured frequently, at
least annually and probably quarterly, and in local
markets. That measurement program is required to
detect differences in labor supply to nonprofit and for-
profit employers. 

1.2 Why are existing sources not adequate? 
Economic census
The Census collects employment and payroll from
establishments from cut-off samples for years ending in 
2 and 7. Estimates are published for nonprofits in a 
limited number of NAICS sectors. (See Table 1.)
Coverage excludes many exempt organizations,
notably schools providing K-12 and higher educational
services, financial services through credit unions, and
mutual benefit insurance organizations. In short, 
comprehensive numbers that permit comparison of for-
profit and exempt entities are not available. 

The Economic Census can not fulfill the need for 
employment estimates. The five-year interval between 
estimates is not timely for a rapidly growing sector. It
is less obvious that the cut-off sample has been
augmented with administrative records for smaller
organizations. No employment is reported for those 
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organizations when they file Form 990-EZ. (See
below.) Augmentation can not increase employment 
estimates substantially. Lastly, Census fails to indicate 
the extent to which estimates provided cover charitable 
organizations and the nonprofit sector as a whole. 

Statistics of Income (IRS/SOI)
Exempt organizations filing information returns 
(Forms 990, 990-EZ, 990-PF) are sampled, edited, and
tabulated to produce annual reports on activities of
charitable organizations, organizations exempt under 
§501(c)(4-9), and private foundations (Arnsberger
2006, Ludlum-Stanton 2006). Reports appear 32
months after the calendar year. Employment reported
on Form 990 has been collected since 1998. However, 
estimates have not been published. 

Gaps in the SOI capacity to estimate employment are
substantial. Employment is not elicited on Form 990-
EZ – so that employment in small organizations is not
known. Some §501(c) organizations are excluded from
existing samples.  

Employment reported on administrative records
Two systems of administrative records collect 
employment every quarter. Payroll taxes and
individual income tax withheld from employees are
reported by employer on IRS Form 941. Since 2005, 
most employers are required to report employment for
a reference week in the last month of the quarter (the
week containing the 12th of the month). A similar
obligation requires employers participating in the 
Unemployment Compensation Insurance program
(UC) to report payroll and employment for the same
reference week (containing the 12th of the month) in
each month of the quarter. Those data are captured by
the BLS from the 53 jurisdictions administering the 
UC system (50 states, The District of Columbia, Puerto 
Rico, and the Virgin Islands). The BLS processes its 
information into the Quarterly Census of Employment
and Wages (QCEW, www.bls.gov/cew/home.htm). 
Nine months after the end of each quarter, BLS 
publishes employment estimates for the quarter.  

The Census Bureau estimates employment for 40 states 
(http://lehd.dsd.census.gov/led/led/led.html, Quarterly 
Workforce Indicators). Those estimates rely on the 
same UC data collected by BLS.  

Neither Form 941 nor UC records contain a reliable 
indicator for 501(c) and religious organizations. Thus
it is necessary to link these records to a definitive list
of exempt organizations that is maintained by IRS.  

2. Linking IRS nonprofit data to employment 
2.1 Available data for nonprofit organizations 
The IRS maintains a file of transactions with all
businesses in its Business Master File (BMF).
Nonprofit entities appear in two streams of information

in the BMF: Forms 1023, 1024 – applications for 
exempt status, and Forms 990, 990-EZ, and 990-PF –
annual information returns. Information in the BMF is 
continuously updated and can be tapped for
information as needed. Approved exempt 
organizations are compiled into a Registry that
contains all organizations known to be active. The 
Registry is updated monthly. Form 990 elicits
employment for the week including March 12, which 
is also the reference week for Form 941 and UC filings
in the first quarter. 

Classification of nonprofit entities 
Approvals of exempt status are automatically classified 
by the applicable subsection of §501(c). 1  Industry
classes are assigned using two systems: NAICS (used 
by BLS, Census) and National Taxonomy of Exempt
Entities (NTEE), used by the IRS in administering 
exempted organizations. Difference between the two 
systems is discussed by Lampkin-Boris (2002). 
Salamon-Dewees (2002) advocate reclassification of 
NAICS into the International Classification of Non-
Profit Organizations (ICNPO). 

2.2 Linking IRS nonprofits to Form 941 
Most filings of Form 941 occur within the month after
the end of each quarter. As most are electronic filings, 
they appear in the BMF shortly thereafter. 

The Federal employer identification number (ein) 
allows us to link IRS information on nonprofits to
Form 941. Three links are of interest: (A) Form 990
linked to Form 941, (B) Form 990-EZ linked to Form
941, and (C) Registry to Form 941, for organizations
not linked in A or B.

All matches should uniquely link information for the 
same organization, a 1:1 match. Link A produces two 
reports of employment that should be identical. 
Differences provide evidence of nonresponse on Form
990 and on the quality of data capture and processing. 
Link B establishes employment levels for some small 
nonprofit organizations. Link C captures organizations
that fail to file Form 990/990EZ before administrative 
deadlines. Link C also detects some organizations that
do not file Form 990/990EZ. All links provide industry
classification in NTEE.  

Matching errors confound the links. Failed matches 
occur when the Form 941 filed can not be found for
organizations in A or B. We expect few failed matches, 
as the raison d’etre of the IRS is to administer each 
business’s obligations correctly, and that requires

1 Most religious congregations are identified in Jones-
Johnson (2002). Only religious organizations in the 
Registry (or filing Form990/990-EZ) are included in
the analysis that follows.

http://www.bls.gov/cew/home.htm
http://lehd.dsd.census.gov/led/led/led.html
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validating the ein identity of the reporter. However, 
truncation of the obligation to file Form 941 induces 
systematic failed matches that occur primarily in B. 
Organizations with an annual liability for payroll taxes 
and withholding of less than $2500 do not file Form
941. (Those organizations file Form 944 annually to
report payroll and income tax withholding for all
employees during the prior calendar year, but no 
employment count is reported.)2

2 All organizations file Forms W-2 and W-3 every
calendar year. Those Forms can be used to count all
employees over the year. 
3 Prior to 2003, organizations with no employees did
not obtain a unique ein before beginning operations. 
Other record-keeping problems may contribute to
mismatches. 

4 Errors in ein also imply that establishments of a 
single organizations operating in several states can not
always be linked. This problem impacts Okolie (2004). 

Mismatches sometimes occur when ein’s are 
corrupted. The mismatch links information from
different entities. At least one systemic problem leads 
to these mismatches. Forms 941 filed by a trustee, e.g., 
a bank, may link to a nonprofit that has no employees. 
The nonprofit mistakenly uses the ein of their trustee to 
file its own information.3 In that case, the mismatch 
attributes employees of the trustee to the nonprofit 
organization. Mismatches can be detected and removed
by editing the matches (David 2007b). After discarding
mismatches, matches provide employment counts for 
nonprofits. (Link C reveals employees for some
organizations that do not file Forms 990/990EZ.)

2.3 Linking IRS nonprofits to UC records 
The link of Form 990, Form 990-EZ, and the Registry
to UC records differs significantly from the link to
Form 941: (1) the universe of UC employers excludes 
some nonprofit employers; (2) the count of UC eligible 
employees excludes some employees (e.g., part-time, 
students, interns in UC participating nonprofit 
organizations); and (3) UC records are maintained for
establishments. One organization may have several
establishments. NAICS can vary across establishments
of a single organization, as their activities vary. For 
example, Goodwill operates retail stores for donated
goods and employment services (counseling and 
training), distinct NAICS classes. 

Links will be labeled A’, B’, and C’ corresponding to
the source (Form 990, Form 990-EZ, and the Registry
as above). All links provide industry classification in
both NTEE and NAICS for each establishment. In
2003 about 10% of organizations have matches to
multiple establishments, a 1:M match. Link B’
identifies fewer organizations and fewer employees 
than link B because of the substantial exclusion of 
employees and employers from UC.   

Links to UC produce more matching errors than links
to Form 941. In 2003 about 1.2% of UC records 
contain invalid ein’s – those that lack 9 digits, contain
ciphers that indicate missing, or illegal combinations in
the first two digits. Match failures also occur because
the UC administrators do not validate ein’s as
effectively as the IRS. Each state uses its own 
identifying numbers 4  and incorrect ein’s do not 
compromise state tax collections. Mismatches can link 
a nonprofit with no employees to an organization with
many establishments. In that case large numbers of
employees are assigned to the nonprofit. Mismatches
were identified and removed for 3.5% of nonprofit
organizations (David 2007b). We call links that
exclude mismatches an enhanced match. 

3. Estimates from UC records 
3.1 Matching undertaken 
The primary objective of the match is to identify
employment in nonprofits that are charitable 
organizations. We matched a census of charitable 
organizations that file Form 990/990-EZ for 2003
(NCCS 2003) to the BLS QCEW (links A’ and B’). 
We also found a substantial group of charitable
organizations without Forms 990/990-EZ through the
Registry (link C’). For nonprofits other than charitable
organizations we used the Registry to identify all
matches. 

3.2 Censoring and truncation
Four states refused to supply us with their UC records. 
Salamon-Sokolowski (2006) estimates the number of
UC-eligible nonprofit employees, in millions, in those 
states for 2004: New York (1.329), Massachusetts
(0.474), and Michigan (0.470), and Wyoming (0.037).
Those estimates imply that substantial numbers of
QCEW records (pertaining to UC-eligible, nonprofit 
employees) were not available to us.

Geographic censoring of QCEW records affects the 
partition of organizations into matched and unmatched.
Matches are precluded whenever an organization 
operates exclusively in the four excluded states. In 
addition, matches are truncated when organizations
operate in both included and excluded states. Those
organizations will not be linked to all of their 
establishments. 

In the tables that follow, we partition available data 
into three groups: included states, matched; included
states, not matched; and excluded states. A unitary
organization with one establishment belongs in only 
one class. An organization with establishments in both 
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included and excluded states belongs in two classes.
We resolve the ambiguity by placing all matched cases 
together, in included states, matched, irrespective of
the location at which the Forms 990/990-EZ were 
filed. Consequently, organizations classified under 
excluded states are a subset of exempt organizations
that operate in those states. 

3.3 Distribution of matches and nonmatches to UC, 
charitable organizations
Table 2 describes the link of IRS information to the 
QCEW in our enhanced match for charitable 
organizations. The total number of IRC 501(c)(3) 
organizations is 277,015 (Row E, last column). More
than 90 percent are organizations filing Forms 
990/990-EZ  (254,347 Row C, last column). 

One-third of Forms 990/990-EZ match the QCEW.
That percentage rises to 38% when we compare 
matches to the total number of organizations with a 
presence in included states. Row A reveals that only 
8% of organizations filing Form 990-EZ match the 
QCEW. That low rate is consistent with the small
expenditures of EZ organizations and the exclusion of
many nonprofit workers from UC benefits. Thirteen
percent of organizations do not match QCEW and file
Forms 990/990-EZ from excluded states. 

Row D shows that Forms 990/990-EZ matches are
augmented by matches from the Registry, increasing 
matches by 27%. Row F contains an estimate of Form
990/990-EZ matches that could be obtained from
excluded states.   When estimates are added to actual
matches, Form 990/990-EZ matching in the QCEW
universe rises to 43% (Row G). 

Arnsberger (2006) estimates 9,000 more §501(c)(3)
organizations than we find among Form 990/990-EZ’s.
Our Registry match raises the universe in Table 2 to
14,000 organizations greater than estimated in 
Arnsberger (2006). These differences are far beyond 
sampling errors. One hypothesis is that the Registry
match captures some large organizations that do not
file Form 990 within two years of the end their fiscal 
year. Another is that some organizations are not
required to file and participate in the UC system.
Larger religious organizations are an example. At the 
other extreme, many small organizations not filing
Forms 990 would neither have employees nor be liable 
for UC taxes. Thus Registry matches are a puzzle.

3.4 Employment estimates, charitable organizations 
Table 3 presents employment in charitable 
organizations, displayed by the source of the 
employment information and the type of match (A’,
B’, C’). The number of organizations is repeated from
Table 2 in the leftmost column as a guide to the reader. 
The column headed establishments, raw shows the 

number of establishments operated by matched
organizations. The column headed establishments, 
weighted indicates the extent to which invalid ein’s
conceal presence of matching establishments (David
2007a). The remaining columns pertain to estimates of
employment.

The subtotal row sums the Form 990/990-EZ filers in
included states (A’ and B’). The row available states
adds matches from the Registry to organizations in
included states. The total row counts both matched and 
unmatched employment in all states. As no QCEW
data are available for excluded states, totals can not be
calculated for QCEW employment or establishments. 

The IRS column labelled employment, raw contains
reports from Form 990. The top row indicates that IRS 
reports on Form 990 exceed raw QCEW employment 
by 50,000 (0.74%) for matched records.   That 
difference has two principal sources: (1) workers not
covered by UC do not appear in QCEW; and (2)
workers reported on the Form 990 include workers in
excluded states. Multi-state organizations that operate 
in both excluded and included states will show more 
employees in the first row than their QCEW report
which excludes some states.  

The column Imputed shows more employment than 
raw because we substituted QCEW raw employment
for zeros on the Form 990’s that failed to report 
employment. Attribution of QCEW employees 
increases aggregate employment by 633,000 (9.3%). 
Note that this imputation is too small because many 
part-time workers and student workers are not counted
in QCEW. In addition, employees of matched 
organizations that have establishments in excluded
states are understated to the extent that the 
organization has employees in the excluded states.
(David (2007b) reports industry distribution for these
matches and provides details on removing
mismatches.) 

Additional employees should be imputed to unmatched
Form 990 records (in 2nd row and 990, exc.), where
employment is presumably also unreported. Ratio
estimation of the imputation is inappropriate as a 
proportion of unmatched organizations are 
nonemployers. A statistical model that encompasses 
both the decision to employ workers and the number 
employed is needed to impute employees to the 
unmatched records. 

The third row displays matched Form 990-EZ. No
employment information is elicited on these records. 
Weighting QCEW employment makes imputed 
numbers more representative of the universe, while 
unweighted employment understates levels in the 
exempt sector (David 2007a). Weighted Form 990-EZ 
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5 The organizations selected include civil society, 
largely charitable organizations. See Salamon and 
Dewees (2002).  

employment is transferred to the Imputed column in
the third row. The low rate of matching for Form 990-
EZ in Table 2 confirms that smaller organizations are 
poorly covered. The number of employees imputed
also omits part-time employees and interns that are 
excluded from coverage.  

Matching QCEW to the Registry identifies 22,668
organizations that did not file Form 990/990-EZ (Row
6). The Registry organizations contribute a weighted
count of 32,749 establishments and weighted 
employment of 1,777,000. Weighted employment from
the Registry is added to the count from Forms 990/990-
EZ in the column labelled augmented. (The imputation 
here is identical to that undertaken for link B’;
however, the population covered by the match can not 
be as rigorously tested for mismatches.) A 
considerable part of the 1.8 million may be employed 
in large, late-filing organizations. That is suggested by
the relatively large numbers of establishments 
associated with the Registry matches. The character of 
the remainder of the organizations that we identify by
Registry matches is unknown. 

In the total row, covering all states, augmented
employment is 11.7 million (26%) higher than the raw
count of Form 990 IRS employment. The difference 
lies in two enhancements to the Form 990 data: (A) 
augmentation adds the 1.8 million employees not
represented by Form 990 organizations in included 
states; and (B) imputation adds the 0.6 million imputed 
employees unreported to IRS on Form 990, again in
included states. 

Three other aspects of employment aggregates are 
noteworthy. First, Form 990 counts 1.0 million 
workers in organizations that file from included states 
and do not appear in the QCEW. This count 
understates employment, as nonreporting of employees 
is likely to occur at a rate no less than for matched
Form 990’s. Imputation of the missing employees will
be significant, but less than for the matched Form 990
filers of reported employment who, on average, have
more employees.  Second, UC coverage for Form 990-
EZ filers is small. We estimate that a quarter of Form
990-EZ filers are employers and only 8% match 
QCEW. (Employment in small organizations must be
elicited directly from a revised Form 990-EZ.) Third, 
extrapolation of imputed employment, or modeling of
an employment imputation, would increase 
employment numbers in excluded states by roughly 8 
percent (the ratio of imputed to raw in the subtotal
row).  

3.5 Employment in exempt organizations, not 
charities 
Linking the Registry to QCEW identifies 1.6 million
employees (Table 4)  in exempt organizations that are

not §501(c)(3). The count includes some organizations 
with minimal social product and restricted membership
(e.g., social clubs), others provide a significant social
product for an open membership (e.g., credit unions).  

The total employment identified in all exempt
organizations, 13.3 million, substantially exceeds both 
the 10.4m estimate from the Economic Census (2002)
and the 9.4m estimate made for a select group of
NAICS industries by Salamon-Sokolowski (2006) for 
2004.5 Part of the difference is due to differences in
the reference dates and the universe. Our 11.7m
estimate for charitable organizations (most comparable 
to the 9.4m above) implies substantial deficiencies in
the counting of employees in that policy-relevant
sector. 

4. Refinements for future Form 941 matches 
4.1 Employment for small organizations 
To rectify undercounting of employment in small
organizations, matching to Form 941 must be 
supplemented. IRS Form W-2 records all employees 
and payroll over a calendar year. Matching the residual 
of unmatched Forms 990/990-EZ to W-2 identifies 
employers in that group. However, employment on W-
2 is not comparable to employment reported on Form
941. The latter counts employment during a specific 
payroll period. W-2 elicits employment at any time
during the year. Flux in employees over a year imply 
that W-2 counts of employees will exceed the number 
of employees in the March reference week on Form
941. To combine the two employment counts, the two
measures must be calibrated. 

4.2 Preliminary and timely estimates 
Matching Form 990/990-EZ information for a
particular reporting year to Form 941 entails a lag that
is comparable to SOI’s 24-month lag in compiling
Forms 990/990-EZ. That lag can be reduced by making
a preliminary estimate. All organizations that existed 
two years ago and are currently operating represent
most of the universe. Thus the most recent Form
990/990-EZ available could be matched to Form 941
filed for the current quarter. This would produce a 
partial match (A” and B”) that is less inclusive than the 
matches tabulated here. New organizations created
within the last two years can be identified by matches 
to the Registry (David 2005). Nonfiling organizations
can be identified in the same way. Thus, the Registry
match (C”) for nonprofit organizations not identified 
by past Form 990/990-EZ completes a representation
of the current nonprofit universe. Matching identifies 
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6 Since Forms 990/990-EZ accrue to the BMF
continuously, potential exists for updating available 
information with early filers and creating several 
revisions of preliminary estimates. 
7 Item nonresponse among unmatched organizations 
requires modeling the choice to employ workers and
the level of employment for each employer. 

the appropriate subset of Form 941 to estimate current
employment in nonprofit organizations. 

The preliminary estimate can be revised as Forms
990/990-EZ become available. Some additional 
matches and mismatches will be identified.6 When the 
SOI sample is complete, both matched Form 990/990-
EZ and Registry matches can be used to give
comprehensive employment information about
charitable organizations and other §501(c)
organizations. Revised estimates of employment can
be published at the same time as current estimates of
other characteristics of nonprofit organizations. 

5. Conclusions 
Research matching the BLS QCEW to IRS Forms
990/990-EZ and the IRS Registry of exempt
organizations demonstrated that existing counts of
nonprofit employment from UC records cover only
part of the employer universe and understate
employment among covered employers. One million
workers reported on Form 990 did not match UC
records within the 49 jurisdictions that we studied. 
Two-thirds of employers filing Form 990-EZ did not
match UC records; while such employers have few
employees, a full count could easily be three times the
10,000 employees identified from UC records. 

The weakness in Form 990 employment information is
item nonresponse. Substituting UC employment for 
missing reports adds 9%, 633,000, to reported
employees in included states. Additional employment, 
corresponding to false negative employment, can be 
imputed to unmatched Form 990 and possibly Form
990-EZ.7

Employment among nonprofits that are not §501(c)(3)
adds 1.6 million to the 11.7 million that we estimate
for §501(c)(3). The total, 13.3 million, is much larger 
than both Economic Census and past estimates from
UC. This paper demonstrates that more comprehensive
measures of charitable employment can be estimated
with modest additional effort. 

The methodology used here can be applied to a match 
between Form 941, Form W-2, and the nonprofit 
sector (identified by past year Form 990/900-EZ and 
the Registry). That match can produce useful 
preliminary estimates of employment within 9 months 
of the employment report (well before Forms 990/990-

EZ are filed for the current year). It will correct for the 
partial count of employment elicited by Forms
990/990-EZ. An important addition to our 
understanding of nonprofit operations in the US will 
result from this match in the future. 

Our experience with ein errors indicates that estimates
must encompass procedures to overcome errors 
associated with failed matches and mismatches. 
Matching error is present whenever the population of
nonprofit organizations is identified from the IRS 
administrative records and the estimate of interest lies 
in another measurement system. Lastly, when IRS
classifies all organizations on the Registry by 501(c)
subsection, estimates can precisely allocate
employment among charitable and other organizations
in the nonprofit sector. 
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Table 1. Nonprofit employment reported in Economic Census 2002 
(in 000’s)

Naics 
classifi-
cation 

Employment Establishments 
A C D E G H

Exempt All Ratio: A/C Exempt All Ratio: E/G 
61 120 431 0.28 12 50 0.24
62 7,980 15,048 0.53 136 703 0.19
71 1,363 1,847 0.74 49 109 0.45

813 936 936 1.00 11 11 1.00
Total 
  exc. 813 9,463 17,326 197 862
  Inc. 813 10,400 18,262 208 874

http://nccsdataweb.urban.org/FAQ.
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Table 2. QCEW matches to Forms 990, 501(c)(3) organizations, 2003q1 
Included states Excluded Total 

Matched? Subtotal states 
Yes No 

A Form 990-EZ 4,243 42,166 46,409 6,733 53,142 
   proportion of Forms 990 0.080 0.793 0.127 1.000 

B Form 990 79,045 95,294 174,339 26,866 201,205 
   proportion of Forms 990 0.393 0.474 0.134 1.000 

C Subtotal NCCS Census 83,288 137,460 220,748 33,599 254,347 
   proportion of Forms 990 0.327 0.540 0.132 1.000 

D Master QCEW matches 22,668 22,668 22,668 
   augmentation rate 0.102687

E TOTAL 105,956 137,460 243,416 33,599 277,015 
   proportion of total 0.382 0.496 0.121 1.000 

F Estimated matches 12,797 20,802 0
G UNIVERSE 118,753 158,262 277,015 277,015 

   proportion of universe 0.429 0.571 1.000 1.000 

Table 3. QCEW and Form 990 Employment: 2003, 501(c)(3), in 000's

Source Match? Orgs. Raw Wtd. Raw Imputed Augmented
990, inc. 

Yes 79 6,780

Italics reflect model-based weighting of QCEW and substitution of QCEW for missing employment reports
to IRS.

Table 4 is available on request from the author. 

6,930 7,463 7,463

10 10 10

6,940 8,478 8,478
1,777 1,777
8,717 10,255

9,963 11,740

6,831
No 95 1,005 1,005 1,005

990-EZ, inc.
Yes 4 10 NA
No 42

220 6,790 7,836
Registry Yes 23 1,724 NA NA
Available states 243 8,514
990, exc. 27 1,485 1,485 1,485
990-EZ, exc. 7 NA
Total 277 NA NA 9,321

QCEW emp. IRS employment

Subtotal
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Abstract 

Keywords: Charitable organizations, employment, administrative records 
Public sector failures lead to a large understatement of employment in charitable 

organizations. Multiple forces lead to this understatement. Partitioning private business into 

charities, other exempt organizations, and for profit business has a low priority in Federal 

Statistical Agencies. Regulatory failures in IRS oversight of exempt organizations compromise 

available statistics – the count of active organizations, data on employment, coverage of 

available employment reports, and consistency in its reporting. The incentive for IRS to regulate 

exempt entities is negative as the activity does not generate net revenue. Because exempt 

organizations constitute a small part of private businesses, publication of estimates for their 

establishments is limited by the imperative not to disclose proprietary information. Finally, 

regulation of burden in completing government forms leads to peculiar censoring of data within 

the population of exempt entities. 

This analysis demonstrates that existing published estimates of employment in charitable 

organizations is understated. We link IRS information returns to the BLS/QCEW. A substantial 

proportion of employers can not be matched. Employment on IRS returns contains substantial 

nonresponse. Imputation of QCEW employment to matched organizations and augmenting the 

available census of IRS returns with employment in exempt organizations that are not covered 

produces aggregates that are substantially larger than the published Economic Census for 2002. 

Understated employment can be overcome by a combination of more sophisticated 

imputation of information returns and matching of IRS information to records of payroll tax 

submissions, IRS/Form 941.  
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1 Importance of nonprofit employment 

Charitable organizations constitute about 5% of the corporate business sector. They are 

private corporations and associations exempted from taxation by the Federal government under 

Internal Revenue Code (IRC) §501(c)(3). State and local codes often reduce sales tax liability 

and property taxes for charitable organizations (Brody 2002). Gifts to exempt charitable 

organizations substantially reduce tax burdens of individual donors.1 

Charitable organizations operate in a broad range of industries -- from the arts, advocacy, and 

social assistance to education, training, and hospital services to research and international 

services. Labor is the largest input to the sector.  Wages paid are likely to be less than in for-

profit companies.2 

Good measures of the number of employees in charitable organizations, classified by 

industry subsectors, are a first step to understanding the value of these organizations to the 

economy. This paper demonstrates that estimates of employment can be more timely and more 

comprehensive than understated estimates available in Census publications. 

2 Sources of employment measures 

2.1 Published estimates of exempt sector employment 

The Economic Census publishes employment information on private business entities that are 

exempted from corporation taxes every five years. Exempt includes charitable organizations as 

well as neighborhood associations, clubs, labor unions, credit unions, and cooperatives. Three 

NAICS sectors are classified by exempt status of the organization (Educational services, 61; 

Health Care and Social Assistance, 62; and Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation, 71). Sector 61 

excludes elementary and secondary schools and colleges and universities. One additional 

1 Tax expenditures due to deductions for education, health, and social services ate estimated at more than $55 

billion in the 2008 Budget of the United States government (Table 19-3). 
2 A plausible hypothesis is that workers in nonprofit organizations derive more satisfaction from their 

employment than workers in for-profit employment; they are willing to work at wages less than the wage paid 

in comparable for-profit positions [Helliwell and Huang 2005]. 
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subsector, Religious, Grantmaking, Civic, Professional, and similar Organizations (813), is 

dominated by exempt organizations. Many are charitable organizations; some are not.3 

Employment reported for those (sub-) sectors totals 10.4 million (Table 1). That statistic is 

not only incomplete, it is timely only once in five years. Further it mixes employment of 

charitable organizations with employment of other exempt organizations. More extensive 

tabulation of charitable organizations is probably foreclosed by the disclosure review procedures 

used by the Economic Census.4 

2.2 Unpublished microdata containing employment reports 

Regulations promulgated for IRC 501(c) organizations stipulate that most must file annual 

information returns.5 Organizations averaging revenue more than $25,000 must file; religious 

congregations are excused from filing information returns. However, religious organizations 

contracting to provide services funded by the Federal government also file information returns. 

Returns of organizations with more than $100,000 of revenue elicit employment in the week of 

March 12. Thus, employment of larger organizations can be estimated. (Charitable organizations 

can be distinguished from other exempted organizations.) 

The IRS count of employee is incomplete. What proportion of sector employment is 

included? How well is employment reported in different industries? Partial answers to these 

questions are provided in this report.6 

Microdata from these returns are accessible through the Urban Institute Dataweb. A census 

of all Form 990 and Form 990-EZ filed by charitable organizations is available for 1999-2003 

(GuideStar-NCCS National Nonprofit Research Database, ver. 1 [1999-2003], cited as 

NCCS:<year>). Form 990 elicits the number of employees; Form 990-EZ does not. 

3 Most religious congregations included under this NAICS sector do not appear in any other official statistics 

of the US. 
4 That is ironic, as exempt organizations are required to file information returns for public scrutiny. 
5 The returns refer to fiscal years. Fiscal years ending after 1 December 2002 and before 1 December 2003 will 

be filed on the Form 990 for the year 2002.  
6 Answers to this question may encourage the Statistics of Income Division of IRS to publish employment 

estimates in its annual statistical report on nonprofit organizations (Arnsberger 2006). 
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3 Linking public IRS records to other employment data 

Matching any two datasets entails five steps: a) Finding a common identifier, b) determining 

the multiplicity of the matches, c) assessing the extent of matching errors, d) correcting the 

match to reduce bias from failed matches, and e) removing mismatches from the analysis files. 

We follow these steps in linking IRS information returns below. 

3.1 Gains from linking IRS nonprofit information returns to other sources 

Employment is reported on three administrative records: IRS Form 941, the BLS Quarterly 

Census of Employment and Wages (QCEW), and IRS W-2. The QCEW is derived from employer 

reports to state Unemployment Compensation (UC) agencies. Form 941 and QCEW both contain 

reports of employees on payroll in a particular month. The March reference month for those two 

series is identical to the reference month for employment elicited on Form 990. 

The identifier common to Form 941, QCEW, Forms 990/990-EZ, and the IRS Registry is the 

Federal Employer Identifying Number, or ein. Multiple establishments in the QCEW match some 

IRS ein’s. In most cases only one establishment matches. The IRS files contain one record for 

each ein. 

Errors in ein’s emanate from the employer who may enter an incorrect ein or omit an ein, and 

from the state and Federal administrative agencies that process the ein. An omitted ein leads to a 

match failure. An incorrect ein leads to a match failure or a mismatched pair of records. 

The candidates to link to nonprofit returns vary in coverage and reporting period:  

(a) Form 941, filed quarterly, includes most employees whose wages have been withheld for 

accruing income taxes or Social Security payroll taxes. Employers that owe less than $2500 

annually for withholding and payroll taxes do not file Form 941. (They file Form 944 at the end 

of the year.) Thus employers of few, or part-time, employees may not file Form 941. 

(b) QCEW covers many, but not all, Form 941 employees. (It also includes a few of the 

employers who file Form 944.) However, QCEW excludes nonprofit employers with less than 4 

employees in some states. QCEW excludes some employees – part-time workers, students, and 

interns – in some states. One or both exclusions apply in about 30 states. 

QCEW ‘breaks-out’ organization employment into employment at worksites dispersed over 

different counties. For larger organizations multiple worksites in different states can be 

identified. As services and products of exempt organizations are often tied to local sites, this 
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geographic information is an extremely valuable addition to the Form 990/990-EZ report 

(Salamon-Sokolowski 2005].

 (c) IRS W-2 reports total employment for a 12-month reference period. That is, every 

employee receiving wages in the prior calendar year will be counted. Multiple job-holders and 

employees switching jobs during the year will be counted twice. Multiple job-holders and some 

employees switching jobs during a month are counted twice on the QCEW and Form 941. While 

W-2 and Form 941 contain payroll information for different reporting periods, combining the 

four Forms 941 filed during a calendar year produces payroll comparable to Form W-2. Monthly 

employment for employers that do not file Form 941 might be estimable from the available 

annual information. 

In conclusion, a match of Forms 990/990-EZ to IRS Form 941 for March will yield a larger 

count of nonprofit employees than the QCEW. The QCEW match gives insight to the 

distribution of multi-establishment employment across worksites.7 

3.2 Losses from linking nonprofit information returns to other sources 

Any errors in ein’s being matched reduce the quality of matched data. Errors in identifying 

numbers arise from reporting errors by filers, from changes in the legal organization that entail a 

new identifier for continuing (perhaps expanded) activities, and from failures to maintain correct 

identifiers in the two record systems. 

Errors in identifiers have two consequences: failed matches and mismatches. An incorrect 

identifier in the IRS file leads to a failed match when no corresponding identifier exists in the 

second data source, and vice versa. Mismatches result when the incorrect IRS identifier matches 

the identifier of a disparate organization in the second data source, and vice versa. The 

proportion of nonprofit organizations is small relative to the populations in the QCEW and Form 

941 universes, so mismatches are most likely to relate information about taxable organizations to 

the exempt organization. Failed matches reduce the coverage of statistics based on both records. 

Mismatches badly distort statistics. Both levels of the matched data and correlates of those data 

are distorted (Scheuren-Winkler 1997). For example, when employment is imputed to Form 990-

7 As we describe later, non-filing employers can be identified from the IRS Registry of exempt organizations, 

an extract from the IRS Business Master File. 
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EZ from Form 941, any difference in the mean employment of exempt organizations and the 

mean employment of mismatched employers will bias the imputed mean.  

4 Matching QCEW and IRS information on exempt organizations 

Our investigation matches IRS public information on nonprofits to the QCEW. Most 

estimates refer to matches and employment for March, 2003. 

4.1 Joining QCEW and IRS information 

Matching Forms 990/990-EZ, the Registry, and the QCEW yields eight outcomes. Outcomes 

that link QCEW to IRS information are indicated by m in the text table below. Unmatched 

records are indicated by “*”. Outcomes 1-5 are useful. Outcome 1 gives the most complete 

information since all three data files match. (Outcome 3 occurs primarily as organizations whose 

application for exempt status is pending, file Form 990/990-EZ.)  Outcomes 2 and 4 do not 

match QCEW, but information on Forms 990/990-EZ is informative.  

 Outcomes 

Record system 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Forms 990/990-EZ m * m * 

Registry m * m * 

QCEW m m  m  * 

Outcomes 6-8 are uninformative. The function of the Registry is to identify active exempt 

organizations. Unfortunately, organizations that are inactive or defunct sometimes linger for a 

substantial time before they are identified and removed. Thus unmatched Registry records 

(outcome 6) overstate the number of active unmatched organizations. Unmatched QCEW records 

(outcome 7) include nonprofit entities, but they can not be identified reliably.8 Some nonprofits 

are not UC liable and do not file information returns (outcome 8). Neither IRS nor QCEW 

records afford insight into this group. 

8 Employers are asked to identify tax-exempt status, but the information is not well-reported. 
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Outcomes 1-4 include all exempt organizations filing Forms 990/990-EZ and processed into 

the NCCS:1999-2003.9 They constitute a census of operating charitable organizations, covering 

all states. Unmatched Forms 990/990-EZ (Outcome 2 and 4) provide information about 

organizations that do not fall in the QCEW universe. Understanding the unmatched cases is a 

lever that allows us to estimate employment outside the UC system and the proportion of 

organizations that operate without paid employees, i.e. nonemployers.  

Outcome 5 matches the Registry to three types of organizations: exempt organizations other 

than charities (exempted under subsections other than 501(c)(3)), private foundations, and 

operating charities failing to file timely returns.  

Each matched Form 990 reveals whether the organization failed to report employment on 

line 90(b), a false negative (FN). Each matched Form 990-EZ and Registry record reveals the 

number of employees covered by the UC system at each worksite. No matches provide any 

information on employees excluded from UC coverage. 

4.2 Assessing matching errors 

4.2.1 Failed and invalid matches 

Some failed matches can be detected by invalid ein’s.  Those ein’s have less than the 

required nine characters or they have ciphers that indicate the ein is unknown. We scanned both 

the Registry and the QCEW for invalid ein’s. The Registry contained less than 500 or 3/10,000 

invalid ein’s. Though the Registry contains ein errors, we regard it as a “gold standard”. Less 

than 90 failed matches arise when it matches a population of less than 300,000 organizations. 

The QCEW contained an average of 1.7% invalid ein’s in the years 1999-2003. These invalid 

ein’s were not randomly distributed across the 35 million records that we scanned. The 

probability of invalid ein’s was higher in establishments with few employees than elsewhere. 

The probability varied substantially over the 49 jurisdictions (46 states, The District of 

9 Operating charities and public foundations exempted under 501(c)(3) are included. Coverage is limited by 

cut-off of data processing before late returns are filed, long after they are due to the IRS. 

Information from Forms 990 for other organizations is available from NCCS Core File [year]  and 

NCCS Private Foundation File [year] at http://nccsdataweb.urban.org. 

http://nccsdataweb.urban.org
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Columbia, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands) in our universe. Three states had probabilities 

over 0.03; six had probabilities less than 0.005. 

We created weights for the QCEW that increase counts of establishments and the number of 

employees. Weighting offsets downward bias of unweighted counts (David 2007).10 Weights on 

the QCEW were transferred to all matching IRS records. They are applied to Form 990-EZ and 

Registry matches in the estimates below. 

Additional match failures occur because valid ein numbers are corrupted in the process of 

filing and transmitting the tax-related reports that are the basis for the QCEW. Digits can be 

transposed, duplicated, or erroneously entered. We do not know what order of magnitude to 

assign to this problem.   

4.2.2 Removing mismatches -- Forms 990/990-EZ 

Before appropriate estimates could be made, matches were scanned for evidence of 

mismatches. The legal name of the organization and its industry class were critical information 

for detecting mismatches. Forms 990/990-EZ and the QCEW use different industry 

classifications, the National Taxonomy of Exempt Entities (NTEE) and NAICS respectively. 

These classifications are relatively similar at the sector level (Appendix A). In examining 

matched records we discovered several pathologies. Some parent-teacher organizations were 

associated with large numbers of establishments in banks. Some private organizations awarding 

fellowships and scholarships were associated with employee counts for state university systems. 

And some private nonprofit entities were associated with school systems or governments. In 

many of these cases the name on the Form 990 was substantially different than the name on the 

QCEW. The pairing of large numbers of establishments to the nonprofit organization was also 

suggestive of mismatching. Hundreds of establishments exist for only a few of nonprofit 

charitable organizations. Because Forms 990/990-EZ contain more information than the 

Registry, the procedure for removing mismatches of Forms 990/990-EZ differs from the 

procedure applied where the Registry matches QCEW and no Form 990 exists. 

10 Salamon-Sokoloweski (2005) did not weight their estimates from matching the Registry to QCEW  for 

the selective character of invalid ein’s. 
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We test the relationship between payroll reported to the QCEW and nonprofit expenditures 

on Form 990/990-EZ. If first-quarter establishment payroll exceeds 20 percent of total 

expenditures for the organization, the establishment-organization link is suspect. All links 

between establishments and organization with any suspect links to the QCEW were severed. The 

logic for this procedure incorporates two assumptions: A) Most organizations with a QCEW 

record for the first quarter of the year were in operation for a whole fiscal year. B) Annual 

compensation for the nonprofit is at least 20 percent less than total expenditures for the fiscal 

year. Prorating annual compensation levels to the first quarter, we expect that one-quarter of 

eighty percent of annual expenditures is a reasonable upper bound for first quarter compensation. 

The test identified 2,564 organizations as suspect in 2003. The total of matched Forms 

990/990-EZ was 85,852 prior to testing for suspect matches. Failing the test caused 3.0 percent 

of tentatively matched organizations to be recoded as unmatched. The suspect matches were 

dominated by links between tiny organizations and entities classified as NAICS 522 (credit 

intermediation) or NAICS 5412 (Accounting, tax preparation, bookkeeping, and payroll 

services).  Three-quarters of the establishments involved with suspect links were tied to entities 

in those NAICS classifications.   

Over the five years, 1999-2003, an average of more than 8%, or 11,000, establishments 

matched to Form 990/990-EZ are suspect. This average is low, as information on total expenses 

was missing in 4% of the 1999 Form 990’s and 7% of the 2003 Form 990’s. Mismatching 

associated with organizations filing Form 990-EZ is astronomically larger than for organizations 

filing Form 990. Figure 1 presents the rate of mismatched establishments separately for Form 

990 and Form 990-EZ.  Over 50% of establishments linked to Form 990-EZ proved to be suspect 

in years 2000-2002 where expense data were almost universally available. 

Following the removal of suspect matches to the Registry (next section), we re-examined 

Forms 990/990-EZ matches to determine whether any NAICS 52 (Finance and Insurance) 

organizations passed the expense test. 15 organizations were identified in the sector and delinked 

from QCEW. The count of mismatched Forms 990/990-EZ increased from 2,564 to 2,579. 
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4.2.3 Removing mismatches – Registry matches, no Forms 990/990-EZ 

QCEW matches to the Registry contain no information on organization expenses. 11 We 

investigated two classes of matches: Organizations that are charitable and exempted under 

section 501(c)(3) of the IRC, and organizations whose 501(c) subsection was unknown. The first 

class is more extensive than the operating charities for which we have Forms 990/990-EZ. 

Private foundations and trusts are included. The 3,500 organizations with subsection unknown 

are likely to include a majority with 501(c)(3) activity.12 

Registry-QWEW matches reveal industry and name of the organization on both records. 

NAICS signals many mismatches. Organizations matched to NAICS  52 (finance and insurance) 

appear to be suspect, as they included multiple establishment links of banks to parent-teacher 

organizations, paralleling the most egregious mismatches identified among the Forms 990/990-

EZ. We excluded all public sector, business associations, and labor unions (NAICS 92, 81391, 

81393) as they are not generally §501(c)(3). We excluded broader classes than with Forms 990 

because organizations with unknown subsection could be 501(c)(4) or (9), not relevant to our 

analysis of 501(c)(3). A total of 1210 organizations with matches to the Registry were declared 

suspect, representing 5.1% of the 23,878 tentatively matched organizations. 

Taken together the delinked organizations are 3.5% of tentative matches. Estimates of 

employment that include identified mismatches would be wildly overstated. 

Lastly, in cases where the subsection was unknown, we surmise that some organizations are 

not charitable organizations. Organizations linked to NAICS subsectors including the  public 

sector, business associations, and labor unions are unlikely to be operating charitable 

organizations. Organizations in all of these sectors were deemed not 501(c)(3), and excluded 

from the 501(c)(3) universe. Table 2 describes the division of subsection “NA” between those 

tabulated with 501(c)(3) and those excluded. It also shows that less than 500 501(c)(3) were 

reallocated out of that class. The editing procedures described produced an enhanced match that 

we discuss below. 

11 Only matches to the Registry where no Form 990 information is in the Forms 990 database are 

considered here. Such matches include organizations exempted under many subsections other than 501(c)(3). 
12 501(c)(3) is the dominant exempt group sampled by the IRS. Arnsberger (2006). 
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4.3  Structure of matched and unmatched data 

4.3.1 Available data 

Matched data bring together information defined by different measures and collected from 

different universes. Important conceptual differences are displayed below. 

Attribute Form 990 Form 990-EZ QCEW 

Employment Elicited from 

all 

Not collected Employment collected. Excludes: Part-

time workers of nonprofits in all but 19 states, 

and students working for school, student 

nurses. Interns (some states) 

Compensation Detail on 

wages, benefits and 

payroll taxes 

All 

employment 

related payments 

Payroll 

Industry 

classification 

NTEE NTEE NAICS 

Universe Exempted 

entities 

Exempted 

entities 

Employers liable to pay UC benefits 

Minimum 

threshold for inclusion 

3-yr. avg. 

revenue >$100,000 

$25,000 <  

3-yr. avg. 

revenue  

<$100,000 

1+ employee working more than 20 

weeks in a calendar year, US standard 

Excluded states 

(this investigation) 

None None MA, MI, NY, WY 

Excluded entities Most religious Most 

religious 

Employers with 1-3 workers (29 states), 

some religious organizations, 

small agriculture employers, some local 

governments 

Periodicity Fiscal year Fiscal year Calendar quarters 

The measure of employment is critical to our investigation. Form 990 elicits March 12 

employment; Form 990-EZ does not. All workers on the payroll should be counted. QCEW does 
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not count part-time employees in many states; students at work in their schools, student nurses in 

hospitals, and interns are excluded in some states.  

Industry is classified by the National Taxonomy of Exempt Entities (NTEE) on Forms 

990/990-EZ and the Registry. Industry is classified by the NAICS on the QCEW. 

Average revenue over the last three years determines which IRS form is used. A few 

organizations file returns because they are required to do so by Federal contracting rules, or 

because they have provisional permission to operate as a charitable organization or association. 

4.3.2 Censoring pertinent to the QCEW universe 

Exclusion of nonprofit employers with 1-3 workers in 29 states, and part-time employees of 

nonprofits in 33 states (largely, but not the same as the previous states) drastically reduces 

coverage of the QCEW for small organizations. 

Exclusion of states. Four states (MA, MI, NY, WY) did not release their information for this 

study. Those states provide the BLS with QCEW information for all periodic estimates in the 

BLS publication program. BLS could tabulate nonprofit UC employees directly for the entire US 

universe from its QCEW data. Geographic censoring of QCEW records affects our partition of 

organizations into matched and unmatched. Clearly, matches are precluded whenever an 

organization operates exclusively in the four states that declined to participate, indicating that 

substantial numbers of UC eligible nonprofit employees were not available to us.13 In addition, 

some matches are truncated. 

Exclusion of establishments. Organizations that operate in both included and excluded states 

will appear with fewer matching establishments than their full complement of worksites. For 

example, an organization operating in the New York metropolitan area will match to its NJ and 

CT establishments; it will not match to any NY establishments. Some insight to the extent of this 

problem comes from the proportion of matched organizations that have multiple establishments. 

Massachusetts (0.474), and Michigan (0.470), and Wyoming (0.037). 

13 Nonprofit employment in NY, MA, and MI are ranked as 1, 8, and 9 by Salamon and Sokolowski 
(2006) in 2004. WY employment ranks 50 out of 51 jurisdictions. The authors estimated MA and WY 
employment. The number of nonprofit employees, in millions, in those states is: New York (1.329), 

Deleted: NY, 

Deleted: MI 
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Truncated multi-establishment organizations. Nearly 9/10 organizations matching the 

QCEW and filing Form 990 have only one establishment in one state.14 Four percent of Form 

990 filers operate in several states. These estimates of multi-establishment rates are lower 

bounds, as we can not count worksites in excluded states. Virtually no organization that files 

Form 990-EZ has more than one establishment. See Table 3. Registry matches include nearly 

half as many multi-establishment organizations as Form 990 filers.15 

This background about multi-establishment organizations colors the meaning of a partition of 

the data that we use repeatedly.   

5 Learning from the matched data 

5.1 Classifying matched organizations  

The universe is partitioned into three groups: included states, matched; included states, not 

matched; and excluded states. An organization with one worksite belongs in only one of these 

classes. An organization with worksites in both included and excluded states could be located in 

two of the three classes. We resolve the ambiguity by placing all matched cases together, in 

included states, matched, irrespective of the location at which the Forms 990/990-EZ were filed. 

As a consequence, organizations classified under excluded states are a subset of exempt 

organizations that operate in those states. A few more complex organizations that operate in 

excluded states will have establishments in included states, matched and will be tabulated under 

that heading. Logically, those organizations include some whose activity is concentrated in 

included states; others, whose activity is in concentrated in excluded states. 

Table 4 describes the link of IRS information to the QCEW in our enhanced match for 

organizations. Two features of the table are highlighted by boxes: 

• Column 1, matched to QCEW? Yes, includes all IRS records that match the QCEW; 

14 Almost without exception, if the organization operates one establishment, it files in the same state where 

it operates. Organizations may operate in states different than the state in which Form 990 is filed. This may or 

may not connote multiple worksites. For example the accounting firm for the organization may file the Form 

990 in DC, but the organization has a single worksite in MD. 
15 Two circumstances could lead to this finding. Registry matches include some large organizations that have 

not yet filed. Alternatively, some mismatched organizations have not been deleted. No evidence for either of 

these alternatives is available. 
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• Rows A – C include all organizations for which we have Forms 990/990-EZ. 

The intersection of the two boxes gives the most information. Outside the intersection row D 

lacks Form 990 data and the column excluded states lacks QCEW data. The total number of IRC 

501(c)(3) organizations is 277,015 (Row E, last column). More than 90 percent are organizations 

filing Forms 990/990-EZ  (254,347 Row C, last column). 

One-third of Forms 990/990-EZ match the QCEW. That percentage rises to 38% when we 

compare matches to the total number of organizations with a presence in included states. This 

larger percentage is closer to the yield of matches that could be obtained were all the states in the 

US included. 

Row A reveals that only 8% of organizations filing Form 990-EZ match the QCEW. That low 

rate is consistent with the small expenditures of EZ organizations and the exclusion of many 

nonprofit workers from UC benefits. 

Thirteen percent of organizations do not match QCEW and file Forms 990/990-EZ from 

excluded states. The column labeled excluded states excludes multi-state organizations operating 

establishments in included states. For example, an organization that has an establishment in CA 

and files Form 990 from its headquarters establishment in NY will be included in the column 

labeled Yes because the CA establishment matches the QCEW. 

Row D shows that Forms 990/990-EZ matches are augmented by matches from the Registry 

increasing matches by 27%. Row F contains an estimate of Form 990/990-EZ matches that could 

be obtained from excluded states.16 When estimates are added to actual matches, Form 990/990-

EZ matching in the QCEW universe rises to 43% (Row G). 

Arnsberger (2006) estimates 9,000 more §501(c)(3) organizations than we find among Form 

990/990-EZ’s. Our Registry match raises the universe in Table 4 to 14,000 organizations greater 

than estimated in Arnsberger (2006). Both differences are far beyond sampling errors. A cutoff 

date for processing Forms 990 into the NCCS database may be responsible for shortfall of 

§501(c)(3) filers. The excess produced by Registry matches has quite different sources. The 

Registry match may capture some large organizations that do not file Form 990 within two years 

16 Matching rates for each type of Form in the included states and the distribution of Form 990 and Form 990-

EZ in excluded states are used to estimate the division of organizations in excluded states between the matched 

and unmatched columns (Row F). 
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of the end their fiscal year.17 Alternatively, some organizations are not required to file and 

participate in the UC system. Large religious organizations are an example. At the other extreme, 

many small organizations not required to file Forms 990 have no employees and would not have 

a UC record that matches the Registry. The number of organizations detected by Registry 

matches is a puzzle.18 

5.2 Employment 501(c)(3) organizations, 2003 

5.2.1 Aggregates for the US 

Rows A, B, and D of Table 4 include seven cells defined by the IRS data available (Form 

990, Form 990-EZ, Registry), match status (match [yes, no]) in included states, and the 

remainder, unmatched organizations filing from excluded states. We use the same logical 

structure to display employment aggregates in Table 5. The number of organizations (from Table 

4) is repeated in the leftmost column as a guide to the reader. The column headed establishments, 

raw shows the number of establishments operated by matched organizations. The column headed 

establishments, weighted indicates the extent to which invalid ein’s conceal presence of 

matching establishments. The remaining columns pertain to estimates of employment. 

The subtotal row sums Form 990/990-EZ filers with worksites in included states.19 The row 

Available states adds employment from matches to the Registry to the subtotal. The total row 

counts both matched and unmatched employment in all states. As no QCEW data are available 

for excluded states, totals can not be calculated for QCEW employment or establishments.  

The IRS column labeled employment, raw contains reports from Form 990. The top row 

indicates that IRS reports on Form 990 exceed raw QCEW employment by 50,000 (0.74%) for 

17 SOI sampling does not substitute prior year records for large organizations that are missing from the stratum 

that is sampled with certainty. 
18 An alternative hypothesis is that some of the organizations treated as 501(c)(3) here should be classified 

elsewhere. That possibility can only be resolved with detailed study of more recent data, where the 501(c) 

subsection is more completely classified. 
19 The subtotal for organizations appeared in Table 4, column subtotal, row C. 
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matched records. 20 That difference has two principal sources: (1) workers not covered by UC do 

not appear in QCEW; and (2) workers reported on Form 990 include workers in excluded states.  

Multi-state organizations that operate in both excluded and included states will show more 

employees in the first row than their QCEW report which excludes some states.  

The column Imputed shows more employment than raw because we substituted QCEW raw 

employment for zeros on Form 990’s that failed to report employment. Attribution of QCEW 

employees increases aggregate employment by 633,000 on Form 990’s, an increase of 9.3%.21 

This imputation is too small because many part-time workers and student workers are not 

counted in QCEW. Also, employees of organizations that have establishments in excluded states 

are understated to the extent that the organization has employees in the excluded states. 

Additional employees should be imputed to unmatched Form 990 records (in 2nd row and 

990, exc.). Employment is presumably unreported and at a greater rate than matched Form 990 

filers. Smaller organizations are likely to have more difficulty in correctly completing Form 990 

than matched organizations. Ratio estimation of the imputation is inappropriate, as a proportion 

of unmatched organizations are nonemployers, while nearly all matched records currently 

employ workers. A statistical model that encompasses both the decision to employ workers and 

the number employed is needed to impute employees to the unmatched records. 

The third row displays matched Form 990-EZ. No employment information can be garnered 

from those records. Weighting QCEW employment makes imputed numbers more representative 

of the universe, while unweighted employment would understate levels in the exempt sector 

(David 2007a). Weighted QCEW employment is transferred to the Imputed column, in the third 

row. 

Matching QCEW to the Registry identifies 22,668 organizations that did not file  Form 

990/990-EZ (Row 6). The Registry organizations contribute a weighted count of 32,749 

worksites and weighted employment of 1,777,000. Weighted employment from the Registry is 

added to the count from Forms 990/990-EZ in the column labeled augmented. A considerable 

20 Weighted QCEW employment exceeds raw IRS employment. However, weights are not appropriate in this


context. The cells compared pertain to records that match, precluding invalid ein’s. Employment for 


unmatched Form 990 in included states is represented in the second row. 

21 Raw employment is used in the imputation as invalid ein’s can not occur when matches are successful. 
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part of the 1.8 million may be employed in large, late-filing organizations. That is suggested by 

the relatively large numbers of establishments associated with the Registry matches. The 

character of the remainder of the organizations that we identify by Registry matches is unknown. 

In the total row, covering all states, augmented employment is 11.7 million (50%) higher 

than the raw, 7.8 million, count of Form 990 IRS employment. The difference lies in two 

enhancements to the Form 990 data: (A) the 1.8 million employees represented by Registry 

rather than Form 990/990-EZ matches in included states; and (B) the 0.6 million imputed 

employees unreported to IRS on Form 990, again, in included states. 

Three other aspects of employment aggregates are noteworthy. First, Form 990 counts 1.0 

million workers in organizations that file from included states and do not appear in the QCEW. 22 

This count understates employment, as explained above. Second, UC coverage for Form 990-EZ 

filers is small. We estimate that a quarter of Form 990-EZ filers are employers and only 8% 

match QCEW. (Employment in small organizations must be elicited directly from a revised 

Form 990-EZ.) Third, extrapolation of imputed employment, or modeling of an employment 

imputation, would increase employment numbers in excluded states by roughly 8 percent (the 

ratio of imputed to raw in the subtotal row). It appears prudent to investigate differences among 

industry classes before attempting that imputation, as reporting of employees is not uniform 

across industries. 

5.3 Employment in major industries 

5.3.1 Industry classifications 

Forms 990/990-EZ are classified by the National Taxonomy of Exempt Entities (NTEE). This 

classification was adopted by the nonprofit sector in the 1980’s and is used in IRS/SOI statistics 

on the sector. Although more detail is available, we used a classification that collapsed the code 

to 15 classes and unclassified. Labels for the NTEE classes appear in the text table below. 

22 A match of QCEW to the Registry could impute employment to the IRS Business Master File, where 

employment does not appear. The resulting employment count could be weighted adding 200,000 (2.4%) to 

totals available from the QCEW. This experiment makes clear that QCEW without the Form 990 employment 

count lacks substantial coverage of 501(c)(3) employment shown in table 5. 
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Abbreviation NTEE classes Label 

A A Arts, Culture & Humanities' 

B not B4 B except B4 Education, excludes post-secondary 

B4 B4 Higher education (post-secondary) 

C, D C, D Environment, Animal-related 

E, not E2 E,F,G,H except E2 Health, not hospitals 

E2 E2 Hospitals (and support organizations) 

I, M I,M Crime, public safety 

J, K, L J, K, L Employment, Food & Agriculture, Housing 

N, O N, O Recreation sports, Youth development 

P P Human services, multi-purpose, and other 

Q Q International, foreign affairs 

R – W R, S, T, U, V, W Advocacy, Philanthropy, Science, Society 

benefit 

X X Religion related 

Y Y Mutual/ membership benefit 

Z Z Unclassified 

The NTEE 15 provides detail that is similar to NAICS sectors. NAICS industry classes are 

available only for records matched to the QCEW. Those classes apply to establishments and can 

vary over the distinct worksites identified through the BLS disaggregation of multi-establishment 

organizations to counties. Multiple classifications occur in less than 10% of matched cases 

(derived from Table 3). 

Table 6 shows the distribution of organizations and matched establishments over NTEE 

classes. The difference in the distribution of matched establishments and the distribution of 

organizations reflects (a) variation in the match rate by NTEE and (b) differences in the 

proportion of organizations that have multiple establishments in different NTEE classes. For 

example, A, Arts organizations, tend to be small with too few employees to be matched. They 

also are unlikely to have multiple sites. The result is that matched establishments are 6% or all 

establishments, while arts organizations are 10% of the total. E2, Hospitals, reflect the opposite 
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situation; match rates are high and many have multiple establishments. Hospitals are 4% of all 

matched establishments, and 1% of all organizations. 

5.3.2 Employment by NTEE 

Table 7 disaggregates employment into 15 NTEE classes. Weighted counts from the QCEW 

in column 3 are unbiased for each state and size of workforce.23 Columns 4-6 display NTEE 

aggregates of raw, imputed and augmented IRS employment (defined as in Table 5). Column 4 is 

limited to Form 990 information. The imputed and augmented columns enhance Form 990, Form 

990-EZ, and Registry matches with available QCEW data. Augmented employment is larger than 

the weighted QCEW for each of the 15 NTEE classes. More employees are identified by QCEW 

than by Form 990 in three industries (B not B4; X; and Y).  

The outcomes of imputation and augmentation vary widely over the 15 NTEE classes.  Both 

Education, B not B4, and Mutual membership benefit, Y, acquire more than half of their 

employment from Registry matches. Mutual membership benefit, Y, also shows a large increase 

because employment is unreported on Form 990. At the other extreme, International, foreign 

affairs, Q, report employment well and are seldom identified by Registry matches. Together, 

imputation and augmentation increase reported employment for Q by 7.3%. 

Table 8 reveals the impact of imputation and augmentation through ratios of employment 

counts to various bases. Column 1, imputation rate, of Table 8 displays imputed employment as 

a proportion of employment reported by matched organizations filing Form 990. This ratio is 

smaller than the 20% of organizations that fail to report employment on matched Forms 990 

because the level of employment is lower in nonreporting organizations. The range of column 1 

is from 4% for E2, Hospitals and their related support organizations to 90% for Y, mutual/ 

membership benefit organizations. 

Column 2, Augmentation rate, displays the proportional increase of imputed employment 

that comes from Registry matches (over the included QCEW states). The concentration of 

unclassified industries in Registry matches assures that the augmentation rate is extreme for 

class Z. The reasons for remaining rates over 100% are unclear. Educational institutions other 

than higher education, class B not B4, may administer small trusts established to finance 

23 Weights do not control for industry, and introduce variance into these estimates (David 2007). 
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scholarships. Employees in this case may be educators in the school, while the trusts are 

nonemployers. The trusts may be exempt from filing information returns. Further study of NTEE 

classes with high rates of augmentation is appropriate. 

Sorting the NTEE classes according to the proportionate change induced by imputation 

(column 1) gives the middle panel of Table 8. Sorting the NTEE classes according to the 

proportionate change induced by augmentation (column 3) gives the right panel of the table. The 

bold NTEE classes in the sorted panels are defined by the partition of all classes into thirds. E2 

and Q lie in the bottom third of both imputation and augmentation. B not B4; N, O; and Y lie in 

the top third of both imputation and augmentation. The association may be due to a concentration 

of small and relatively new organizations in the top third. 

We conclude: 

• Imputation of employment on Forms 990 is essential. Imputed employment counts 

exceed matched Form 990 in most industries by more than 10%. Higher education, hospitals, 

and international organizations are the exception. 

• A match of QCEW to the Registry is needed to augment IRS employment estimates 

for Education (not higher education) and for religious organizations. 

• Augmented employment is sufficiently larger than a match which relies only on 

QCEW in most NTEE classes that QCEW can not be the sole source for employment 

information on charitable organizations. 

6 Evaluation 

6.1 Nonemployers and matching: How much do we know? 

Accounting for nonemployers gives another perspective on coverage and employment 

reported in Tables 4 and 5. Both Form 990 and Form 990-EZ elicit reports of compensation. If 

that information correctly predicts absence of employees, it can be used in imputing employees. 

Comparison of Form 990 records matched to QCEW records revealed that 20% of organizations 

fail to report employment. 97% of the non-reporting organizations reveal compensation. The 

consistency of compensation reporting in the two record systems makes compensation a useful 

predictor of employment. However 1.1% of matched forms report neither compensation nor 
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employees on Form 990. More than three-fifths of this group should report employment on Form 

990. Absence of compensation and employees on Form 990 do not always predict nonemployers. 

Unmatched Forms 990 in included states show 51% with no compensation; organizations in 

excluded states show 31% with no compensation.  Using those estimates we calculate that almost 

50,000 of the 201,000 Form 990 filers are not employers; and 37,000 of the 53,000 Form 990-EZ 

filers are not employers. In all, 87,000 of the 254,000 Form 990/990-EZ filers can be tentatively 

identified as nonemployers. Those estimates are too high, as we can not quantify the proportion 

of filers who bury compensation expenses among other expenses.24 

Our estimate of nonemployers can be applied to rows C and F in Table 4. 83,300 matches 

plus the 12,800 matches estimated for excluded states gives 96,100. Dividing those matches by 

the difference between all filers and nonemployers, 254,000 less 87,000, yields a match rate of 

57%. That compares to the 43% rate shown in row G.  A clear reality is that some employers are 

exempt from UC and will never match. However, unknown errors also contribute to low match 

rates. The level of failed matches is certainly more than the 1.7% we have identified. An 

important contributor to those errors are birth, death, and merger of organizations. Each of those 

events can create discrepancies between ein’s used in filing Forms 900/990-EZ and QCE. 

6.2 Adequacy of employment estimates for charitable organizations 

At this point we see a glass half-full, half-empty. The 2002 Economic Census counts 9.5 

million employees in exempt organizations in those industries in which charitable organizations 

are concentrated (Table 1). Some additional charities and religious organizations are counted in a 

sector that includes many exempt organizations that are not charities. The failure to divide 

exempt into two groups – (a) charities (501(c)(3)) and religious congregations and (b) other 

exempt entities –compromises the policy value of the estimates. Exclusion of K-12 and higher 

education compromises those estimates. 

The match of QCEW to IRS counts almost as many 501(c)(3) employees as the Economic 

Census, in a universe that excludes QCEW information for four states. The match shows 1.8 

million employees in education that are largely excluded from the Census universe. 

24 IRS/SOI has identified this pathology in completing Form 990 as an important source of error. 
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IRS counts 1 million more employees in charitable organizations than QCEW. IRS counts 

0.7 million less than Census, when primary and secondary education are excluded. IRS fails to 

impute Form 990 and elicit employment for Form 990-EZ. Substituting QCEW employment for 

missing information fills most of the Census-IRS gap, via the 0.6 million employees we have 

imputed. More imputation is needed to eliminate unreported employment in unmatched Form 

990 records. 

Our largest employment estimate for charitable organizations, the augmented composite of 

QCEW and Form 990, is 11.7 million, or 9.0 million, when education is excluded. That estimate 

is for 2003, while the comparable Census number reflects a smaller population of organizations 

with fewer employees in 2002. Including exempt organizations other than 501(c)(3) brings our 

augmented estimate to 13.3 million, substantially larger than the Census counts including all of 

NAICS 813. 

The current, quinquenial Census estimate does not adequately track increasing employment 

in a sector that is growing rapidly (David, Pollak, Arnsberger  2006). Total nonprofit 

employment is the same order of magnitude as the health sector of the economy (which includes 

a major group of exempt organizations). 

6.3 Timeliness and employment dynamics 

Openness and accountability motivate the mandate for exempt entities to file information 

returns open to the public.  Donors, potential donors, and persons valuing an equitable and 

efficient tax structure need to know that every exemption is not a scam. The gestation period for 

both Census and IRS/SOI statistics is more than two years, an interval that does not enable 

public review at a time when malfeasance can be nipped in the bud. 

Estimates of employment in exempt organizations could be produced by QCEW nine months 

after the quarter. The gestation period for estimates from Form 941 would be no longer. Tallies 

of those administrative records would also reveal the number of exempt organizations (or 

establishments), the exempt subsection (e.g., 501(c)(3)), and the NTEE classification of those 

organizations. 

We know that births and deaths of enterprises account for a large part of the flux in job 

creation and job destruction. (Haltiwanger, Davis, Schuh 1996; BED, BLS) The annual rate of 

births and deaths is staggering. A speculation is that both births and deaths of charitable 
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organizations exceed levels in the private business sector. We can not know, until charitable 

organizations are partitioned from other private, nonfarm business employers.  

6.4 Summing up 

A great deal of value attaches to statistics on employment, and employment growth, in 

exempt organizations with classification by industry and geography. The potential to produce 

those statistics exists in current administrative record systems. The substantial tax subsidy to 

donors to charitable organizations, and a need to know more about how these organizations 

perform argues eloquently to publish employment estimates for charitable organizations, other 

exempt organizations, and the residual of private business. 

QCEW has been shown to enhance statistics derived from Forms 990/990-EZ and the 

Registry. The Form 941 appears to have a greater capacity to count employees, but that has not 

yet been proven. Coverage and presentation of charitable organizations in Economic Census 

needs to be improved to allow policy analysts to associate changes in employment with tax 

expenditures estimated for the sector.  

7 A work plan for the future 

7.1 Statistical Agencies 

7.1.1 First-best activity 

Both IRS/SOI and the Census have access to Form 941, with its employment and payroll 

information. Both agencies have unlimited access to information returns filed on behalf of 

exempt organizations and the Register.25 The steps taken in this paper can be replicated on Form 

941. The tri-partite match – Forms 990/990-EZ, Registry, and Form 941 – can be executed in 

both agencies. Census may have an advantage in editing and linking records (Winkler 2004); 

IRS/SOI may have earlier and more comprehensive access to records. 

Both agencies currently receive updates from IRS Business Master Files monthly. Those 

files contain extracts from Form 941 and Form 990/990-EZ. The registry is also updated 

monthly.  Both agencies could devise a quarterly estimate of exempt employment that is 

25 Publication of identifiable information at the organizations level is sanctioned. So no disclosure review is 

necessary at the organization (ein) level of detail. 
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subsequently benchmarked to the more thoroughly edited annual samples of Form 990/Form 

990-EZ produced by IRS/SOI. 

Indicators of exempt status and applicable IRC section can be taken from Form 990/990-EZ 

and the IRS Registry. They can be inserted into the Census Business Register. That would enable 

sampling using exempt status (not exempt, 501(c)(3), other exempt) and, more importantly, 

analyses of differences between exempt and other organizations. 

7.1.2 Second-best activities 

A. IRS/SOI can impute unreported employment on Form 990. This should yield far more 

employment than the 633,000 we substituted from the QCEW. We know from this investigation 

that even rough imputation can produce the same order of magnitude of employment as the 

QCEW (Table 5). 

The BLS has its own business register that is derived from the QCEW. Under current law 

BLS can not access the Form 941, but it can receive the continuous stream of Forms 990/990-EZ 

as they become available in the IRS Business Master File, because all of that information is 

public. Thus it is feasible for BLS to continue the tri-partite match – Forms 990/990-EZ, 

Registry, and QCEW – pioneered in this research. The IRS Business Master File does not include 

employment so that employment estimates would only cover the QCEW universe. Such 

estimates could be produced within the current nine-month interval after the quarter that is the 

timetable for QCEW reports. The QCEW exempt employment series should be compared to SOI 

employment estimates that lag the reporting year by about 30 months.  

The gain from a continuing BLS activity would be to partition Business Employment 

Dynamics (BLS webpage) into estimates of private for-profit and a private nonprofit job creation 

and destruction. 

7.2 Operating Agencies 

7.2.1 IRS/TEGO 

IRS/TEGO administers approvals for tax exemption, updates the Registry and classifies 

exempt organizations by NTEE.  IRS/TEGO has the power to reject Forms 990/990-EZ that are 

incomplete. It can identify organizations that fail to file timely information returns. It can reject 

all Form 990 returns where employment is not reported. IRS/TEGO should also reject Form 990 

where no compensation is paid and employees are present. 
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IRS/TEGO can ask to have Forms redesigned so that answering the employment question is 

tied directly to reports of positive compensation. Then Form 990-EZ could have an employment 

question that is conditional on positive compensation. 

Electronic filing of Form 990 is required for large organizations and facilitated by free 

software for small organizations. With e-filing, Forms that fail to report employment, when 

requested, can be rejected by edits in the e-filing software. That eventuality will ultimately 

greatly reduce current unreported employment. 

7.2.2 OMB/OIRA 

OMB/OIRA administers the Paperwork Reduction Act. It contains the Office of the Chief 

Statistician whose role is to coordinate the US statistical agencies and provide guidance to good 

statistical practice. The Chief Statistician needs to be convinced that higher priority be given to 

employment statistics for charitable organizations. 
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Appendix A. Comparison of NTEE and NAICS classifications 

The granularity of industry coding used in this analysis allows for 15 bins of the NTEE 

(excluding unclassified) and 15 bins for the NAICS. If the information in both coding systems 

were identical and no errors were made in coding, all NAICS sector codes should map into one 

NTEE bin, and conversely. Figure 2 shows the allocation of NAICS industries to NTEE classes 

for NTEE-NAICS combinations that include a total of 90% or more of NTEE employment.26 

Three NAICS sectors are “well-behaved” as the sector maps uniquely to one NTEE class. Seven 

additional sectors match to two NTEE classes. Four sectors (54, 61, 62, and 81) are substantially 

partitioned as NAICS is distributed to five or more NTEE bins.   

Limiting the combinations of NAICS to NTEE to classes that contain the preponderance of employment reduces 
combinations that result from a low level of classification error. The share of employment included was chosen to 
avoid problems with disclosure of employment information within each NTEE-NAICS combination. 
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Table 1. Nonprofit employment reported in Economic Census 2002 
Naics Employment Establishments 

classifi- A C D E G H 
cation Exempt All Ratio: A/C Exempt All Ratio: E/G 

61 120 431 0.28 12 50 0.24 
62 7,980 15,048 0.53 136 703 0.19 
71 1,363 1,847 0.74 49 109 0.45 

813 936 936 1.00 11 11 1.00 
Total
  exc. 813 9,463 17,326 197 862
  inc. 813 10,400 18,262 208 874 

Source: A1 
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Table 2. Reallocation of NA and mismatched 501(c) subsection

matched organizations, 2003q1*


Reallocated 501(c) Type of match Total 

subsection subsection Forms 990 Registry Count Percent


501c3  plus NA 
501(c)(3) 

171 2,338 
83,117 20,330 

2,509 
103,447 

2.4 
97.6 

Total 83,288 22,668 105,956 100.0 

Type of reclassification 
None LbrBusGov 

Not 501c3 NA 
501(c)(3) 
Other 

5 527 
0 409 

64,872 0 

532 
409 

64,872 

0.8 
0.6 

98.6 
Total 64,877 936 65,813 100.0 

* Excludes all Naics 52 (Finance and Insurance). 

Source: Table 10. 02oct06. 
Wss_tables16oct06_d21may22mar07.xls 
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Table 3.  Proportion of matched organizations with multiple worksites, interstate 
operations 

By type of match, 501c3 plus organizations, 2003q1 

Match 
Organ-
izations 

 Form 990 79045 
 Form 990-EZ 4243 
Registry 22668 

Rate: Multi-
establishment

9086 
d 

1197 

0.115 
* 

0.053 

 Rate: multi-
3161 

d 
482 

state
0.040

* 
0.021 

d, not disclosable 

* Less than 0.005 

Source: 12. 03oct06. 
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Table 4. Strata defined by QCEW matches to Forms 990, 501(c)(3) organizations, 

2003q1* 


Included states Excluded Total 
Matched to 

QCEW? Subtotal states 
Yes No 

A Form 990-EZ 4,243 42,166 46,409 6,733 53,142
   proportion of Forms 990 0.080 0.793 0.127 1.000 

B Form 990 79,045 95,294 174,339 26,866 201,205
   proportion of Forms 990 0.393 0.474 0.134 1.000 

Subtotal NCCS Census 83,288 137,460 220,748 33,599 254,347
   proportion of Forms 990 0.327 0.540 0.132 1.000 

D Master QCEW matches 22,668  22,668 22,668 
augmentation rate 0.10268723 

E TOTAL 105,956 137,460 243,416 33,599 277,015
   proportion of total 0.382 0.496 0.121 1.000 

F 
G 

Estimated matches** 
UNIVERSE 
   proportion of universe 

12,797 
118,753 

0.429 

20,802
158,262 

0.571 
277,015

1.000 

0 

 277,015
1.000 

H
I 

 990dd/all_dd 
match rate 990 

0.790 
0.377 

0.800 
0.381 

*Includes 4,836 cases where 501(c) section is not known. 2338 are in the Master matches; the remainder 

are relatively equally distributed across the filing population. 


**Entry in 'Yes' column is the product of the estimated match rate in excluded states (row I) and the 

33,600 excluded filers (row E).


No estimate of additional augmentation is included.


Source: Table 1 
Formatted: Indent: First line: 0 pt, 
Space After:  0 pt, Line spacing: 
single 
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Table 5. Imputation and augmentation of Form 990 Employment,

2003,  Section 501(c)(3), in 1,000’s


Source Match? Orgs. 
QCEW emp. 

Raw Wtd. Raw 
IRS employment 

Imputed Augmented 

990, inc. 
Yes 
No 

990-EZ, 
inc. 

Yes 
No 

79 
95 

4 
42 

6,780 6,930 

10 10 

6,831 
1,005 

NA 

7,463 7,463 
1,005 1,005 

10 10 

Subtotal 
Registry Yes 

220 
23 

6,790 6,940 
1,724 1,777 

7,836 
NA 

8,478 8,478 
NA 1,777 

Available states 243 8,514 8,717 10,255 

990, exc. 
990-EZ, 
exc. 

27 

7 

1,485 1,485 1,485 

NA 

Total 277 NA NA 9,321 9,963 11,740 

Excess of IRS employment over included QCEW 1.16 1.22 

Italics reflect model-based weighting of QCEW and substitution of QCEW for missing employment reports to IRS. 

Imputation would increase employment in unmatched and excluded states. 
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Table 6.  Organizations and matched establishments by NTEE 

2003 q1, 501c3 plus select NA subsection


IRS Organizations QCEW establishments

NTEE 15 Count Percent Count Percent Wtd.

A 
B not B4 
B4 
C,D 
E not E2 
E2 
I 
J,K,L 
M 
N,O 
P 
Q 
R - W 
X 
Y 
Z 

28,582 10.3% 10,468 6.0% 10,628 
47,890 17.3% 20,487 11.8% 20,749 
1,376 0.5% 2,029 1.2% 2,061 

10,273 3.7% 4,977 2.9% 5,047 
33,480 12.1% 30,167 17.4% 30,496 
3,378 1.2% 6,968 4.0% 7,067 
4,811 1.7% 3,578 2.1% 3,619 

21,069 7.6% 13,254 7.7% 13,405 
4,003 1.4% 731 0.4% 741 

25,772 9.3% 9,124 5.3% 9,249 
38,627 13.9% 41,943 24.2% 42,374 
4,982 1.8% 2,112 1.2% 2,149 

32,980 11.9% 17,028 9.8% 17,256 
17,484 6.3% 7,681 4.4% 7,820 

659 0.2% 489 0.3% 495 
1,649 0.6% 2,179 1.3% 2,218 

Total 277,015 100.0% 173,215 100.0% 175,373 

Source: T5A_14sep06. 
Wss_tables16oct06_d21may22mar07.xls 
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Table 7. Employment by NTEE major sectors, 2003 q1, 501c3 plus select NA subsection 

NTEE 15 

IRS organ-
izations 

QCEW employment 

Raw Wtd. Raw 

IRS employment 

Imputed* 
Augmented** 

A 28,582 184,565 187,908 243,222 260,772 289,694 
B not B4 47,890 1,119,588 1,158,436 577,391 644,346 1,381,306 
B4 1,376 728,814 757,030 1,107,722 1,184,338 1,270,880 
C,D 10,273 65,756 66,928 70,176 78,222 83,430 
E not E2 33,480 1,272,976 1,289,056 1,329,935 1,439,382 1,713,259 
E2 3,378 2,884,275 2,971,198 3,525,270 3,635,550 3,875,725 
I 4,811 47,447 47,882 55,246 62,594 65,325 
J,K,L 21,069 270,879 273,897 362,594 400,201 428,882 
M 4,003 7,181 7,226 6,940 8,167 9,199 
N,O 25,772 140,490 142,051 123,994 141,340 185,005 
P 38,627 1,258,663 1,271,529 1,544,368 1,693,076 1,761,028 
Q 4,982 20,429 20,687 39,046 40,835 41,882 
R – W 32,980 277,378 282,398 265,133 297,781 359,063 
X 17,484 125,731 128,391 64,997 69,936 160,529 
Y 659 13,057 13,207 3,424 5,411 14,855 
Z 1,649 96,660 99,043 1,175 1,261 99,769 
Total 277,015 8,513,889 8,716,863 9,320,633 9,963,211 11,739,831 

* Substitutes QCEW employment for matched Form 990, employment NA, and matched Form 990-EZ. 
** Adds Registry matches to imputed. 

Source: T5B_14sep06. 
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Table 8. Imputation and augmentation, 2003q1, 501(c)(3)

Matched Form 990's 


Ordered by NTEE 15 
Impu- Augmen- 
tation tation 

NTEE 15 rate* rate** 
A 0.107 0.111 
B not B4 0.173 1.144 
B4 0.086 0.073 
C,D 0.132 0.067 
E not E2 0.117 0.190 
E2 0.043 0.066 
I 0.178 0.044 
J,K,L 0.139 0.072 
M 0.197 0.126 
N,O 0.177 0.309 
P 0.127 0.040 
Q 0.055 0.026 
R - W 0.154 0.206 
X 0.118 1.295 
Y 0.906 1.745 
Z 0.164 78.110 
All 0.093 0.210 

Ordered by 
 Imputation 

NTEE 15 rate* 
E2 
Q 
B4 
A 
E not E2 

0.043 
0.055
0.086 
0.107 
0.117 

X 
P 
C,D 
J,K,L 
R - W 

0.118 
0.127 
0.132 
0.139 
0.154 

Z 
B not B4 
N,O 
I 
M 
Y 

0.164
0.173 
0.177 
0.178 
0.197 
0.906 

All 0.093 

Ordered by 
Augmentation 

NTEE 15 rate** 
Q 

P I 
E2 
C,D 

0.026 
0.040 
0.044 
0.066 
0.067 

J,K,L 
B4 
A 
M 
E not E2 

0.072 
0.073 
0.111 
0.126 
0.190 

 R - W 
N,O 
B not B4 
X 
Y 
Z 

0.206 
0.309 
1.144 
1.295 
1.745 

78.110 
All 0.210 

*Observed for Form 990 matched to QCEW. 


**Increase over imputed total, for all matches, included states.


Bold emphasizes consistency of ranks for industries in the top of bottom third of NTEE classes.


Italics emphasize that no industry class is assigned to Z. 


Source: F6_T6_Wss_tables16oct06.xls revised 
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Fig. 1 Suspect establishment matches 
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Fig. 2 Major sectors in NTEE 15 
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CC: 

Subject: Comments from BoardSource 

Date: Monday, August 27, 2007 1:00:39 PM 

Attachments: BoardSource Comments Form 990 082407.pdf 

Attached please find a copy of BoardSource’s comments on the Draft Form 
990. If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to call. 

Marla J. Bobowick 
Vice President of Products 
BoardSource 
1828 L Street NW, Suite 900 
Washington, DC 20036 

202-776-7945 direct dial 
www.boardsource.org 
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1828 L Street, NW • Suite 900 • Washington, DC 20036-5114 • 202-452-6262 • Fax 202-452-6299 • www.boardsource.org 


 


M E M O R A N D U M 


 


To: Internal Revenue Service 


 Form 990 Redesign 


Attention:  SE:T:EO 


 1111 Constitution Avenue, NW 


 Washington, DC  20224 


 (Form990Revision@irs.gov) 


 


From: BoardSource 


  


Date: August 24, 2007 


 


Re: IRS Draft Form 990 


 


We support efforts by the IRS to redesign the Form 990 so that it enhances transparency, 


promotes tax compliance, and minimizes the burden of filing. We applaud efforts by our peer 


organizations, particularly Independent Sector (IS) and the National Council of Nonprofit 


Associations (NCNA), to facilitate a nationwide conversation with nonprofit organizations about 


the implications of the changes and to lead a coordinated, comprehensive response. 


 


While the revised form contains many improvements, it also raises a few concerns. We concur 


with IS and NCNA’s general concerns about (1) the sector’s diversity, especially challenges 


faced by small nonprofits trying to implement best compliance practices with limited resources 


and (2) the need for greater clarity caused by confusing or misleading instructions, especially 


given the heightened emphasis on best practices. Given BoardSource’s focus on nonprofit 


governance, we offer the following comments on questions specific to board practices. 


 


BoardSource draws on a robust, proven, and well-recognized knowledge base of best practices in 


nonprofit governance. BoardSource is committed to helping nonprofit boards work in partnership 


with chief executives to make more informed and independent decisions, to access needed 


resources, to reduce risk, and to operate in a manner that maintains the public trust. Founded in 


1988, BoardSource seeks to increase the effectiveness of nonprofit organizations by 


strengthening their boards of directors. BoardSource is the preeminent national organization 


focused solely on providing governance expertise, resources, and capacity-building assistance to 


thousands of nonprofit boards, representing various budget sizes and life cycle stages, in every 


state in the nation. Each year more than 400,000 nonprofit professionals and board members 


utilize BoardSource products, programs, services, and Web resources. 


 


This memo provides specific line-by-line feedback on Parts II and III. If you have questions, 


please contact Marla J. Bobowick, Vice President, at mbobowick@boardsource.org. 
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Part II Compensation and Other Financial Arrangements with Officers, Directors, Trustees, 


Key Employees, Highly Compensated Employees, and Independent Contractors 


 


Column A Board Member Privacy: We believe that, at its core, nonprofit board service is a 


public activity and board rosters should be public information. But, for some board 


members, this public service carries greater risk because their organizations are 


involved in controversial issues. We concur with IS and NCNA that the IRS, in the 


instructions, should encourage organizations to provide the city and state of residence 


but continue to allow organizations concerned about harassment and threats to use the 


organization’s business address for board members. 


 


Columns B/C Officers: We worry that the designation of “officer” in Columns B and C may be 


confusing for those completing the Form 990 and, more notably, for those reading the 


form. The glossary definition of officers refers to individuals who are responsible for 


implementing decisions made by the governing body and lists titles held by paid 


employees. For nonprofit boards, however, the term “officers” – which is defined in 


each organization’s bylaws – also refers to positions of board leadership, such as 


board chair or president, vice chair(s) or president(s), secretary, and treasurer. This 


has been a frequent source of confusion for lay people. We recommend that the IRS 


clarify in the instructions and glossary whether “volunteer” board officers are 


intended to be included in this category. 


 


CFO or Treasurer: We have a similar concern about the use of CFO or Treasurer, 


and we encourage the IRS to also clarify this in the instructions and glossary. We 


recommend that the IRS specify in the instructions and glossary whether this means 


the staff position and/or the board treasurer. 


 


Part III Statements Regarding Governance, Management, and Financial Reporting 


 


Because the questions in this part contain a mix of compliance requirements and best practices, 


we recommend rearranging the questions into five categories and adding introductory text to 


each category on the form so that lay people will not misinterpret answers. 


 


A. Board Structure 


Board size and independence (line 1) 


Changes to documents (line 2) 


States where filing Form 990 (line 12) 


 


B. Governance Practices 


Board meeting minutes (line 6) 


Financial audits (line 8) 


Audit committee (line 9) 


Board review of Form 990 (line 10) 


 


C. Policies 


Conflict of interest (line 3) 


Whistleblower (line 4) 


Document retention/destruction (line 5) 


 


D. Disclosure 


Documents (line 11a) 


Form 990 (line 11c) 


Form 990-T (line 11d) 


Audited financial statements (line 11e/f) 


 


E. Related Organizations 


Chapters and affiliates (line 7) 


Joint ventures (Part VII, line 11) 


Related organizations (Part VII, line 12) 
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Line 1 Composition of the Governing Board (line 1a): We believe that nonprofits should be 


required to disclose information about board size. We agree with IS and NCNA that the 


instructions should clarify that honorary and advisory board members without a vote 


should not be included. However, this may be confusing, given the glossary definitions of 


governing body and directors or trustees. We believe that the most reliable way to 


measure board size, from organization to organization, is to ask about voting members. 


Therefore, we recommend rephrasing the question as “Enter the number of voting 


members of the governing body.” We also suggest that the instructions specify the end of 


the reporting period. 


 


Board Member Independence (line 1b): We also believe that nonprofits should 


disclose how many board members are independent. It is worth noting that this question, 


given the glossary definition of independent member of the governing body, excludes 


paid CEOs. Many nonprofit CEOs are ex officio members of the board, some with a vote 


and others without. Thus, nearly all nonprofits will have at least one non-independent 


board member – the CEO. 


 


Line 2 Changes in Organizing or Governing Documents: We support the effort to streamline 


reporting and reduce attachments, and we believe nonprofits should disclose changes to 


their organizing and governing documents. We see important distinctions between (1) 


organizing documents, such as articles of incorporation, charters, constitutions, trust 


instruments, (2) governing documents, such as bylaws, and (3) other policies and 


procedures related to compensation, conflicts of interest, whistleblowers, document 


retention and destruction, and audit committee composition and procedures. We 


recommend that this question focus exclusively on organizing and governing documents 


and that the instructions and glossary provide clarification of these terms and what 


constitutes a reportable change. 


 


Other Policies: We believe it is best practice to have policies and procedures for core 


oversight activities, and that the IRS can play a valuable role in encouraging nonprofits to 


establish such policies simply by asking about them. But, what seems most important for 


the IRS and the public is that nonprofits establish and adhere to such policies and 


procedures, not that they report changes to them. Since questions are asked later about the 


existence of these policies and procedures – conflict of interest (line 3), whistleblower 


(line 4), document retention and destruction (line 5), and audit committee composition 


and procedures (line 9) – we recommend eliminating them here. 


 


Line 3 Conflict-of-Interest Policy: We fully support continuing to ask whether organizations 


have a written conflict-of-interest policy (line 3a). 


 


Implementation: Like IS and NCNA, we do not feel that the subsequent question (line 


3b) about the number of transactions reviewed will provide meaningful responses. To 


better assess how nonprofits are managing conflicts of interests, we recommend asking 


whether all board and key staff members disclosed, in writing, any conflicts of interests 


with related organizations and individuals that they had during the reporting period. 
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Lines 4-5 Sarbanes-Oxley Policies: While we strongly encourage nonprofits to establish 


whistleblower and document retention and destruction policies, we do not believe that the 


Sarbanes-Oxley Act mandates written policies. Rather, it makes it a federal crime for any 


entity to retaliate against whistleblowers and to destroy documents if the organization is 


under investigation. The instructions may need to be rephrased to reflect this nuance. 


 


Line 6 Minutes: We believe that nonprofit boards should maintain accurate and timely board 


meeting minutes. While we believe that records of committee meetings should also be 


up-to-date, we do not believe that they need to be maintained at the same level. (One 


exception is executive committees, which often have authority to act on behalf of the 


board between board meetings.) Committees play a supporting role in organizational 


leadership. Some committees (e.g., finance, compensation) are designed to bring 


recommendations to the full board for approval, so supporting materials and decisions 


would be later documented in full board meeting minutes. Other committees (e.g., 


fundraising, membership) are more operational and focus on programmatic activities. 


 


In addition, documenting committee meetings as carefully as board meetings could 


diminish their productivity. Committees are work groups of the board, and their meetings 


are often less formal. Requiring committee meeting documentation on par with board 


meeting minutes could dampen the openness of conversations and would require more 


staff support. Therefore, we recommend that this question focus exclusively on board 


meeting minutes. 


 


Lines 7 Affiliates: These two questions about local offices and policies and procedures governing 


them get at a larger issue of organizational relationships. We recommend that they be 


moved to the end of Part III in a separate heading about organizational relationships and 


include two additional questions from Part VII about joint ventures (line 11) and related 


organizations (line 12). 


 


Line 8 Financial Statement Preparer: We believe that who prepares the financial statements is 


less important than whether the organization has an independent financial review or 


audit. To simplify the question, we suggest that it be rephrased as a check-off box, asking 


if the organization has an independent compilation, review, audit, or none. We also 


believe that the instructions should clarify that an audit is not legally required except 


under certain circumstances. 


 


Line 9 Audit Committee: While we encourage organizations that have an independent financial 


audit to establish a separate audit committee, we have found an array of different 


structures for overseeing that process (e.g., having a joint finance and audit committee, 


using the executive committee to manage the audit). We recommend that it be created as 


a supplemental question (line b) to line 8, that the instructions explain that this is a best 


practice rather than a legal requirement, and that the glossary contain a definition to 


clarify what constitutes an audit committee. 


 


Line 10 Governing Body Review of Form 990: We believe that a board should review the Form 


990, but the timing can be complicated given filing deadlines and board meeting 
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schedules. We concur with IS’s recommendation that the question be rephrased to focus 


only on whether the board reviewed the form. 


 


Line 11 Public Disclosure: We appreciate the importance of transparency and public access to 


core documents. But this list creates the potential for confusion because it includes some 


documents that the law requires to be publicly disclosed and others that are optional. This 


could be clarified in the instructions and glossary for filers and through an asterisk and a 


note for the public. 


 


Organizing vs. Governing Documents: One category – organizing and governing 


documents – is more complicated because articles of organization/incorporation and 


Form 1023/1024 are considered public documents but bylaws are not. While we believe 


that both could and should be shared, they are not treated the same under the law. This 


could be resolved by separating organizing documents from governing documents, 


clarifying what is legally required in the instructions, and defining them in the glossary. 


 


N/A: The structure of this question with N/A defined as not applicable could be 


problematic when it comes to interpreting responses. N/A could mean that an 


organization does not have one of these documents because it chooses not to (such as an 


audit) or because it does not need to (Form 990-T). This could be resolved by adding 


another option that distinguishes “does not have” from “not made publicly available.” 


 


Conflict-of-Interest Policy: Conflict-of-interest policies are not required by law, so there 


is no mandatory disclosure of them. We suggest that it could be removed from this list 


and, by doing so, may make the current check-off boxes acceptable. 


 


Financial Statements vs. Audits: We worry that having both financial statements and 


audit report on this list is confusing. We recommend that organizations disclose their 


audited financial statements or their equivalent (e.g., compilations or reviews) and that 


the instructions and glossary clarify this. 


 


Part VII Statements Regarding General Activities 


 


Line 11 Investment Policies: This question about investments in disregarded entities, joint 


ventures, and affiliated organizations focuses on the existence of a written policy. 


Therefore, we recommend placing it at the end of Part III under a separate heading about 


organizational relationships. We also recommend that it be rephrased as a two-part (line a 


and line b) question asking whether an organization has these relationships and, if so, 


whether it has a written policy. We also encourage the IRS to clarify whether it is looking 


for evidence of investment policies generally or only with respect to these structures. 


 


Line 12 Related Organizations: This question about transactions with related organizations also 


focuses on the existence of a written policy. As with line 11 above, we recommend that it 


be moved to Part III and rephrased as a two-part (line a and line b) question asking 


whether an organization has these relationships and, if so, if it has a written policy. 







M E M O R A N D U M 

To: Internal Revenue Service 

Form 990 Redesign 

Attention: SE:T:EO 

1111 Constitution Avenue, NW 

Washington, DC 20224 

(Form990Revision@irs.gov) 

From: BoardSource 

Date: August 24, 2007 

Re: IRS Draft Form 990 

We support efforts by the IRS to redesign the Form 990 so that it enhances transparency, 

promotes tax compliance, and minimizes the burden of filing. We applaud efforts by our peer 

organizations, particularly Independent Sector (IS) and the National Council of Nonprofit 

Associations (NCNA), to facilitate a nationwide conversation with nonprofit organizations about 

the implications of the changes and to lead a coordinated, comprehensive response. 

While the revised form contains many improvements, it also raises a few concerns. We concur 

with IS and NCNA’s general concerns about (1) the sector’s diversity, especially challenges 

faced by small nonprofits trying to implement best compliance practices with limited resources 

and (2) the need for greater clarity caused by confusing or misleading instructions, especially 

given the heightened emphasis on best practices. Given BoardSource’s focus on nonprofit 

governance, we offer the following comments on questions specific to board practices. 

BoardSource draws on a robust, proven, and well-recognized knowledge base of best practices in 

nonprofit governance. BoardSource is committed to helping nonprofit boards work in partnership 

with chief executives to make more informed and independent decisions, to access needed 

resources, to reduce risk, and to operate in a manner that maintains the public trust. Founded in 

1988, BoardSource seeks to increase the effectiveness of nonprofit organizations by 

strengthening their boards of directors. BoardSource is the preeminent national organization 

focused solely on providing governance expertise, resources, and capacity-building assistance to 

thousands of nonprofit boards, representing various budget sizes and life cycle stages, in every 

state in the nation. Each year more than 400,000 nonprofit professionals and board members 

utilize BoardSource products, programs, services, and Web resources. 

This memo provides specific line-by-line feedback on Parts II and III. If you have questions, 

please contact Marla J. Bobowick, Vice President, at mbobowick@boardsource.org. 

1828 L Street, NW • Suite 900 • Washington, DC 20036-5114 • 202-452-6262 • Fax 202-452-6299 • www.boardsource.org 
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Part II Compensation and Other Financial Arrangements with Officers, Directors, Trustees, 

Key Employees, Highly Compensated Employees, and Independent Contractors 

Column A	 Board Member Privacy: We believe that, at its core, nonprofit board service is a 

public activity and board rosters should be public information. But, for some board 

members, this public service carries greater risk because their organizations are 

involved in controversial issues. We concur with IS and NCNA that the IRS, in the 

instructions, should encourage organizations to provide the city and state of residence 

but continue to allow organizations concerned about harassment and threats to use the 

organization’s business address for board members. 

Columns B/C	 Officers: We worry that the designation of “officer” in Columns B and C may be 

confusing for those completing the Form 990 and, more notably, for those reading the 

form. The glossary definition of officers refers to individuals who are responsible for 

implementing decisions made by the governing body and lists titles held by paid 

employees. For nonprofit boards, however, the term “officers” – which is defined in 

each organization’s bylaws – also refers to positions of board leadership, such as 

board chair or president, vice chair(s) or president(s), secretary, and treasurer. This 

has been a frequent source of confusion for lay people. We recommend that the IRS 

clarify in the instructions and glossary whether “volunteer” board officers are 

intended to be included in this category. 

CFO or Treasurer: We have a similar concern about the use of CFO or Treasurer, 

and we encourage the IRS to also clarify this in the instructions and glossary. We 

recommend that the IRS specify in the instructions and glossary whether this means 

the staff position and/or the board treasurer. 

Part III Statements Regarding Governance, Management, and Financial Reporting 

Because the questions in this part contain a mix of compliance requirements and best practices, 

we recommend rearranging the questions into five categories and adding introductory text to 

each category on the form so that lay people will not misinterpret answers. 

A. Board Structure	 Whistleblower (line 4) 

Board size and independence (line 1) Document retention/destruction (line 5) 

Changes to documents (line 2) 

States where filing Form 990 (line 12) D. Disclosure 

Documents (line 11a) 

B. Governance Practices	 Form 990 (line 11c) 

Board meeting minutes (line 6) Form 990-T (line 11d) 

Financial audits (line 8) Audited financial statements (line 11e/f) 

Audit committee (line 9) 

Board review of Form 990 (line 10) E. Related Organizations 

Chapters and affiliates (line 7) 

C. Policies	 Joint ventures (Part VII, line 11) 

Conflict of interest (line 3) Related organizations (Part VII, line 12) 

BoardSource 08/24/07	 Page 2 of 5 
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Line 1	 Composition of the Governing Board (line 1a): We believe that nonprofits should be 

required to disclose information about board size. We agree with IS and NCNA that the 

instructions should clarify that honorary and advisory board members without a vote 

should not be included. However, this may be confusing, given the glossary definitions of 

governing body and directors or trustees. We believe that the most reliable way to 

measure board size, from organization to organization, is to ask about voting members. 

Therefore, we recommend rephrasing the question as “Enter the number of voting 

members of the governing body.” We also suggest that the instructions specify the end of 

the reporting period. 

Board Member Independence (line 1b): We also believe that nonprofits should 

disclose how many board members are independent. It is worth noting that this question, 

given the glossary definition of independent member of the governing body, excludes 

paid CEOs. Many nonprofit CEOs are ex officio members of the board, some with a vote 

and others without. Thus, nearly all nonprofits will have at least one non-independent 

board member – the CEO. 

Line 2	 Changes in Organizing or Governing Documents: We support the effort to streamline 

reporting and reduce attachments, and we believe nonprofits should disclose changes to 

their organizing and governing documents. We see important distinctions between (1) 

organizing documents, such as articles of incorporation, charters, constitutions, trust 

instruments, (2) governing documents, such as bylaws, and (3) other policies and 

procedures related to compensation, conflicts of interest, whistleblowers, document 

retention and destruction, and audit committee composition and procedures. We 

recommend that this question focus exclusively on organizing and governing documents 

and that the instructions and glossary provide clarification of these terms and what 

constitutes a reportable change. 

Other Policies: We believe it is best practice to have policies and procedures for core 

oversight activities, and that the IRS can play a valuable role in encouraging nonprofits to 

establish such policies simply by asking about them. But, what seems most important for 

the IRS and the public is that nonprofits establish and adhere to such policies and 

procedures, not that they report changes to them. Since questions are asked later about the 

existence of these policies and procedures – conflict of interest (line 3), whistleblower 

(line 4), document retention and destruction (line 5), and audit committee composition 

and procedures (line 9) – we recommend eliminating them here. 

Line 3	 Conflict-of-Interest Policy: We fully support continuing to ask whether organizations 

have a written conflict-of-interest policy (line 3a). 

Implementation: Like IS and NCNA, we do not feel that the subsequent question (line 

3b) about the number of transactions reviewed will provide meaningful responses. To 

better assess how nonprofits are managing conflicts of interests, we recommend asking 

whether all board and key staff members disclosed, in writing, any conflicts of interests 

with related organizations and individuals that they had during the reporting period. 
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Lines 4-5	 Sarbanes-Oxley Policies: While we strongly encourage nonprofits to establish 

whistleblower and document retention and destruction policies, we do not believe that the 

Sarbanes-Oxley Act mandates written policies. Rather, it makes it a federal crime for any 

entity to retaliate against whistleblowers and to destroy documents if the organization is 

under investigation. The instructions may need to be rephrased to reflect this nuance. 

Line 6	 Minutes: We believe that nonprofit boards should maintain accurate and timely board 

meeting minutes. While we believe that records of committee meetings should also be 

up-to-date, we do not believe that they need to be maintained at the same level. (One 

exception is executive committees, which often have authority to act on behalf of the 

board between board meetings.) Committees play a supporting role in organizational 

leadership. Some committees (e.g., finance, compensation) are designed to bring 

recommendations to the full board for approval, so supporting materials and decisions 

would be later documented in full board meeting minutes. Other committees (e.g., 

fundraising, membership) are more operational and focus on programmatic activities. 

In addition, documenting committee meetings as carefully as board meetings could 

diminish their productivity. Committees are work groups of the board, and their meetings 

are often less formal. Requiring committee meeting documentation on par with board 

meeting minutes could dampen the openness of conversations and would require more 

staff support. Therefore, we recommend that this question focus exclusively on board 

meeting minutes. 

Lines 7	 Affiliates: These two questions about local offices and policies and procedures governing 

them get at a larger issue of organizational relationships. We recommend that they be 

moved to the end of Part III in a separate heading about organizational relationships and 

include two additional questions from Part VII about joint ventures (line 11) and related 

organizations (line 12). 

Line 8	 Financial Statement Preparer: We believe that who prepares the financial statements is 

less important than whether the organization has an independent financial review or 

audit. To simplify the question, we suggest that it be rephrased as a check-off box, asking 

if the organization has an independent compilation, review, audit, or none. We also 

believe that the instructions should clarify that an audit is not legally required except 

under certain circumstances. 

Line 9	 Audit Committee: While we encourage organizations that have an independent financial 

audit to establish a separate audit committee, we have found an array of different 

structures for overseeing that process (e.g., having a joint finance and audit committee, 

using the executive committee to manage the audit). We recommend that it be created as 

a supplemental question (line b) to line 8, that the instructions explain that this is a best 

practice rather than a legal requirement, and that the glossary contain a definition to 

clarify what constitutes an audit committee. 

Line 10	 Governing Body Review of Form 990: We believe that a board should review the Form 

990, but the timing can be complicated given filing deadlines and board meeting 
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schedules. We concur with IS’s recommendation that the question be rephrased to focus 

only on whether the board reviewed the form. 

Line 11	 Public Disclosure: We appreciate the importance of transparency and public access to 

core documents. But this list creates the potential for confusion because it includes some 

documents that the law requires to be publicly disclosed and others that are optional. This 

could be clarified in the instructions and glossary for filers and through an asterisk and a 

note for the public. 

Organizing vs. Governing Documents: One category – organizing and governing 

documents – is more complicated because articles of organization/incorporation and 

Form 1023/1024 are considered public documents but bylaws are not. While we believe 

that both could and should be shared, they are not treated the same under the law. This 

could be resolved by separating organizing documents from governing documents, 

clarifying what is legally required in the instructions, and defining them in the glossary. 

N/A: The structure of this question with N/A defined as not applicable could be 

problematic when it comes to interpreting responses. N/A could mean that an 

organization does not have one of these documents because it chooses not to (such as an 

audit) or because it does not need to (Form 990-T). This could be resolved by adding 

another option that distinguishes “does not have” from “not made publicly available.” 

Conflict-of-Interest Policy: Conflict-of-interest policies are not required by law, so there 

is no mandatory disclosure of them. We suggest that it could be removed from this list 

and, by doing so, may make the current check-off boxes acceptable. 

Financial Statements vs. Audits: We worry that having both financial statements and 

audit report on this list is confusing. We recommend that organizations disclose their 

audited financial statements or their equivalent (e.g., compilations or reviews) and that 

the instructions and glossary clarify this. 

Part VII Statements Regarding General Activities 

Line 11	 Investment Policies: This question about investments in disregarded entities, joint 

ventures, and affiliated organizations focuses on the existence of a written policy. 

Therefore, we recommend placing it at the end of Part III under a separate heading about 

organizational relationships. We also recommend that it be rephrased as a two-part (line a 

and line b) question asking whether an organization has these relationships and, if so, 

whether it has a written policy. We also encourage the IRS to clarify whether it is looking 

for evidence of investment policies generally or only with respect to these structures. 

Line 12	 Related Organizations: This question about transactions with related organizations also 

focuses on the existence of a written policy. As with line 11 above, we recommend that it 

be moved to Part III and rephrased as a two-part (line a and line b) question asking 

whether an organization has these relationships and, if so, if it has a written policy. 
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From: Ted Considine 

To: *TE/GE-EO-F990-Revision; 

CC: 

Subject: 

Date: 

Attachments: 

New 990, Schedule M 

Monday, August 27, 2007 1:17:04 PM 

There is no provision for non-cash contributions of services, Legal or accounting. 

Ted Considine, CPA 

Considine & Considine

 1501 Fifth Avenue, Suite 400

 San Diego, Ca 92101-3297 

Voice (619) 231-1977 x 115

 Fax (619) 615-3861 

CIRCULAR 230 DISCLOSURE: To comply with Treasury Department 
regulations, we inform you that, unless otherwise expressly indicated, any tax 
advice contained in this communication (including any attachments) is not 
intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of (i) avoiding 
penalties that may be imposed under the Internal Revenue Code or any other 
applicable tax law, or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party 
any transaction, arrangement, or other matter. 

The information contained in this message from Considine & Considine and any 
attachments are confidential and intended only for the named recipient(s). If you 
have received this message in error, you are prohibited from copying, distributing 
or using the information. Please contact the sender immediately by return email 
and delete the original message. 

mailto:ted@cccpa.com
mailto:/O=INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE/OU=WASHINGTON DC/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ORGANIZATION MAILBOXES/CN=TEGE-EO-MKT-PROJ


 

From: Chad Jacobson 

To: *TE/GE-EO-F990-Revision; 

CC: 

Subject: 

Date: 

Attachments: 

(no subject) 

Monday, August 27, 2007 6:37:23 PM 

Rural Electric Cooperatives 501 c (12) are held accountable by the 
members they serve. Generation and Transmission Cooperatives are 
controlled by the Rural Electric Cooperatives(owners). Directors for the 
REC's are also appointed to serve on the G&T's and are compensated by 
the G&T who are accountable to no one. This situation has led to 
instances of excessive compensation being paid to directors and 
managers(CEO's) of REC's by the G&T. 

In your effort to revise the Form 990 please take this issue into 
consideration by having all compensation whether it is paid by the G&T 
or the REC reported on the 990filed by the REC. 

mailto:jake@mleainc.com
mailto:/O=INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE/OU=WASHINGTON DC/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ORGANIZATION MAILBOXES/CN=TEGE-EO-MKT-PROJ


From: Burris, J.Michael 

To: *TE/GE-EO-F990-Revision; 

CC: 

Subject: Comments on Proposed Schedule H 

Date: Tuesday, August 28, 2007 3:44:23 PM 

Attachments: 

No matter what the rules are, some few organizations will not follow them. 
When the IRS revises the 990 and develops the Schedule H, please do not 
punish all organizations for the sins of the few by making the process even 
more burdensome and costly to comply. My comments are as follows: 

The proposed changes don’t meet IRS’ own goals of enhanced transparency, 
promotion of compliance and minimizing administrative burden and, in fact, 
could increase the risk that IRS would suspect non-compliance when none 
existed. 

Reconfiguring financial and data record-keeping by January, 2008 to comply 
with new reporting, is virtually impossible, especially given that instructions, 
definitions and worksheets are not expected to be finalized until June, 2008. 

In a departure from its usual practice, IRS did not conduct an analysis of the 
burden of complying with this new reporting scheme. If it had, it would 
have shown clear need for at least a two-year delay in implementation. 

Please provide second draft of Schedule H in 2008, followed by review 
period and finalization of Schedule and instructions by Dec. 31, 2008 giving 
consideration to the following: 

1. Focus on five pillars of community benefit. – We are opposed to any 
effort to change existing standard. The same factors used to apply to tax 
exempt status should be used to determine compliance; i.e.: 

● ER open to all 
● Independent board of trustees representative of community 
● Open medical staff policy 

mailto:Michael.Burris@mjh.org
mailto:/O=INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE/OU=WASHINGTON DC/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ORGANIZATION MAILBOXES/CN=TEGE-EO-MKT-PROJ


●	 Care to all persons in the community 
●	 Surplus funds to improve quality of care, expand facilities and 

advance medical training, education and research 

2. 	Eliminate burdensome and misleading questions 
The chart on billing and collections included in Part II of the proposed 
Schedule H should be eliminated because the information it seeks has no 
relationship to the community benefit standard, the information required by 
the chart is burdensome and the data requested could be competitively 
sensitive. 

3. Allow inclusion of community building activities as quantifiable 
community benefit 
Hospital activities have evolved to encompass an array of activities not 
anticipated when the community benefit standard was initially conceived. 
Examples include providing transitional housing for patients, maintaining 
and updating emergency preparedness and addressing environmental issues, 
among other things. 

4. Allow for the full value of community benefit to be recognized by 
including both Medicare shortfalls and bad debt 
Medicare 

●	 Medicare underpayment should be counted – Medicare does not pay 
the full cost of care except for teaching facilities. 

●	 Many Medicare beneficiaries are poor – more then 46 percent of 
Medicare spending is for beneficiaries whose income is below 200 
percent of the Federal Poverty Level. 

●	 There is no reason why Medicare underpayment shouldn’t be treated 
the same way as Medicaid underpayment – both represent a cost of 
serving the community 

Bad debt 
●	 A significant majority of bad debt is attributable to low-income 

patients who, for many reasons, do not complete the application 
necessary to determine eligibility for financial assistance. The 2006 
Congressional Budget Office Report, Nonprofit Hospitals and the 
Provision of Community Benefits, found that “the great majority of 



bad debt was attributable to patients with incomes below 200% of the 
federal poverty line.” 

●	 Bad debt is a fact of life for hospitals that should be included in the 
quantification of community benefit. 

●	 The IRS should recognize any reasonable method to count bad debt. 

The IRS should permit (not require) the insertion of live links to additional 
information on a hospital Web site or allow attachments where the amount of 
space provided on Schedule H is not sufficient to fully describe the 
hospital’s activities, programs or policies. 

Thank you, 

Mike 

J. Michael Burris 
Vice President, Chief Financial Officer 
Martha Jefferson Hospital 
434-982-7305 (Phone) 
434-982-7324 (Facsimile) 

Email Confidentiality Notice: The information contained in this transmission is 
confidential, proprietary or privileged and may be subject to protection under the 
law, including the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA). 
The message is intended for the sole use of the individual or entity to whom it is 
addressed. If you are not the intended recipient, you are notified that any use, 
distribution or copying of the message is strictly prohibited and may subject you 
to criminal or civil penalties. If you received this transmission in error, please 
contact the sender immediately by replying to this email and delete the material 
from any computer. 



From: Denise Calabrese 

To: *TE/GE-EO-F990-Revision; 

CC: abower@amcinstitute.org; 

Subject: Comments regarding revision to Form 990 

Date: Wednesday, August 29, 2007 11:07:50 AM 

Attachments: Letter to IRS re Form 990.pdf 

Good day 

Please take into serious consideration the letter that I have attached to this e-
mail regarding my comments on the revision to the Form 990. If you have any 
questions at all, please don't hesitate to contact me. 

I appreciate your taking time to review this information. 

Sincerely, 

Denise R. Calabrese, Owner 
Calabrese Management, Inc. 
4305 North Sixth Street, Suite A 
Harrisburg, PA 17110 
(717) 238-9989 
www.calabresemgt.com 
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August 29, 2007 
 
Form 990 Redesign 
ATTN:  SE:T:EO 
1111 Constitution Ave., NW 
Washington, DC  20224 
Form990revision@irs.gov 
 
To whom it may concern: 
 
Calabrese Management is an Association Management Company located in Harrisburg, PA.  We have 
been in business since January 2001 and provide full service management to non-profit organizations.  
Some of the services we provide include database management, leadership development, event 
management, phone coverage, mailing services, communication and marketing, and any other services 
that a non-profit organization requires.  Our firm manages 8 trade associations that could not afford to 
pay a full-time office staff to run the business of their organization.  For more detailed information about 
our company, please visit our website at www.calabresemgt.com. 
 
I personally applaud the IRS’ efforts to overhaul the Form 990 and to increase transparency.  I am also 
very glad to see that the new 990 does not confuse the fees paid to management companies with the 
compensation paid to my employees.  In particular, I am pleased that the statement in the current Form 
990 instructions regarding listing the management fee as the compensation of the management 
company employee has been dropped altogether. 
 
Part II, Section B of the revised 990 (questions 5a, 5e, and 5f) clearly and adequately addresses and 
ensures disclosure of the fact that an officer, director, or other “insider” of the association also serves in 
a leadership or ownership position with a third party doing business with the association, including a 
management company. 
 
I strongly urge the IRS not to make any further changes that might compel the disclosure of a 
management company employee’s personal salary on the Form 990, which is of course public, or 
attributes any part of the management fee to the management company employee.    
 
Should you have any questions or wish to discuss this further, I can be reached at 717-238-9989 or via 
e-mail at denise@calabresemgt.com.  Thank you for your consideration of this letter. 
 
Sincerely, 


 
Denise Calabrese, Owner 
Calabrese Management, Inc. 


Professional Results 
Personalized Attention 


International Experience 


4305 North Sixth Street, Suite A, Harrisburg, PA 17110   (717) 238-9989    www.calabresemgt.com 
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August 29, 2007 

Form 990 Redesign 
ATTN: SE:T:EO 
1111 Constitution Ave., NW 
Washington, DC  20224 
Form990revision@irs.gov 

To whom it may concern: 

Calabrese Management is an Association Management Company located in Harrisburg, PA.  We have 
been in business since January 2001 and provide full service management to non-profit organizations.  
Some of the services we provide include database management, leadership development, event 
management, phone coverage, mailing services, communication and marketing, and any other services 
that a non-profit organization requires.  Our firm manages 8 trade associations that could not afford to 
pay a full-time office staff to run the business of their organization.  For more detailed information about 
our company, please visit our website at www.calabresemgt.com. 

I personally applaud the IRS’ efforts to overhaul the Form 990 and to increase transparency.  I am also 
very glad to see that the new 990 does not confuse the fees paid to management companies with the 
compensation paid to my employees.  In particular, I am pleased that the statement in the current Form 
990 instructions regarding listing the management fee as the compensation of the management 
company employee has been dropped altogether. 

Part II, Section B of the revised 990 (questions 5a, 5e, and 5f) clearly and adequately addresses and 
ensures disclosure of the fact that an officer, director, or other “insider” of the association also serves in 
a leadership or ownership position with a third party doing business with the association, including a 
management company. 

I strongly urge the IRS not to make any further changes that might compel the disclosure of a 
management company employee’s personal salary on the Form 990, which is of course public, or 
attributes any part of the management fee to the management company employee.    

Should you have any questions or wish to discuss this further, I can be reached at 717-238-9989 or via 
e-mail at denise@calabresemgt.com. Thank you for your consideration of this letter. 

Sincerely, 

Denise Calabrese, Owner 
Calabrese Management, Inc. 
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From: Madeleine Crouch 

To: *TE/GE-EO-F990-Revision; 

CC: 

Subject: Association Management Companies and Changes to Form 990 

Date: Wednesday, August 29, 2007 11:11:02 AM 

Attachments: image002.jpg 

I am the owner of an association management company in Dallas, Texas. I 
have been employed in this field for nearly twenty years, and many members 
of my loyal and hardworking staff have been with the company nearly as 
long. We provide headquarters services to 12 non-profit associations in the 
fields of education, manufacturing, retailing, language therapy, and music 
and the visual arts. Our client associations have grown too big to be 
completely managed on a volunteer basis, but are not large enough to hire 
their own staff and rent and furnish an office. We provide a permanent 
headquarters location, continuity, and general administration. This allows the 
volunteer officers and directors of our client associations to do what they do 
best, providing professional development, education and resources to their 
members. 

Our company is an independent business, and we make it clear to our 
association clients that my staff members are not their employees. I set my 
company’s policies and procedures, hours or operation and manner of 
conducting business. For a negotiated monthly management fee, we provide 
agreed upon services such as database management, bookkeeping and 
meeting planning. While I do assign a particular staff member to be the main 
contact person for an association, every one of our staff does work for every 
one of our clients at some point during a calendar year. At our company we 
work as a team to provide services to our client associations while remaining 
completely independent ourselves. 

Our clients depend on the work we do for them in order to successfully 
deliver a meaningful portfolio of benefits to their members, and we are 
proud to have developed many long-term, responsible relationships with our 

mailto:mad@madcrouch.com
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client associations. Our clients hire us to help keep their missions on track. 

As I do with my own company’s relationships with our client associations, 
we aim for complete transparency, and we agree that the Form 990 should 
strive for the same results. 

We are glad that the new 990 recognizes that the fees paid to my 
management company are independent of the salaries I pay my employees. 
We are also glad that the statement in the current Form 990 instructions 
regarding listing the management fee as compensation for my employee who 
might work on the account of a client association has been dropped 
altogether. 

Part II, Section B of the revised 990 (questions 5a, 5e, and 5f) is a safeguard 
already in place that requires disclosure if an officer, director or manager of 
an association is also serving in a leadership/ownership position with a third 
party doing business with the association, such as a management company. 

I respectfully ask that the IRS not make any further changes that would 
require disclosure of an employee’s personal salary on the Form 990, or 
attribute any part of the management fee to an employee. Again, my 
company and its operations are completely, contractually independent of our 
client associations’ operations. We are not employees of our clients, but do 
provide high-quality, valuable, professional services in the same manner as 
other agencies (legal, advertising, or accounting.) We conduct our business 
in the manner we deem most efficient to accomplish our clients’ goals, and 
we do so within the arena of our own unique corporate culture. 

Sincerely yours, 

Madeleine Crouch 

Madeleine Crouch & Co., Inc.




--  

From: Tami Battaglio 

To: *TE/GE-EO-F990-Revision; 

CC: 

Subject: Comment 

Date: Wednesday, August 29, 2007 11:15:39 AM 

Attachments: E+S 803.jpg 

I am the Treasurer for small 501 c 3 organization. Mine is a volunteer position and 
a local CPA has donated his services to us over the years. This is already a time 
consuming process for both of us. Are you assuming that the non-profit will fill 
out the new section and that the accountant will continue as he has in past or are 
these questions better answered by the person completing the tax return? How 
much additional time will it take? I ask because I'll bet we will no longer have his 
services donated if additional time involved or if we have to spend time together 
to fill out the forms. At present, I just drop off all the info and he completes the 
task at his leisure. If this service is no longer donated, it would have a huge 
impact. I'm sure this will be the case for many small non-profits who must 
fundraise and depend on the gratis services of others. 

Sincerely, 
Tami Battaglio 

Tami Battaglio 
Elkinson + Sloves, Inc. 
784 Farmington Avenue 
Farmington, CT 06032 
860-674-9902 
860-674-0896 (fax) 

mailto:tami@elkinsonsloves.com
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From: Melany Brown 

To: *TE/GE-EO-F990-Revision; 

CC: 

Subject: Form 990 Comments 

Date: Wednesday, August 29, 2007 1:54:48 PM 

Attachments: IRS 990 letter Aug2007.doc 
IRS 990 letter Aug2007.pdf 

Please see attached document (in 2 formats) for comments regarding the Form 990 
revisions. 

Thank you. 
Melany Brown 
Executive Director 
Executive Alliance 
206-328-3836| www.exec-alliance.org 
Advancing a Powerful Nonprofit Sector 

mailto:mbrown@exec-alliance.org
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Form 990 Redesign 

ATTN: SE:T:EO


1111 Constitution Ave., N.W.


Washington, DC 20224 


By e-mail to Form990Revision@irs.gov

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the proposed revisions to Form 990.


Executive Alliance is an educational organization supported by nearly 200 public charities, associations, foundations and individuals with an interest in strong and successful nonprofit organizations. Its programs include conferences, peer coaching circles, workshops, online and imprint communications, and small group conversations around issues of nonprofit excellence, management, accountability and effectiveness.  These activities are concentrated in the central Puged Sound region of Washington state and are often conducted in collaboration with other centers serving nonprofits in other nearby areas.


The Executive Alliance Public Policy group has examined the proposed new Form 990 and engaged in a lively and probing conversation about this project. We strongly support the goals expressed by the Internal Revenue Service as its guiding principles.


We are concerned that two of the proposed changes may lead to damaging misunderstandings and impair the usefulness of the new Form 990 in meeting those goals.


First, we urge that the ratios requested on lines 24, 25 and 26 of the front page of the Core Form be removed.  These ratios are difficult to calculate and subject to troubling misinterpretation when viewed by people who are not versed in the complexities of nonprofit operations and accounting.  The space currently reserved for these ratios could be put to better use for a brief presentation of the mission or key goals of the filing organization.

Second, we ask that Part III of the Core Form – dealing with Governance, Management and Financial Reporting – be re-arranged and re-labeled so that the questions which reflect preferred practices in the field are clearly identified as such while the two questions that are directly related to the enforcement responsibilities of the IRS – question 2 and the fourth and fifth lines of question 11 – are presented separately. We have no doubt that organizations that embrace the practices suggested by the questions in Part III are less likely to encounter difficulties or lapses in their operations.  But it is nonetheless important that an official government form not convey, even by implication, the suggestion that these practices are universally required. The risk is great that groups without a genuine commitment to good management will conform to the minimum extent necessary to be able to answer “yes” in all cases without addressing the underlying management challenges necessary to make an organization-wide commitment to performing in this way.


Again, we want to express our appreciation for the effort underway by the IRS to develop a more effective form for reporting on the operations and financial affairs of organizations exempt from federal tax by virtue of their charitable purposes.  We are pleased to have been offered an opportunity to comment on the proposed new form and submit our requests for changes from the draft proposals in the hope that we can contribute to the design of a Form 990 that will serve America’s nonprofits well for many years to come.


Sincerely,
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Melany Brown


Executive Director


2014 E Madison P.O. Box 22438 Seattle, WA  98122-0438


206-328-3836  


www.exec-alliance.org
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August 29, 2007 
 
Form 990 Redesign  
ATTN: SE:T:EO 
1111 Constitution Ave., N.W. 
Washington, DC 20224  
 
By e-mail to Form990Revision@irs.gov 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the proposed revisions to 
Form 990. 
 
Executive Alliance is an educational organization supported by nearly 
200 public charities, associations, foundations and individuals with an 
interest in strong and successful nonprofit organizations. Its programs 
include conferences, peer coaching circles, workshops, online and 
imprint communications, and small group conversations around issues 
of nonprofit excellence, management, accountability and effectiveness.  
These activities are concentrated in the central Puged Sound region of 
Washington state and are often conducted in collaboration with other 
centers serving nonprofits in other nearby areas. 
 
The Executive Alliance Public Policy group has examined the 
proposed new Form 990 and engaged in a lively and probing 
conversation about this project. We strongly support the goals 
expressed by the Internal Revenue Service as its guiding principles. 
 
We are concerned that two of the proposed changes may lead to 
damaging misunderstandings and impair the usefulness of the new 
Form 990 in meeting those goals. 
 
First, we urge that the ratios requested on lines 24, 25 and 26 of the 
front page of the Core Form be removed.  These ratios are difficult to 
calculate and subject to troubling misinterpretation when viewed by 
people who are not versed in the complexities of nonprofit operations 
and accounting.  The space currently reserved for these ratios could 
be put to better use for a brief presentation of the mission or key goals 
of the filing organization. 
 
Second, we ask that Part III of the Core Form – dealing with 
Governance, Management and Financial Reporting – be re-arranged 
and re-labeled so that the questions which reflect preferred practices in 
the field are clearly identified as such while the two questions that are 
directly related to the enforcement responsibilities of the IRS – 
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question 2 and the fourth and fifth lines of question 11 – are presented 
separately. We have no doubt that organizations that embrace the 
practices suggested by the questions in Part III are less likely to 
encounter difficulties or lapses in their operations.  But it is nonetheless 
important that an official government form not convey, even by 
implication, the suggestion that these practices are universally 
required. The risk is great that groups without a genuine commitment 
to good management will conform to the minimum extent necessary to 
be able to answer “yes” in all cases without addressing the underlying 
management challenges necessary to make an organization-wide 
commitment to performing in this way. 
 
Again, we want to express our appreciation for the effort underway by 
the IRS to develop a more effective form for reporting on the 
operations and financial affairs of organizations exempt from federal 
tax by virtue of their charitable purposes.  We are pleased to have 
been offered an opportunity to comment on the proposed new form 
and submit our requests for changes from the draft proposals in the 
hope that we can contribute to the design of a Form 990 that will serve 
America’s nonprofits well for many years to come. 
 
Sincerely, 


 
Melany Brown 
Executive Director 
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By e-mail to Form990Revision@irs.gov 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the proposed revisions to 
Form 990. 
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These activities are concentrated in the central Puged Sound region of 
Washington state and are often conducted in collaboration with other 
centers serving nonprofits in other nearby areas. 

The Executive Alliance Public Policy group has examined the 
proposed new Form 990 and engaged in a lively and probing 
conversation about this project. We strongly support the goals 
expressed by the Internal Revenue Service as its guiding principles. 

We are concerned that two of the proposed changes may lead to 
damaging misunderstandings and impair the usefulness of the new 
Form 990 in meeting those goals. 

First, we urge that the ratios requested on lines 24, 25 and 26 of the 
front page of the Core Form be removed.  These ratios are difficult to 
calculate and subject to troubling misinterpretation when viewed by 
people who are not versed in the complexities of nonprofit operations 
and accounting. The space currently reserved for these ratios could 
be put to better use for a brief presentation of the mission or key goals 
of the filing organization. 

Second, we ask that Part III of the Core Form – dealing with 
Governance, Management and Financial Reporting – be re-arranged 
and re-labeled so that the questions which reflect preferred practices in 
the field are clearly identified as such while the two questions that are 
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question 2 and the fourth and fifth lines of question 11 – are presented 
separately. We have no doubt that organizations that embrace the 
practices suggested by the questions in Part III are less likely to 
encounter difficulties or lapses in their operations.  But it is nonetheless 
important that an official government form not convey, even by 
implication, the suggestion that these practices are universally 
required. The risk is great that groups without a genuine commitment 
to good management will conform to the minimum extent necessary to 
be able to answer “yes” in all cases without addressing the underlying 
management challenges necessary to make an organization-wide 
commitment to performing in this way. 

Again, we want to express our appreciation for the effort underway by 
the IRS to develop a more effective form for reporting on the 
operations and financial affairs of organizations exempt from federal 
tax by virtue of their charitable purposes.  We are pleased to have 
been offered an opportunity to comment on the proposed new form 
and submit our requests for changes from the draft proposals in the 
hope that we can contribute to the design of a Form 990 that will serve 
America’s nonprofits well for many years to come. 

Sincerely, 

Melany Brown 
Executive Director 
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From: Tom Willy


To: *TE/GE-EO-F990-Revision; 


CC:


Subject: Comments on Proposed IRS form 990 Changes


Date: Wednesday, August 29, 2007 3:48:46 PM


Attachments:


Dear Sirs, 

As a practitioner, I offer the following comments on your extensively revised 
forms and instructions: 

Comments on Proposed IRS Form 990 Changes 

BASED ON DRAFT FORMS, SCHEDULES AND INSTRUCTIONS 

Form 990 – Core Form 

❍	 Part I – line 26 -- This is a summary of Schedule G and it suffers 
from the problems of that schedule – see comments below 
concerning Schedule G. 

❍	 Part III – line 2 – This question asks about "significant" changes 
but the instructions call for reporting a great number of items which 
are more mundane than significant, for example: number of 
directors, number of officers, policies regarding whistleblowers, 
documents retention, composition of audit committee. These more 
often than not will be general operating matters that don't deserve 
this level of reporting. In addition to being unnecessarily intrusive, 
this reporting also has the potential to reduce the value of the 990 
by cluttering it up. 

❍	 Part III – lines 3 through 6 and 8 through 11 are apparently 
someone's idea of "best practices" and seem neither mandated by 
the tax law nor justified as IRS mandatory reporting items. These 
questions have the IRS taking over the role of the BBB and AIP 
and other charity review agencies. This is unjustified over
reaching. For example, question 11 inquires about various 
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documents, but the only one that the tax law requires charities to 
publish is the 990; by including the other documents the IRS is 
using the force of mandatory tax reporting to push charities toward 
someone's idea of best practices – without legal basis for such 
coercion. Enough of this "nannyism." 

❍	 Part V – lines 5 through 9. It seems confusing and potentially 
misleading to have 2 different regimes and labels for reporting 
salaries, pension contributions and employee benefits for officers & 
key employees vs. other employees. By using different labels and 
rules of inclusion it creates potential for misreading what a charity 
is reporting. 

❍	 Part IX – line 2 -- Asks the organization to describe its most 
significant program service accomplishment of the year. This may 
be difficult for larger organizations with many programs, service 
areas and accomplishments. Why is this here anyway? It is not 
called for by the tax code. 

❍	 Part IX – line 3 (a – c) – Asks for description of program 
accomplishments for 3 largest services. The instructions direct 
description through measurements, such as clients served, etc, 
and also direct the organization be clear and complete in its 
description --- but the organization is directed not to provide an 
attachment! Not all program accomplishments can be completely 
described, including objectives, measurements, etc. in the space 
provided in the form. 

Schedule F – Statement of Activities Outside the U.S. 

❍	 Part I – Line 4 – The organization is asked about public discussion 
of its activities outside the U.S. This seems to be another example 
of using the tax form to foster someone's idea of "best practices". 
Best practices ought not be intertwined with tax law requirements 
and mandatory filings. 

Schedule G – Supplemental Information Regarding Fundraising Activities 

❍	 Part I – Line 1b, columns iii, iv & v utilize a mechanical formula and 
potentially misleading labels to create confusion and inaccuracy. 
The columns and instructions improperly equate several different 
situations. The different situations include the following: 



(a) a professional fundraiser collects the contributions, pays 
himself and turns the balance over to the charity; 

(b) a professional fundraiser collects the contributions and turns 
the balance over to the charity, and the charity then pays the fundraiser 
the agreed fee; 

(c) the professional fundraiser helps the charity with the 
campaign, but never touches the contributions – they go directly to the 
charity, and the charity pays the fundraiser an agreed percentage or other 
success related fee; and 

(d) the professional fundraiser helps the charity with the 
campaign, but never touches the contributions – they go directly to the 
charity, and the charity pays the fundraiser an agreed fee that is not tied 
to or determined by the amount of contributions, but is based on 
performance criteria such as number of letters mailed, etc., or on a fixed 
fee. 

In example (a) the proposed form and formula accurately report 
what happened. But in the other examples, the form becomes 
increasingly misleading and inaccurate. In all the other examples, column 
"v" is misleadingly labeled because in fact 100% was paid to the charity, 
but the formula doesn't allow for that answer. 

Additionally, this creates a serious reporting problem for 
charities, especially in situations such as (c) & (d) above. In those 
situations the charity has received 100% of the contributions and 
that is what it will and should report to donors, States, charity 
monitoring groups, etc. This form with its labels makes the charity 
look like it is being deceptive when it is being truthful and accurate. 

An additional problem is that this form assumes all campaigns 
are alike and that they are all one time solicitations resulting in one 
time gifts. It does not accurately reflect situations where the 
contributions will come over time, for example, building campaigns, 
monthly giving or sponsor campaigns, etc. In these situations the 



     

cost of a campaign may occur in different years than the years in 
which the bulk of the contributions generated by that campaign are 
received. 

This type of reporting by fundraiser and by activity could be 
burdensome to the charity if that is not how it keeps its books. 

This whole section (line 1b and its subparts) appears to be an 
effort by the IRS to take over the role of State regulators and is not 
required by or called for in the tax code. 

❍	 Part I -- Line 3 requires a list of all jurisdictions in which 
organization is authorized to conduct fundraising – including states, 
cities and other local jurisdictions. This is clearly burdensome and 
is not required or authorized by the tax code. This is another 
example of trying to usurp the role of the states and charity 
monitors. This clearly does not minimize the administrative burden 
on the filing organization. 

Schedule J – Supplemental Compensation Information 

· Line 1, part (E) – reports nontaxable expense reimbursements (expense 
reimbursements made under an accountable plan). Why would these 
nontaxable legitimate business expenses be reported on a compensation 
schedule? It is burdensome to the charity and doesn't provide meaningful 
information. 

International organizations and others with widespread 
programs will have a lot of travel related expenses. It may 
be a big number but doesn't say anything about 
compensation. 

Including nontaxable legitimate business expenses 
together with compensation reporting is troubling and 
almost deceptive in concept. This column certainly has the 
potential to be misleading to readers and create confusion 
about compensation. 

· Line 3 – Why the question about first class travel? Why are these various 



different categories of expenses lumped together? Clearly club dues could 
include service organizations (such as Rotary or Lions) as well as country clubs 
– what valuable information does either the Service or the public receive from 
this broad brush approach? 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Thomas R. Willy 
Van Osdol, Magruder, Erickson & Redmond, P.C. 
Attorneys at Law 
2400 Commerce Tower 
911 Main Street 
Kansas City, MO 64105 
(816) 421-0644 
Fax: (816) 421-0758 



From: Bill Burns 

To: *TE/GE-EO-F990-Revision; 

CC: 

Subject: 

Date: 

Attachments: 

Form 990 Comments 

Wednesday, August 29, 2007 4:25:34 PM 

IRS: 

The IRS and its new Form 990 are setting the stage to micro-manage nonprofit 
associations. 

It is also granting public and media access to sensitive information that will be 
publicly reported in a sensational manner without proper background information or 
understanding. 

Frankly, I am stunned to hear that you intend to proceed so quickly to adopt and 
implement the new Form 990 despite the tactful and logical request from the 
American Society of Association Executives (ASAE) to delay its adoption until the 
association community has had a fair and legitimate opportunity to review and 
comment. 

What’s the rush? Why does the IRS continue to position itself as an obstacle rather 
than a partner? Why do you simply not punish organizations that violate the criteria 
of their exemptions rather then install this burdensome, micro-managing new form 
on everyone? Why are you creating more work for accountants rather than relieving 
the burden upon under-staffed nonprofits? 

Your probable denial of the ASAE request because of “a technology window and 
budget” is self-serving and not in the interests of those your office serves. Shame on 
you! 

Bill Burns, CAE 
Executive Director 
Association for Play Therapy 
2060 N. Winery Ave., #102 
Fresno, CA 93703 USA 

mailto:bburns@a4pt.org
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From: Sharon & Mike Sundy


To: *TE/GE-EO-F990-Revision; 


CC:


Subject: Suggestions


Date: Wednesday, August 29, 2007 6:20:00 PM


Attachments:


Hello, 

Thanks for asking for the public's input. I believe all charitable and/or 
non-profit organizations should be COMPLETELY transparent, in 
DETAIL. Include all forms of compensation to employees, particularly 
the executives. Include all assets, what percentage of assets are used 
for what purposes, all related organizations, all joint ventures, etc. 
Every expenditure should be itemized in detail. Donations over $500 or 
more than one donation from the same party that totals more than 
$500 should be itemized in detail. This completed form should be 
REQUIRED to be mailed to all donators, no matter how small. Some 
people have donated to these organizations for years, yet only receive 
a "newsletter saying how great the organization is doing and can we 
please have more money". They never see the REAL figures as to 
where the money is going. It is supremely unfair for the average 
taxpayer to hear that these large corporations pay no taxes and spend 
the money donated by people like myself irresponsibly and not in the 
manner in which they portray to the general public. 

Thank you, 
Sharon Sundy 
Concern citizen 
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From: Linda Christopher 

To: *TE/GE-EO-F990-Revision; 

CC: 

Subject: IRS Form 990 Review Feedback 

Date: Thursday, August 30, 2007 2:45:01 PM 

Attachments: 

IRS Form 990 Revision Project: 

I am writing today as an association management professional and director of an 
organization that provides management services to 9 national and international 
nonprofit organizations within the ophthalmology industry. San Francisco 
Association Management Services has been in existence since 1976 and has an 
annual revenue of around $1.7 million. 

Form 990 has been a very useful form for our industry although it has presented 
some challenges. I believe it is important for nonprofits to be transparent when it 
comes to revealing information in financials and look forward to a revised form that 
makes this process easier. 

I do have a few comments to offer. First, it's great that the new 990 does not 
confuse the fees paid to management companies with the compensation paid by 
AMC’s to their employees, and, in particular, it is important that the statement in the 
current Form 990 instructions, regarding listing the management fee as the 
compensation of the AMC representative who works for the association, has been 
dropped altogether from the new 990. 

Also, in Part II, Section B of the revised 990 (questions 5a, 5e, and 5f) you clearly 
and adequately addresses and ensure disclosure of the fact that an officer, director, 
or other “insider” of the association also serves in a leadership or ownership 
position with a third party doing business with the association, including a 
management company. 

I urge you to please not make any further changes that might compel the disclosure 
of an AMC employee’s personal salary on the Form 990 or attributes any part of the 
management fee to the AMC employee. While I believe that transparency is 
important, I also believe that protecting the privacy of the employee's personal 
salary is important. 

I appreciate the opportunity to send you my comments on the new form, I believe 
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that through a collaborative effort we can create a new Form 990 that accomplishes 
all of our goals and improves the process for making such information public. 

Most sincerely, 

Linda 
Linda E. Christopher, MPA, CAE 
Director, SF Association Management Services & The Match 
655 Beach Street, San Francisco, CA 94109 



From: Lisa Gilden 

To: *TE/GE-EO-F990-Revision; 

CC: Schultz Ronald J; 

Subject: CHA Initial Comments on Redesigned Form 990 

Date: Thursday, August 30, 2007 3:01:27 PM 

Attachments: 8-30-7 interim letter to IRS on 990.doc 

Please see attached the initial comments of the Catholic Health Association 
(CHA) on the Redesigned Form 990. We will be submitting more detailed 
comments on the Form 990 prior to the September 14th deadline. 

Thank you. 

Lisa J. Gilden, Esq. 
Vice President, General Counsel 
Catholic Health Association of the United States 
1875 I Street, N.W., Suite 1000 
Washington, D.C. 20006-5409 
Main: (202) 296-3993 
Direct: (202) 721-6319 
Fax: (202) 296-3997 
Email: 
This message originates from the office of The Catholic Health Association of the United 
States. 
It contains information which may be confidential or privileged and is intended only for 
the individual 
or entity named above. It is prohibited for anyone else to disclose, copy, distribute or use 
the contents 
of this message. All personal messages express views solely of the sender, which are not 
to be attributed 
to The Catholic Health Association of the United States, and may not be copied or 
distributed without this 
disclaimer. If you received this message in error, you may either reply to this email 
message and delete it from 
your system, or notify us immediately at (202) 296-3993. 
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Mr. Ron Schultz


Internal Revenue Service


Form 990 Redesign, SE:T:EO


1111 Constitution Avenue, NW


Washington, DC 20224


Dear Mr. Schultz:  


The Catholic Health Association of the United States (CHA) is in the process of finalizing our detailed comments on the redesigned Form 990. We plan to have those comments to you in advance of the September 14th filing date.  However, in the interim, we thought it important to be on record in support of the IRS position in the proposed Schedule H that Medicare shortfalls and bad debt should not be counted as community benefit.  


The reasons for excluding Medicare shortfalls are as follows:


· If there are programs for seniors that respond to identified community needs, generate losses and/or meet other criteria, they can be included as “subsidized health services” in the reporting framework


· Serving Medicare patients is not a differentiating feature of tax-exempt hospitals; for-profit hospitals compete aggressively for these patients


· The federal government and MedPAC are unlikely to consider Medicare shortfalls as community benefit because Medicare rates are analyzed and adjusted on a regular basis. Including Medicare shortfalls would place different federal agencies at odds regarding the adequacy of Medicare payment


· Access problems for Medicare patients have not yet been observed by MedPAC (If, at some point, access problems emerge for Medicare patients, the rationale for including Medicare services as community benefit increases)

· Counting Medicare shortfalls as community benefit is met with skepticism by policy makers and others, and significantly decreases the credibility of tax-exempt hospital community benefit report

The reasons for excluding bad debt are as follows:


· IRS Form 1023 indicates that to qualify for federal tax exemption, hospitals must “distinguish between charity care and bad debts”


· If there are many patients who are truly unable to pay and whose accounts are being written off to bad debt, then perhaps charity care policies and/or billing practices should be adjusted (In fact, over the past few years, many Catholic hospitals  have changed their policies and improved their ability to identify patients eligible for financial assistance) 

· If community benefit includes all “uncompensated care” then hospitals with more generous charity care policies will not be differentiated from those with less generous policies


· Hospitals are now able to take additional steps to separate bad debt and charity care: 


· HFMA Principles & Practices Board Statement 15 allows patient accounts to be assigned to charity on the basis of incomplete information. There is no longer a need to require "perfect" documentation 


· Technology solutions are emerging that help hospitals qualify patients for financial assistance, even if there is incomplete information


· Some consider bad debt a “cost of doing business” that affects taxable and tax-exempt organizations


· Adding in bad debt would inflate the community benefit calculation, thereby jeopardizing the credibility of the measure.


While we understand that there are groups advocating for inclusion of the Medicare and bad debt in the community benefit calculation, we continue to believe that it is inappropriate to include these two elements.  In our view, not all "uncompensated care" is community benefit.


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the redesigned Form 990.  We look forward to continuing to work with the IRS on ways to strengthen our country’s nonprofit hospitals.  


Sincerely,


[image: image2.jpg]

Sister Carol Keehan


President and CEO



August 30, 2007 

Mr. Ron Schultz 
Internal Revenue Service 
Form 990 Redesign, SE:T:EO 
1111 Constitution Avenue, NW 
Washington, DC 20224 

Dear Mr. Schultz: 

The Catholic Health Association of the United States (CHA) is in the process 
of finalizing our detailed comments on the redesigned Form 990. We plan to 
have those comments to you in advance of the September 14th filing date. 
However, in the interim, we thought it important to be on record in support of 
the IRS position in the proposed Schedule H that Medicare shortfalls and bad 
debt should not be counted as community benefit. 

The reasons for excluding Medicare shortfalls are as follows: 

•	 If there are programs for seniors that respond to identified 
community needs, generate losses and/or meet other criteria, they 
can be included as “subsidized health services” in the reporting 
framework 

•	 Serving Medicare patients is not a differentiating feature of tax-
exempt hospitals; for-profit hospitals compete aggressively for 
these patients 

•	 The federal government and MedPAC are unlikely to consider 
Medicare shortfalls as community benefit because Medicare rates 
are analyzed and adjusted on a regular basis. Including Medicare 
shortfalls would place different federal agencies at odds regarding 
the adequacy of Medicare payment 

•	 Access problems for Medicare patients have not yet been observed 
by MedPAC (If, at some point, access problems emerge for 
Medicare patients, the rationale for including Medicare services 
as community benefit increases) 

•	 Counting Medicare shortfalls as community benefit is met with 
skepticism by policy makers and others, and significantly 
decreases the credibility of tax-exempt hospital community benefit 
report 

The reasons for excluding bad debt are as follows: 

•	 IRS Form 1023 indicates that to qualify for federal tax exemption, 
hospitals must “distinguish between charity care and bad debts” 



•	 If there are many patients who are truly unable to pay and whose accounts are 
being written off to bad debt, then perhaps charity care policies and/or billing 
practices should be adjusted (In fact, over the past few years, many Catholic 
hospitals have changed their policies and improved their ability to identify 
patients eligible for financial assistance) 

•	 If community benefit includes all “uncompensated care” then hospitals with more 
generous charity care policies will not be differentiated from those with less 
generous policies 

•	 Hospitals are now able to take additional steps to separate bad debt and charity 
care: 

–	 HFMA Principles & Practices Board Statement 15 allows patient accounts 
to be assigned to charity on the basis of incomplete information. There is 
no longer a need to require "perfect" documentation  

–	 Technology solutions are emerging that help hospitals qualify patients for 
financial assistance, even if there is incomplete information 

•	 Some consider bad debt a “cost of doing business” that affects taxable and tax-
exempt organizations 

•	 Adding in bad debt would inflate the community benefit calculation, thereby 
jeopardizing the credibility of the measure. 

While we understand that there are groups advocating for inclusion of the Medicare and bad debt 
in the community benefit calculation, we continue to believe that it is inappropriate to include 
these two elements.  In our view, not all "uncompensated care" is community benefit. 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the redesigned Form 990.  We look forward to 
continuing to work with the IRS on ways to strengthen our country’s nonprofit hospitals.   

Sincerely, 

Sister Carol Keehan 
President and CEO 



From: Jay Hauck


To: *TE/GE-EO-F990-Revision; 


CC:


Subject: Form 990 Redesign


Date: Thursday, August 30, 2007 3:11:04 PM


Attachments:


Form 990 Redesign 

ATTN: SE:T:EO 

1111 Constitution Ave., N.W. 

Washington, DC 20224. 


To whom it may concern: 


I write to comment on the proposed Form 990 revision on 

behalf of Hauck & Associates, Inc., an association 

management firm. 


Background 

Hauck & Associates, Inc., based in Washington, DC, has 
managed a number of well-established trade associations 
and professional societies since its founding in 1974. Our 
management services have included governance and board 
support, financial management, strategic planning, 
conference planning, membership development and 
database management, public relations, government 
relations, and other services as our clients have needed 
them. Our clients have included trade associations in 
agribusiness, manufacturing, health care, insurance, 
accounting and legal, and other sectors. Our employees, 

mailto:jhauck@hauck.com
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who receive a paycheck from us, not from our clients, serve 
in various capacities, including as chief staff officers (e.g, 
Executive Director or Executive Vice President) as well as 
membership coordinators or directors of meetings to our 
client associations. 

The association management company (hereinafter “AMC”) 
model provides much advantage to the small or mid-sized 
association. By hiring an AMC, they hire no personnel, lease 
no office space or equipment, and therefore they avoid many 
of the associated time-consuming challenges – a substantial 
advantage to board members who are, after all, volunteers. 
AMC clients are able to leverage economies of scale, as well 
as substantial expertise, that would be unavailable to them in 
a small-staff, stand-alone headquarters. 

It should be emphasized that the contractual relationship we 
have with any client is at all times an arms-length one. All our 
clients have signed contracts with Hauck & Associates for the 
provision of management services and personnel to serve 
them in exchange for a fee, which has been arrived at 
through negotiation. Even where a shareholder of our firm is 
the Executive Director of a client, the management fee is still 
negotiated with the Board of the client. 

Form 990 comments – positive changes 

In general, we think the existing form 990 needed 
simplification, and financial information about not-for-profit 
organizations should be transparent. We believe the IRS has 
made some progress in this regard with the proposed 
revision. 



With respect to the relationship between not-for-profits and 
AMCs, we also are pleased that the proposed revision does 
not confuse fees paid to AMCs with compensation paid by 
AMCs to their employees. It is clear the IRS understands 
that the fee paid by a not-for-profit to an AMC has no direct 
correlation to the compensation an AMC employee might 
receive working to serve that not-for-profit. 

Part II, Section B of the revision (in particular questions 5a, 
5e and 5f) we believe provide adequate disclosure of the 
relationship between an officer, director or other “insider” and 
the leadership or ownership position of third party, including 
an AMC. 

Form 990 comments - concerns 

We are concerned about some comments the IRS has 
received or might receive that seem to malign the AMC 
model with apparently little understanding of what we do or 
how we function. 

Accordingly, we would like to make plain that we would not 
want the IRS to make further changes that might compel the 
disclosure of an AMC employee’s personal salary (currently 
non-public) on the Form 990, nor that might attribute a part of 
the management fee to an AMC employee’s income. What 
an AMC pays an employee is not, and should not be, public 
information, any more than what a law firm pays a lawyer 
need be public. 



Another concern we would like the IRS to consider is the 
considerable extra time and expense completing the new 
revision will take for associations that have limited financial 
resources. Perhaps it would make sense to have a whittled-
down version of the 990 for associations with budgets below 
a certain dollar threshold, with the threshold adjusted 
annually for inflation. We would envision this to be more 
extensive than the current 990EZ but less burdensome and 
complex than the proposed revision. 

Echo of AMC Institute and ASAE comments 

Finally, we would endorse comments that have been made or 
will be made to the IRS from the AMC Institute (the trade 
association representing association management 
companies) and ASAE, the American Society of Association 
Executives, with respect to the 990 revision. 

Request for extension of time to comment 

We would further echo comments of ASAE that the time 
provided to comment is simply insufficient considering the 
complexity of the form. More time is needed for all parties 
affected to fully evaluate the form and its ramifications. It 
would be unfortunate if mundane technology challenges were 
allowed to trump adequate notice and opportunity to 
comment fully on what is a very complex and extensive 
revision to a very important government function. 

Feel free to contact me if you have questions. 



--  
Jay Hauck, JD, CAE 
Vice President 
Hauck & Associates, Inc. 
Professional Association Management 
1255 23rd St., NW 
Suite 200 
Washington, DC 20037 

+1.202.452.8100 phone 
+1.202.833.3636 fax 

http://www.hauck.com 

http://www.hauck.com/


 

From: Susan Cabrera 

To: *TE/GE-EO-F990-Revision; 

CC: 

Subject: Form 990 comments 

Date: Thursday, August 30, 2007 3:37:17 PM 

Attachments: image001.jpg 
image003.gif 

Dear Sir – I am writing to thank you for the recent changes to the 990 form and the 
IRS’s efforts to increase transparency in the non profit world. As an owner of an 
Association Management Company, we have the privilege of working with nine 
professional societies, both ( c ) 6 and ( c) 3. These societies are mostly medical 
and legal subspecialties with the addition of a few trade associations. The 
associations we manage look to an AMC to run their affairs much like a hired CEO 
would do. AMR has been in business for over 8 years and has grown steadily, 
increasing its client list annually. 

I am in independent business owner and not an employee of any of the 
associations we manage. Instead, they contract with my company and I am 
responsible for the hiring and management of appropriate staff. I would like to 
assure you that AMC’s function as for profit corporations and are not a device for 
non profit executives to hide their compensation. My company reports annually to 
the IRS and files all the appropriate forms, payroll taxes, etc. 

I am pleased that the new 990 does not confuse the fees paid to management 
companies with the compensation paid by AMC’s to their employees. I am 
particularly pleased that the statement in the current Form 990 instructions 
regarding listing the management fee as the compensation of the AMC 
representative who works for the association, has been dropped altogether. In this 
latest draft of the Form 990, Part II, Section B of the revised 990 (questions 5a, 5e, 
and 5f) clearly and adequately addresses and ensures disclosure of the fact that an 
officer, director, or other “insider” of the association also serves in a leadership or 
ownership position with a third party doing business with the association, including 
a management company. 

As an owner of an AMC, I urge the IRS not to make any further changes that might 
compel the disclosure of an AMC employee’s personal salary on the Form 990, 
which is of course public, or attributes any part of the management fee to the AMC 
employee. As in any corporation, employee salaries should remain confidential 
information. 
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Thank you for your consideration of these changes. 

Regards, 

Susan Cabrera 

Susan Cabrera 
President 
Association Management Resources 
PO Box 13978 
Tallahassee, FL 32317 

850/656-8848 

Our mission is to manage our clients’ organizations, exceed their expectations, and 
provide superior customer service in an ethical and professional environment. 

AMR is an accredited member of the International Association of 
Association Management Company Institute (AMCI) and an active 
member of the American Society of Association Executives (ASAE). 



From: Rick Hoffman 

To: *TE/GE-EO-F990-Revision; 

CC: Bunn, M. Elizabeth; Werking, Phil; 

Subject: FASB/SFAS 116/117 
Date: Thursday, August 30, 2007 3:39:47 PM 
Attachments:


This is not so much a comment on the draft redesign of the 990 as it is a question. 
The current instructions contain the paragraph: 

"While some states may require reporting in accordance with SFAS 117, the IRS 
does not (see General Instruction E). However, a Form 990, or Form 990-EZ, return 
prepared in accordance with SFAS 117 will be acceptable to the IRS." (See page 
33.) 

Based on this paragraph it appears that reporting in accordance with SFAS 117 is 
not currently required for any non-profit. 

I do not see the same verbiage in the new instructions and am seeking clarification 
as to if and under what circumstances a nonprofit is required to follow SFAS 117. 

Also I see no change in the requirements for following SFAS 116 and seek you 
confirmation. 

Any assistance you can provide will be appreciated. 
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From: lauries 

To: *TE/GE-EO-F990-Revision; 

CC: 

Subject: Input on Draft Form 990 

Date: Thursday, August 30, 2007 3:43:12 PM 

Attachments: Input on Proposed 990 Changes from AIP.8.29.07.Final Draft. 
doc 

Attn: IRS 

To whom it may concern: 

Please find our input on the Draft Form 990. I have included our letter as an inline 
text, and have also attached it as a Word document for your convenience. Please 
contact me at (773) 529-2300 with any questions or concerns. 

Sincerely, 

Laurie Styron 
Analyst 
American Institute of Philanthropy 

August 29th, 2007 

Internal Revenue Service 
Form 990 Redesign, SE:T:EO 
1111 Constitution Avenue, NW 
Washington, DC 20224 

RE: Proposed Changes to IRS Form 990 

To Whom It May Concern:


As a nationally prominent charity watchdog organization, we are in a unique 


mailto:lauries@charitywatch.org
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August 29th, 2007


Internal Revenue Service







Form 990 Redesign, SE:T:EO


1111 Constitution Avenue, NW


Washington, DC 20224




     


RE:  Proposed Changes to IRS Form 990


To Whom It May Concern:


As a nationally prominent charity watchdog organization, we are in a unique position to provide insight into the potential positive, as well as negative impacts that may result if certain proposed changes to the IRS Form 990 are put into effect.  We provided input last month with respect to the omission of the Joint Cost reporting that is currently required on page two of the form.  We would now like to bring to your attention another omission from the proposed Form 990 that we believe will have a negative impact on the public’s ability to access the information they need to make informed giving decisions.


The current Form 990, page five, parts IV-A and IV-B, require organizations to reconcile any differences in total revenue and total expenses that exist between their Form 990 and audited financial statements reporting.  The new form, if put into effect, will not require such a reconciliation. The financial information on the tax form is not audited and could be based on faulty accounting logic or even fictitious information.  Therefore, it is vitally important that a nonprofit be required to explain why its finances as reported on the Form 990 are different than those on its audit. We believe omitting this requirement would be a great disservice to the public, as it reduces the accountability of many charities that could use such an omission to further hide or skew the reporting of their finances on their tax forms.

Every charity that properly fills out its Form 990 ought to be able to account for reporting differences with its audited financial statements.  Requiring that a reconciliation of the audit and tax form be made available for public review does not impose any additional or undue burden on the charity and provides the public with the opportunity to review information that the charity already has, or should have available.  


The reconciliation section of the current Form 990 provides important information with respect to a charity’s accounting for unrealized gains, donated goods and services, adjustments from prior years, and other information that can be cross-checked against audit reporting.  Without this reconciliation, the public will be at a great disadvantage when trying to determine how efficiently a charity is using its resources, and whether or not a particular group is worthy of their hard-earned, donated dollars.


There are many worthy charities dedicated to transparency in their financial reporting, and that welcome the opportunity to provide donors with information on how their programs are furthering their mission and benefiting the public interest.  There are many other charities that do little more than allow donated goods of questionable value to flow through their books while using most of the cash donations they receive for fundraising and other overhead.  The public should have the opportunity to verify the claims of charities by having access to important financial information like the reconciliation on page five of the current Form 990.  


The more donated dollars that end up in the hands of unethical or highly inefficient charities the less resources there are available for those highly effective charities that use their donations efficiently in carrying out their programs.  Omitting the reconciliation requirement would only make it more difficult for donors to separate the good charities from the bad.  It may also encourage unethical or highly inefficient charities to further skew their reporting in their own favor, to the detriment of the donating public, as well as to the recipients of charitable services.  As a leading charity watchdog and advocates for wise charitable giving by the donating public, AIP strongly encourages the IRS to seriously reconsider omitting the reconciliation requirement from the Form 990.


Thank you for taking the time to review our concerns. I encourage you to contact me if I can be helpful in providing additional insight as to how Form 990 information is used by the public, and how changes to the current form will impact the public’s ability to hold charities accountable.  These proposed Form 990 changes, if adopted, will have sweeping and long-lasting effects within the nonprofit sector, and it is important that they result in more accountability to the public, not less.  


Sincerely,


Daniel Borochoff


President


American Institute of Philanthropy


(773) 529-2300
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that may result if certain proposed changes to the IRS Form 990 are put into 
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There are many other charities that do little more than allow donated goods of 
questionable value to flow through their books while using most of the cash 
donations they receive for fundraising and other overhead. The public should 
have the opportunity to verify the claims of charities by having access to 
important financial information like the reconciliation on page five of the current 
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The more donated dollars that end up in the hands of unethical or highly 
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charitable giving by the donating public, AIP strongly encourages the IRS to 
seriously reconsider omitting the reconciliation requirement from the Form 990. 

Thank you for taking the time to review our concerns. I encourage you to contact 
me if I can be helpful in providing additional insight as to how Form 990 
information is used by the public, and how changes to the current form will impact 
the public’s ability to hold charities accountable. These proposed Form 990 
changes, if adopted, will have sweeping and long-lasting effects within the 
nonprofit sector, and it is important that they result in more accountability to the 
public, not less. 

Sincerely, 

Daniel Borochoff 
President 
American Institute of Philanthropy 
(773) 529-2300 



From: Pam Luenz 

To: *TE/GE-EO-F990-Revision; 

CC: Pam Luenz; 

Subject: Currently exempt organizations 

Date: Thursday, August 30, 2007 4:45:11 PM 

Attachments: 

It seems a bit ridiculous that the government is asking for 
organizations which have less than $25,000 annual income to have to 
file (as is the current plan) and thereby INCREASE the 
paperwork/computer work load to some government office with annual 
filings. Why create more snafus in the government??? 

From the Treasurer of the Lafayette Indiana Historic Auto Club, which 
has less than $5,000 annual income to report. 

Pam Luenz, Treasurer 
4550 South 175 West 
Lafayette, Indiana 47909 

mailto:pmluenz@nlci.com
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From: lauries


To: *TE/GE-EO-F990-Revision; 

CC:


Subject: Input on Draft Form 990


Date: Thursday, August 30, 2007 5:36:17 PM


Attachments:


August 29th, 2007 

Internal Revenue Service 
Form 990 Redesign, SE:T:EO 
1111 Constitution Avenue, NW 
Washington, DC 20224 

RE: Proposed Changes to IRS Form 990 

To Whom It May Concern: 

We understand and that the section of the Form 990 that reconciles Form 990 and 
Audit reporting of total revenue and expenses has been moved from page five to 
schedule D. We are pleased to see that the IRS has continued to include this 
important requirement in the Draft Form 990, as it serves as an important 
disclosure tool for providing much needed information to the public. Please 
disregard our letter of earlier today regarding the omission of the reconciliation 
requirement. 

Sincerely, 

Daniel Borochoff 
President 
American Institute of Philanthropy 
(773) 529-2300 

mailto:lauries@charitywatch.org
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From: TotalEventAssnMg


To: *TE/GE-EO-F990-Revision; 

CC: abower; 
Subject: Re: Form 990 Redesign 
Date: Thursday, August 30, 2007 6:17:04 PM 
Attachments: 

ATTN: SE:T:EO: 

Thank you for the opportunity to respond to the proposed changes to Form 990. I 
applaud your efforts to overhaul the Form 990 and to increase transparency in the 
reporting process. 

Total Event & Association Management, Inc. (TEAM) provides Association 
Management Services and is an Association Management Company (AMC) to 
three non-profit trade associations. Basically, we are independent staff for our 
client non-profit associations and offer services such as office administration, 
financial administration, membership administration, meeting and conference 
management, as well as coordination of publications and 
communications. TEAM's clients include: the American Membrane Technology 
Association (AMTA), Southeast Desalting Association (SEDA) and the Southwest 
Membrane Operator Association (SWMOA). 

●	 AMTA's vision is to solve water supply & quality issues through the 
widespread application of membrane technology; and their mission is 
to promote, advocate and advance the understanding and application of 
membrane technology to create safe, affordable and reliable water 
supplies, and to treate municipal, industrial, agricultural and waste waters 
for beneficial use. This is a national association and represents those 
located within United States who are intersted in the membrane 
technology industry and is affiliated to the International Desalination 
Association (IDA). 

●	 SEDA is dedicated to the improvement of the quality of water supplies 
through desalting, reuse and other water sciences and our members are 
concerned with design, research, and development, equipment manufacture, 
operation and maintenanc, environmental regulations and legislation. The 
objectives of this organization include the promotion, both to the public and 
to elected officials, of available technologies that improve water quality; 
education, training and certification of plant operation personnel; 

mailto:TotalEventAssnMg@aol.com
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communication within the membership; development of meaningful interface 
with regulatory agencies; technology transfer; and protection of the 
environment. The Association represents the Southeast United States 
region including but not limited to North Carolina, South Caronlina, Virginia, 
West Virginia, Georgia, Mississipp, Alabama, Tennessee, Florida, Kentucky 
and the Caribbean. 

●	 SWMOA has very similar mission and goals to the SEDA; however, this 
organization represents the Southwest United States region including but not 
limited to Arizona, California, Hawaii and Nevada. 

As an AMC, I am very pleased that the new Form 990 does not confuse the fees 
paid to management companies with the compensation paid by AMC's to the AMC's 
employees, and, in particular, that the statement in the current Form 990 
instructions regarding listing the management fee as the compensation of the AMC 
representative who works for the association, has been dropped completely. 
Please note, that in Part II, Section B of this revised Form 990 (questions 5a, 5e, 
and 5f), it is clearly and adequately addressed and ensures disclosure of the fact 
that an officer, director, or other "insder" of the association who also serves in a 
leadership or ownership position with a third party doing business with the 
association, including a management company. 

In closing, I would like to strongly urge the IRS not to make any further changes that 
might compel the disclosure of an AMC employee's personal salary on the Form 
990, which is of course public, or attributes any part of the management fee to the 
AMC employee. Again, the management fee paid to an AMC by an Association is 
not allocated in such a manner and to require the reporting in such a manner would 
be nearly impossible to comply. 

Sincerely, 

Janet L. Jaworski 
Janet L. Jaworski, CMP 
Total Event & Association Management, Inc. (TEAM) 
2409 SE Dixie Hwy. 
Stuart, FL 34996 
Ph: 772-463-0810 
Fax: 772-463-0860 

http://discover.aol.com/memed/aolcom30tour/?ncid=AOLAOF00020000000982


Comments from the National Council of Nonprofit Associations and its 
State Association Network to the Internal Revenue Service  

Regarding Proposed Changes to Form 990 

August 31, 2007 

IRS  
Form 990 Redesign, SE:T:EO 
1111 Constitution Avenue, NW 
Washington, DC  20224 

Email – Form990Revision@irs.gov

To - Form 990 Redesign Team: 

The following comments are submitted on behalf of the National Council of Nonprofit 
Associations (NCNA) and its state association members. NCNA is a network of state 
and regional nonprofit associations serving over 20,000 organizations in 41 states and 
the District of Columbia. These organizations are predominately small –with annual
budgets less than $1 million – and grassroots-based. NCNA links local organizations to a 
national audience through state associations and helps these small and midsize 
nonprofits manage and lead more effectively; collaborate and exchange solutions; 
engage in critical policy issues affecting the sector; and achieve greater impact in their 
communities.  One of the critical functions of the work of state associations is to ensure 
that nonprofits in their state are in compliance with all federal and state laws and 
regulations, including reporting requirements and none more important than IRS Form 
990.  The following comments were developed from direct experience and knowledge 
obtained by working with small and midsize nonprofit organizations and the state 
associations’ desire to represent the perspective and interests of these organizations.

We appreciate the opportunity provided by IRS work to comment on the revision of 
Form 990. We agree that this form is one of the most critical information sources we 
have on the nonprofit sector in our country. The operating principles applied to our 
review were: 
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• To further advance accountability and transparency of the entire nonprofit 
sector. 

• To submit comments that are in the spirit of helping IRS capture information that 
is useful, relevant, and informative. 

• To ensure effective and best practices for the nonprofit sector are fostered
through the types of information provided in Form 990. 

• To reduce reporting burdens on small and midsize nonprofits, which represent 
the largest number of charities in the United States. 

We recognize the temptation to try to use Form 990 for a variety of purposes, resulting 
in an ambitious attempt to get as much information as possible. During our review 
process we remained mindful of the primary function and purpose of Form 990 and the 
redesign principles that the IRS used throughout its revision process, which included: 
enhance transparency; promote compliance with IRS rules and regulations; and 
minimize the burden on filing organizations.  

General Comments 

1. We recommend extending the time frame for implementation. We believe it will be 
difficult to implement the new draft form considering the significant changes in the 
accounting systems that will be required to accommodate new line items for 
Statement of Functional Expenses and the Statement of Revenues, not to mention 
changes in the schedules that link to the core financial statements. We agree with the 
general recommendation from the field that the IRS provide a second draft of the
revised form and instructions for review and amendment with a one-year delay in 
the implementation from fiscal year 2008 to fiscal year 2009. This delay will provide 
opportunity to spread the word throughout the nonprofit world and to adjust the 
training and technical assistance information currently offered by state associations 
and other management support organizations. This concern is exacerbated two 
additional issues. There is a shortage of qualified accountants that understand the 
complexities of nonprofit accounting. In addition, in the case of small nonprofits 
with small budgets and limited access to accounting services, we cannot 
overemphasize the difficulties they will face in changing accounting systems for a 
2008 filing date. 

2. We recommend using the Nonprofit Taxonomy for Exempt Entities (NTEE) 
categories that currently exist as opposed to creating new ones for the purposes of 
filing. In reference to activity codes, the National Center for Charitable Statistics 
(NCCS) has developed the Nonprofit Program Activity codes, an offshoot of the 
widely used NTEE system, for classifying programs. (The full list is available at 
http://nccsdataweb.urban.org/PubApps/nteeSearch.php?gQry=all-
core&codeType=NPC.) We strongly encourage the IRS to either use these codes or 
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work with NCCS and others to modify them to meet IRS needs. This will both save 
the IRS time and money and ensure a system that has been carefully constructed to 
meet IRS and the nonprofit sector’s needs. 

3. We recommend the following thresholds for reporting  –  
• $50,000 or less - new IRS reporting postcard 990 N (current requirement for 

organizations with less than $25,000 in revenue) 
• $50,000 and over  – New Form 990 

Through this recommendation we encourage the discontinuation of Form 990
EZ. If this is if in fact the case, we further recommend that the nonprofits are 
required to complete only a portion of the revised Form 990 and a limited 
number of relevant schedules. (See recommendation #7). 

There are two primary reasons for this recommendation. First, the state
association network is concerned that increasing the threshold over $50,000 will 
limit the information that will be available about smaller organizations. It is 
estimated that over 40% of nonprofit organizations have revenues less than 
$100,000 and the loss of information from these organizations will hamper the 
ability of state associations and other management support organizations to fully 
understand the scope and breadth of the sector they are trying to serve. 

Second, many state regulators require nonprofits to file Form 990 as part of their 
state reporting requirements. The lack of consistency in state and federal 
reporting thresholds will add further confusion to requirements for the smaller 
organizations. It does not make sense for an organization to file Form 990s in 
their state and this same information is not available in the IRS national database 
for information and comparative purposes. 

4. We agree with maintaining the reporting period that corresponds to the 
organization’s fiscal year. We recognize that compensation for officers, directors, 
trustees and other employees (or contractors) would be taken from Form W-2 or 
Form 1099 based on a calendar year. We recognize that two problems arise in doing 
this – the information will be older because it would be from the prior calendar year 
and the percentages the organizations will now be asked to calculate will mix salary 
information from the past calendar year with revenue and expense information from 
their most recent fiscal year.  

5. We recommend that the option for group returns be retained. As proposed the new 
Form 990 captures more detailed information and has clearer definitions about 
related organizations. This additional information should increase transparency and
accountability of these types of arrangements. We offer specific definitions to assist 
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in clearly identifying such relationships (see comments under Core Form – 
Instructions below). 

6. We recommend that the ratios listed on page 1 should be moved to Schedule A. If 
this is not possible, we recommend moving the list of organizational 
accomplishments (Part IX) to the front page of the core form, following the financial 
information. This will allow the information to be consistent with the presentation 
outlined on page 1 of the core form.  

7. We recommend that a “you must file schedule x” matrix be presented on the 
instruction sheet informing filers of what schedules organizations of various types 
must file. This will inform the majority of filers who do not meet certain conditions 
that they will only file one or two schedules; thus drawing their attention to the most 
pressing questions and line items. 

Specific Comments on the Core Form and Schedules 

Heading of Form 990 

Item F – Name and address of principal officer should be the address of the organization 
as opposed to the home address of the principal officer for privacy reasons. 

Item K – Include legal structure and if the organization is membership-based. 

Item L – Year of formation does not have instructions, does this mean year of 
incorporation of the organization? This may be confusing since many organizations
begin their operation before formal incorporation. 

Part I- Summary Page 

A general recommendation is to relocate governance related questions other than those 
regarding total employees (Lines 3 to 9 but not 5) to Part III Statement Regarding 
Governance, Management, and Financial Reporting and the gaming and fundraising 
lines (Part I, lines 25 and 26) to Part IV – Statement of Reveue. 

Line 1 – This question might be better phrased as “The organization’s mission 
statement” as opposed to describe the organization’s mission. 

Line 2 – A standardized practice of coding program service areas does not currently 
exist so creating a new categorization system will take some time to incorporate across 
the sector. Several years ago, NCCS developed the Nonprofit Program Activity codes, an 
offshoot of the widely used NTEE system, for classifying programs. (The full list is 
available at http://nccsdataweb.urban.org/PubApps/nteeSearch.php?gQry=all-
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core&codeType=NPC.) We strongly encourage the IRS to either use these codes or work 
with NCCS to modify them to meet IRS needs. This will both save the IRS time and 
money and ensure a system that has been tailored to meet a broad array of practitioner 
and researcher needs.

Line 3 - The number of governing board members often changes during the course of a 
reporting year. Organizations should be asked to “provide the number of board 
members your organization had at the end of the reporting period.” 

Line 5 – This should be clear in the instructions that employees that received W-2 should 
be included in the total number. This would normally include part-time staff and 
exclude volunteers. 

Line 8b – The computation of compensation for directors and key employees allocated to 
program expenses as a percentage of total program expenses will provide a misleading 
picture of the operations of organizations with a limited number of paid staff and of 
organizations that are primarily service providers for whom personnel costs represent a 
high percentage of program expenditures. This figure, without further explanation, can 
be non-informative and subject to serious misinterpretation. We suggest removing this 
calculation or using total compensation divided by total expenses (column A instead of 
B).

Line 11 – The categories that comprise this line item are extremely diverse and will vary 
widely across nonprofits. They include contributions from individuals, government 
grants (contributions), federated campaigns, and commerical co-ventures. Reporting 
organizations should have clear definitions of how to identify and accurately report 
their source of revenue to ensure comparative reporting data.   

Lines 11-20 - The utility of the ratios can be misleading. To counter this we suggest 
moving the Part IX to the front page to provide a more accurate picture of the 
nonprofit’s activities and accomplishments in the context of the ratios and to be more 
consistent with the presentation as outlined on page 1 of the core form.  

Line 19b - The calculation of fundraising expenses against contributions and grants (line 
11) does not present the full picture. The current method of assessing fundraising and 
general management ratios includes all revenue sources and not just contributions and 
grants. This new approach would not provide comparative data from previous years’ 
ratios.  

We have a general concern about including the ratios on the first page of the Form and 
recommend that the percentage calculations be dropped from the Summary Page. 
Including these percentages on the Summary Page implies that there is a “correct” 
percentage for each calculation, that is, a lower percentage of fundraising expense as a 
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percentage of either total expenses or total contributions and grants is presumably an 
indicator of a more efficient or effective organization. Instead, a high percentage of 
fundraising expenses as compared to contributions or expenses could be caused by the 
launch of a new fundraising initiative while a low percentage of fundraising expenses as 
compared to contributions could simply reflect one or more unusually large gifts. A 
more accurate efficiency ratio might be to examine fundraising costs as a percentage of 
expenses or contributions over a period of years. Alternatively, we suggest adding a 
check box for organizations to indicate whether they are new (less than three years old) 
or undertook a new fundraising campaign or endowment campaign, as these situations 
can help explain a higher than usual fundraising to program ratio. 

We further recommend that Lines 24 and 25 information about gross revenues, 
expenses, and the net return to the organization from gaming activities and from 
fundraising events other than gaming (drawn from the new Schedule G - Supplemental 
Information Regarding Fundraising Activities) not be included on the core Form. The 
Statement of Revenue asks for net income from fundraising events under “other 
revenue” and asks organizations to complete Schedule G if they receive $10,000 or more 
in gross income from fundraising events. There is no link on the draft form between 
contributions from fundraising events (line 1c) to gross income from fundraising events 
(line 11), which states that contributions reported on line 1c should not be included in
gross income. In place of Lines 24 and 25 we recommend placing the information about 
program accomplishments listed in Part IX. 

Part II – Compensation and Other Financial Arrangements with Officers, 
Directors, Trustees, Key Employees, Highly Compensated Employees, and
Independent Contractors 

Section A – Include statement “in this reporting period” for salaries of highly 
compensated employees and independent contractors. Privacy concerns have been 
raised about including city/state of board members. To counter concerns that some 
organizations may have we suggest offering organizations the option of listing the 
organization’s address as opposed to the individual board members’ home addresses or 
at a minimum require only state and not city of residence.  

We are in agreement with increasing the threshold for reporting details of compensation 
to $100,000 from the current $50,000 for “five highest compensated employees (other
than an officer, director, trustee or key employees).” Given the confusion this section has 
had in the field, it must be clearly stated that all reporting organizations must report 
their top five key employees’ compensation regardless of amount. This will be an area of 
confusion since the current form asks to list employees who were compensated $50,000 
or more and does not stipulate “regardless of compensation.”  There have been 
additional concerns that small staffed organizations that have five or less staff will list 
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their entire staff. We recommend that “Key Employees” be defined more precisely in the 
Core Form instructions and in the glossary.

It should be further clarified for all categories that compensation excludes
reimbursement for expenses, such as mileage, child care, and travel) and fringe benefits.  

One item that was eliminated from the current Form 990 is number of hours work per 
week. We suggest that this item be retained. 

Column A - The members of the governing body should be listed first and any other 
roles performed by the members of the governing body should be indicated by checking 
the appropriate box.  Additionally, we recommend stipulating that "trustee or director" 
means member of the current governing body and that if there are multiple governing 
bodies performing specifically limited functions, the members of all such bodies must be 
listed here as well. Additionally, we recommend that the definition of “officer” be 
clarified in the instructions and glossary to include or exclude volunteer board officers. 
The same case exists for CFO and treasurer. Some organizations will have a staff 
member serving as CFO and a board member (officer) serving as Treasurer. Combining 
the titles in the same column will be confusing for many reporting organizations. 

We suggest that Part II not require listing "former" members of the governing body who 
perform no current services for the organization nor should individuals such as an
"emeritus" director or as a member of an advisory council or other body be required to 
be named in Part II Section A. The instructions suggest defining a “former member” in 
the following way: “Check the former box only if the organization reported (or should 
have reported) an individual as an officer, director, trustee, key employee, or highest 
compensated employee on any of the organization’s prior five Forms 990, 990 EX or 990 
PF.” In this case, information would be duplicative from previously filed reports. 
However, the naming of former officers, directors, trustees, key employees or highest 
compensated employees may be required of organizations that should have reported 
but did not report in the prior five years.  

Column D – Clarify how the numbers are linked to form 1099 or W-2 for purposes of 
reporting compensation. Clear distinctions should be made from fringe and other 
benefits and included as part of total compensation.  

Line 2 – Make it clear that the total should include those already named under Part II 
Section 1b as well as those not named/listed. 

The instruction should require that the "additional pages" that are permitted when
necessary for Part II must be photocopies of this page 2 of the Form; that the last line of 
each page before the last should be used to say "continued on an additional page" and 
that the totals on lines 1b and 2 should be shown only on the last of the additional pages. 
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Section B – See specific recommendations for defining business relationships at the end 
of these recommendations.  

Part III – Statement Regarding Governance, Management, and Financial 
Reporting 

As an official IRS form any question asked in Form 990 implies a legal mandate both to 
the filer and the reader.  Some of the questions asked in Part III are not legal 
requirements but suggested good practices.  There must be clear introductory language 
on the core form under Part III that stipulates that some of the items noted are not 
legally required and are commonly accepted practices and further explanation that not
all of the good practices listed are necessary or appropriate for every organization. 
Rearrange the questions so Line 2 and Line 11 come first (legally required) and the 
others follow as suggested good practices. 

Lines 1a and 1b – The definition of "independent" (see glossary of “20XX Instructions for 
Form 990) is defined as a person –  

• Who is not compensated as an employee of the organization; 
• Who does not receive compensation or other payments from the organization as 

an independent contractor (other than reimbursement of expenses or reasonable 
compensation for services provided in the capacity of serving as a member of the 
governing body;  

• Who does not receive, directly or indirectly, material financial benefits from the 
organization except, if applicable, as a member of the charitable class served by 
the organization; and  

• Who is not a spouse, sibling, parent, or child of any individual who is employed 
by, or receives compensation or other material benefits from the organization.  

The glossary defines “governing body” as a group of persons having ultimate authority 
over and responsibility for the governance of the organization under the organization’s 
governing documents or applicable state law (e.g., the board of directors of a 
corporation, the co-trustees of a trust) in a capacity other than as owners, shareholders, 
or members of the organization; it further defines a “member of a governing body” as a 
person who serves on the governing body, including a director, trustee, or co-trustee, 
regardless of whether the person has voting power.  

Line 2 -- The instruction say that a change in "the number of...the governing body" must 
be reported as a significant change and briefly summarized in Part III Line 2. Since many 
organizations state a range for the number of members of the governing body in their 
governing documents, this instruction should make clear that reporting is required only 
when the required number is changed -- not when there are changes in the number of 
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sitting directors due to commonly occurring changes, such as elections, resignations.
Although the new form does not require attachments for such significant governance 
by-law or legal changes the organization would have filed such changes with IRS. A 
check off noting that the reporting was done would be sufficient and not require 
additional attachments. 

Lines 3, 4 and 5 – While we agree with BoardSource’s comments and strongly encourage 
nonprofits to establish whistleblower and document retention and destruction policies, 
the Sarbanes-Oxley Act does not mandates written policies. There is confusion in the
field about the applicability of Sarbanes-Oxley, and reference to these provisions as legal 
requirements in the Form 990 will further add to this confusion. It can be stated that it is 
a federal crime for any entity to retaliate against whistleblowers and to destroy 
documents if the organization is under investigation. 

Line 3b – Although we agree with the intent of this question, the wording is confusing 
and subject to wide interpretation and we further question the value of the information. 
We recommend eliminating the question altogether or asking “if all board and key staff 
members disclosed, in writing, any conflicts of interests with related organizations and 
individuals that they had during the reporting period.” 

Line 6 -- The instructions define "contemporaneous" ambiguously. We recommend the 
following definition "within four months of the conclusion of the meeting or prior to the 
date of the next meeting of the governing body, whichever comes first." Such minutes 
should focus exclusively on the board governing body and not committee meetings.

Line 7 – There are currently no instructions for line 7 and we recommend that they be 
added to include a statement that “excludes those entities that are separately 
incorporated from the reporting organization.”  In the instructions the terms "fiscal 
sponsorship" or "fiscal agent" arrangements should indicate that such arrangements 
create "affiliates" in the sense of this line. The instructions should state that fiscal 
sponsorship or agency arrangements should be considered equivalent to "affiliates" and 
that the question on line 7b should be answered with respect to such arrangements.  

Line 8 – The question “indicate whether an independent accountant provides any of the 
following services” should have an additional option, “preparer”, to avoid the 
ambiguity that results if the "No" column is checked on line 8 and none of the three
current boxes is marked. The instructions should further clarify that an audit is not 
legally required at the federal level except under certain circumstances (check with state 
law). 

Line 9 -- The instructions should provide a description of the minimum duties of an 
audit committee or refer to a source for such a description.  The mere presence of such a 
committee is insufficient (see response in Part III Line 3b.)  
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Line 10 – We suggest expanding and clarifying this question to ask "Did the 
organization’s responsible governing body review and approve this Form 990 before it 
was filed?" The responsible governing body would include the audit or finance 
committee or in some cases the entire governing body. There are timeline restrictions 
and heavy fines associated with filing a Form 990 late. Requiring the entire governing 
body to review prior to submission would create an unnecessary burden on the 
organization and if relevant, the professional firm preparing their Form 990. 

Part IV – Statement of Revenue 

Instructions for Column (C) and (D) – Is the Tip offered on page 21 of 47 correct?  It 
states “…an amount column (A) for lines 2 and 13” but probably means “an amount 
column (C) for lines 2 and 13?” It would appear that if any amount is noted on column 
(C) then codes of unrelated busines activity would apply to it not for the total column 
(A).   

A definition of what Unrelated Business Income Taxes are or a list where to find out 
more information – IRS Publication 598 – is needed in the instructions.  The “TIP” listed 
does not provide sufficient details to fully answer the question. 

1c. Fundraising events – We recommend that this question and the relevant instructions 
be reworded. We recommend that Line 1c include all revenue from fundraising events 
and then have calculation lines to separate out contributions from other revenue and 
expenses.  Then those amounts for non-contribution revenue and expenses could be 
used to complete the line 11.  Clear instructions should include income from fundraising 
events are gross and not net, which will be consistent with the current practice of the 
state regulators. [see related comment onLine 11c] 

1d. Related organizations – we offer the following clarifying definition for related 
organizations as well as a means of classifying the income from such related 
organizations- 

Related Organizations - A for profit or nonprofit organization is related to another 
organization if it has one or more of the following relationships to the other 
organization: 
• Parent—an organization that controls the organization 
• Subsidiary—an organization controlled by the other organization 
• Brother/Sister—an organization controlled by the same person or persons that 
control the other organization, other than a parent/subsidiary relationship 
• Supporting/Supported—an organization that is a 509(a)(3) supporting 
organization of the other organization (or a supported organization, if the 
organization is a supporting organization) 
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Organizations are not related simply because an organization pays membership 
dues if membership confers benefit to the member and/or the member has voting 
rights in the organization.

1e. Government grants in this line item are non-restricted and not tied to delivery of 
service as opposed to a contractual grant (see line 2a and 2b). This must be clarified in 
the instructions and the line item.  Grants in this case would not linked to the delivery of 
a specific service. It is highly unusual for organizations to receive government grants 
that are not linked to providing service, so providing a precise explanation for what this 
line item covers versus a government contract will be important for the reporting 
organization to accurately reflect the source of revenue. 

1g. We recommend adding the language “Attach Schedule M if over $5,000” and 
clarifying language to assist with the valuation of noncash contributions. It would be 
advisable to develop a valuation model as a useful publication for the sector’s use. 

We recommend adding additional line items that are consistent with funding sources 
that nonprofits are likely to receive. These include -  foundation, individual, corporate 
donations as separate line items as opposed to including all of these likely sources under 
1f (all other contributions). Also include new line items for “registration fees for 
events/meetings/training” and “other related program fees”. 

Line 2 a and 2b – The instructions should be clear and distinguish government support 
from that listed in Part IV Line 1e. Program services require delivery of service for the 
grant, contract, or in the form of a voucher. Also, include new item under line 2 for 
program service revenue paid by the client or client's family. The broad ”program 
service revenue” category should encourage nonprofits to note (in the blank lines) types 
of fees they receive for program services that are not part of 2a-2c.  

Line 11b – We recommend that fundraising expenses be linked to the practice of 
deducting the expense associated with an event or product (quid pro quo). We suggest 
the addition of two clarifying questions in item “11 b less direct expense” –  

11b1 – Direct benefits to participant (such as fair market value of meal or golf 
tournament costs deducted from contribution amount as stated in contribution 
acknowledgement letter) 

11b2 – Other direct expenses. 

Line 14 – Should read “add lines 1h, 2g, 3-8, 9d, 10d, 11c, 12c, and 13e.” 

We recommend adding a new line for unrealized gains and losses. The lack of an explicit 
unrealized gain or loss line is particularly problematic as unrealized gains and losses are 
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reported inconsistently in the current Form. This information is not required on the 
Form  and is not included in - "other changes in net assets" (Part I Line 20); other 
investment income (Part I Line 7) or other revenue (Part I Line 11). The new instructions 
tell you where not to report unrealized gains and losses (Part IV, Lines 8 or 10a) but not 
where you should report such gains/losses.  

The proposed revenue schedule eliminates (and perhaps should not) the reconciliation
to the changes in net assets (Part I Lines 18 to 21 in the current form). So, the schedule
does not show that revenues - expenses = net income and net income +/- other changes 
in net assets = changes in net assets. A number of nonprofits presently report other 
changes in net assets and now there is no place to record these changes or incorrectly 
used the net assets line. There are times (such as changes in prior year's balances) when 
an organization would like to make it clear to the reader of the financial statements that 
something other than current year revenues and expenses changed net assets.  

The form could do more to help the reader's understand the difference between 
restricted vs. unrestricted revenues.  We recommend adding a section to Part IV that 
asks any nonprofit that has adopted SFAS 117 to reconcile as follows:  

Line a: Total Unrestricted Revenues (excluding net assets releaased from restrictions) 
Line b: Total Temporarily Restricted Revenues (excluding net assets releaased from 
restrictions)  
Line c: Total Permanently Restricted Revenues 
Line d (sum of Lines a to c): Total Revenues  

Organizations can separately disclose the amount of temporarily restricted net assets 
released from restrictions accrual vs. cash revenues and to disclose a separate figure 
which is the total gross receipts directly under total revenues.

Another issue is how to account for pro bono contributions from consultants. We did not 
find a reference to this in the instructions or glossary. See notes below on Schedule M for 
on this concern. 

Part V – Statement of Functional Expenses 

A general comment is to use line items that correspond with Uniform Chart of Accounts 
(UCOA) outlined in “Unified Financial Reporting System for Not-for-Profit Organizations: A 
Comprehensive Guide to Unifying GAAP, IRS Form 990, and Other Financial Reports Using a 
Unified Chart of Accounts” (Sumariwalla, R.D. and Levis, W.C. Jossey-Bass, 2000) that 
many in the nonprofit sector have adopted. This will encourage consistency in reporting 
and link more directly with accounting systems organizations have in place. 
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Line 5- Should those organizations who responded to Part II link to this Line and if so, 
what total amount should be noted Part II Section A Column D?  Should this total 
subtract those listed as “former”.  

Line 12 – The new line item for advertising can be confusing, particularly in reference to 
program and fundraising expenses. The definitions outlined in the UCOA book (see 
reference noted above) would provide a useful description for classifications.  

Line 13 -  The previous categories (old Part II, Lines 34, 35, and 38) for telephone, 
postage and shipping, and printing and publications should be retained and not lumped 
into an overall “office expenses”.  In addition, the instructions shold clearly specify 
whether printing of brochures and other fundrasing materials should be reported under 
advertising and include more examples of how an organization would determine 
whether particular printing costs (such as printing of an annual report) would be 
considered to be of a general nature or advertising. We also question why internet site-
link costs would be considered to be advertising, whereas other costs involved in 
developing and maintaining a website are included in information technology.

Line 22 – Is there a standard method of assessing depreciation that IRS recommends? 

We recommend the entire text of the panel on the current Form 990 (bottom of page 2) 
regarding “Joint Costs” with respect to the discussion of joint fundraising expenses be 
included in the new Form 990 without change. The information in the panel is useful for 
assessing the credibility of the organization's presentations of its costs of fundraising. 

Also please note that the bottom of Page 29 of the Instructions says “See Glossary” for an 
explanation of AICPA Statement of Position 98-2, but it is not located in the Glossary. 

Line 24 – We recommend a new question 24b that asks “is any part of compensation 
determined by a ratio to revenue received? Yes   No” 

Part VI – Balance Sheet

The new balance sheet adds detailed segregation of investments. The subcategories 
regarding investments in the balance sheet itself is overly detailed compared to the 
disclosures on other accounts on the balance sheet. It would be beneficial to retain the
distinction between financial investments and fixed assets. It would be much more 
helpful to the users to let them know what portions of each are permanently restricted.  

The new form does not add current vs. noncurrent asset and liability distinctions. This 
distinction is a "classified" balance sheet and is required in for-profit reporting. The 
breakdown between current and long term assets and between current and long term
liabilities provides valuable information to determine the liquidity of an organization 
and may be useful inforamtion to include in this section.  
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Part VII – Statement Regarding General Activities 

Lines 6a-6d – The instructions do not clearly define the situations that apply. There are 
no instructions for lines 6c-6d. See recommendations for “suggested format” that 
immediately follows.  

Line 11 – Does the question “…organization have a written policy or procedures to 
review the organizations investments or participation in disregarded entities, joint 
ventures, or other affiliated organizations (exempt or non exempt)” refer to a general 
investment policy?

Suggested Format - Many of the questions are not relevant to many small and midsize 
nonprofit organizations. The questions should be grouped into logical categories and 
each group should be preceded by a question of the general form “Did the organization 
engage in any of the following -  If ”no” skip to line XX.” Since the activities are specific 
to certain types of nonprofits the use of “general activities” is misleading. It should read 
“Statement Regarding Special Activities.”  

Part VIII – Statement Regarding Other IRS Filings 

Line 1 – Refer those who answer yes to Schedule C Part I. Make sure the instructions are 
clear that activities under this category are prohibited for 501(c)(3) organizations. 
Provide current definitions in the instructions for what constitutes political activities. 

Line 2 – Refer those who answer yes to Schedule C Part II-A. Make sure the instructions 
include definitions of lobbying, direct and indirect. Provide current definitions in the 
instructions for what constitutes political activities in addition to the glossary. 

Line 3 – We recommend that organizations that provide a range of financial literacy 
programs at no cost to the participants be excluded from filing Schedule D since the
questions are not applicable to their operations. 

Line 8c – Clarify that reporting organizations would note “no” if they are partners with 
highly regulated state and/or federal bodies such as the case with organizations working 
with property management companies affiliated with HUD or other governmental 
entities. 

Part IX – Statement of Program Service Accomplishments

Several years ago, NCCS developed the Nonprofit Program Activity codes, an offshoot
of the widely used NTEE system, for classifying programs. (The full list is available at 
http://nccsdataweb.urban.org/PubApps/nteeSearch.php?gQry=all-
core&codeType=NPC.) We strongly encourage the IRS to either use these codes or work 
with NCCS and others to modify them to meet IRS needs. This will both save the IRS 
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time and money and ensure a system that has been tailored to meet a broad array of 
practitioner and researcher needs.

We also suggest moving the Part IX to the front page to provide a more accurate picture 
of the nonprofit’s activities and accomplishments in the context of the ratios and be more 
consistent with the presentation as outlined on page 1 of the core form. Additionally, we 
recommend that organizations be given the option to provide attachments as needed to 
fully reveal their organization’s accomplishments. 

Part X – Signature Block 

Keep Part X on a separate page to facilitate removal of the signature and any 
confidential information (e.g., a Social Security Number) that a user may inadvertently 
include here.  This arrangement will reduce the risk of inadvertant disclosures by 
Guidestar or others engaged in the public display of Form 990s.  

However, an even more utilitarian change would be having the Redesigned 990 omit the 
SSN/PTIN/EIN 'paid preparer' blocks as these are not required to be completed for Form 
990 (or substitute 990-EZ) filings made by 501(c) exempt organizations. Those blocks are 
only called for when the Form 990 is filed as the required return for a nonexempt 
4947(a)(1) charitable trust who uses a 990 filing in lieu of a Form 1041 (in other words, 
not  for 501(c) exempt filers). The current case is that all too often, paid preparers 
(including many knowledgeable exempt organizations tax attorneys) mistakenly fill out 
this information. Having the signing block separately set out for 4947(a)(1) filers that 
acknowledges that their making of the Form 990 is a "tax" filing (not an annual 
information return) when made in lieu of Form 1041 and that then requires this 
additional information of paid preparers. Having 600k+ filers who are 501(c) and 527 
exempt entities safeguarded by not having to "know" the Instruction that allows them to 
properly keep those blocks blank would be of great benefit in this day and age of 
privacy concerns. 

Schedule A: Supplementary Information for 501(c)(3) Organziations  

Part I –The instructions refer the organization to the organizing documents to ascertain 
which reason they received their 501(c) status. It may be helpful to note that the 
overwhelming number of nonprofits are included under number 9.  

Part II and III - We are in agreement that Schedule A Part II should replace the current 
Form 8734 (advance ruling period).  

We are concerned that the line items of public and total support do not correspond 
directly to the items in Part IV (Statement of Revenues). Instructions should outline 
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which line items in core form Part IV correspond to the line items in Schedule A Parts II 
and III. 

Part III – Line 2 should include “registrations” since many nonprofits hold meetings,
conferences and training sessions that would be included in this line item.  

The instructions on “unusual grants”: are unclear. The reporting format shown on 10 of 
13 of the instructions include the name of the donor. The instructions are to file the 
information on an unknown specified schedule without the donor’s name. Information 
provided should be more informative and consistent. 

Schedule B: Schedule of Contributors – no change from 2006 990 Form 

What is missing on this schedule, and not found in any other section except for totals on 
Part IV Lines 1e and Lines 2a and 2b, are government grants. Where should they be 
listed? 

Schedule C: Political Campaign and Lobbying Activities 

One major concern is the combination of political campaign work, clearly prohibited for 
501(c)(3) organizations, with lobbying, which is permitted for such organizations. The 
combination on the same schedule is likely to cause confusion and misinterpretation, not 
to mention imply a linkage between the two activities that does not exist. 

Part I-A Line 1 – Rewrite question as “Provide a description of the filing organization’s 
political campaign activities on behalf of or in opposition to candidates for public 
office.”   

Part I-A Line 2- There are two significant concerns with the question. First, tracking the 
exact number of volunteer hours will be difficult and requires significant administrative 
time and costs. Second, assessing how volunteer hours be counted. We recommend 
using the Lobbying Disclosure Act (LDA) requirement to be consistent with other 
reporting requirements.  Doing so could provide a double-check on an organization’s
use of volunteers. This requires organizations to make a good faith estimate on blocks of 
hours rather than provide a definitive count of hours. 

It would be helpful to have more guidance for organizations that do not elect section 
501(h) and provide information/definition of lobbying for non-electors (top of page 12 of 
instructions).

Schedule D: Supplemental Financial Statements – 15 parts 
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The form could do more to help the readers understand the difference between 
restricted versus unrestricted revenues.  You should additional space for the detail of the 
“other expenses” line items. 

Schedule E: Private Schools 

No Comments. 

Schedule F: Statement of Activities Outside the U.S. 

We are concerned about the security of grant recipients whose identity will be disclosed 
if Schedule F, Part II is made a public document. We recommend that the informaton not 
be disclosed to the public. Although Schedule F does not request the address of grant
recipients, with the name of the organization and the city, the organization’s security can 
easily be compromised. This could put the staff of organizations at risk of reprisal by 
opposition groups or even intolerant government.s 

 Schedule G: Supplemental Information Regarding Fundraising Activities

If an organization does not file this Schedule, it can not fill out the summary on the core 
form Part I Line 25 and 26. The triggers for completing Schedule G are provided in Part 
IV – Statement of Revenue (line 11a) and Part V – Statement of Functional Expenses (line 
11e). The IRS estimates that 25% of filers will be required to file Schedule G . We 
recommend that this section should be renamed the as “Fundraising/Gaming 
Activities”. 

Schedule H: Hospitals 

No Comments. 

Schedule I: Supplemental Information on Grants and Other Assistance to 
Organizations, Governments, and Individuals in the U.S. 

No Comments. 

Schedule J: Supplemental Compensation Information 

We support the efforts to clearly define the term “compensation” as it is currently 
unclear exactly what is covered.  For example, does it include salary and fringe/related 
benefits? Is the information transferred from 1099 or W-2’s?  Remove nontaxable 
expense reimbursement from the total (Column F) since it is misleading and should not 
be calculated as part of total compensation when it is for legitimate business related 
reimbursement. We question why this should be included in total compensation 
altogether.  
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Questions 2-6 – Five “yes/no” questions apply to all board members, officers, and 
employes, not just those highly-compensated individuals listed on this Schedule, yet 
they will only be ansered by those who must complete Schedule J. Would it be more 
appropriate to list any of these questions on the core form? 

Question 5: “…did the organization pay or accrue any compensation determined in 
whole in in part by the net earnings of the organization? Related organization?” Given 
that the only individuals listed on Schedule J are those listed on Part II Section A 
individuals that have such arrangements might be missed because they are not listed on 
Part II. We recommend disclosure of any such arrangements regardless of listing on Part 
II Section A.  

In addition, the instructions should clearly state that it does not include general practice 
of assessing key employees’ performance and subsequent salary increased based upon 
achieving the organization’s revenue goals, in addition to other performance measures. 
This is a standard practice in most organizations and should not be confused with 
contingent financial compensation arrangements, which this questions seems to be 
addressing.

Given that only 5% of organizations will be required to file Schedule J, the matrix on 
page 9 (of 11) of the instructions would be useful information for those organizations
filling out Part II Section A of the core form.  

Schedule K: Supplemental Information on Tax Exempt Bonds 

No Comments.

Schedule L: Supplemental Information on Loans 

No Comments. 

Schedule M: Non-Cash Contributions 

This new schedule will add significantly to the reporting burden for small organizsions 
whoe primary fundraising activities involve auctions or yard sales. The $5,000 cap 
should be retained if the filing levels are for the Core Form is raised to $50,000. We 
recommend $10,000 or less for all those smaller donations that don’t require an 8283 
form or appraisals.

A helpful valuation model publication would ensure that organizations are using the 
same definitions and process to assess non-cash value distinct from Publication 561 – 
Determining the Value of Donate Property.   
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We suggest using the process similar to the vehicle donation program. If the non-cash
donation is used by the organization it should not be considered non-cash contribution 
for the purposes of valuation model.  These contributions are usually in the form of 
items that are used by the organization for staff or client use with no plan to “resell” the 
items. 

Another issue that we draw to your attention is the utilization of pro bono contributions 
from consultants as critical source of non-monetary support that many organizations
receive in a variety of areas (such as legal, financial, planning).  The nonprofit sector as a 
whole would benefit from a rule and form change for the following reasons: 

(1) If consultants could be recognized as making a contribution at a dollar value it would 
reduce their tax liability and this in turn would encourage more consultants to provide 
pro bono services; and  

(2) In a real way, when organizations receive this value from pro bono services, the 
value of the organization increases both in terms of the value of the services they 
provide and in the enhanced organizational effectiveness.  

If a rule change were made there could be a maximum amount of pro bono 
contributions that would be recognized by the IRS. 

Schedule N: Liquidation, Termination, Dissolution, or Significant Disposition of 
Assets 

No Comments. 

Schedule R: Related Organizations

Additional Comments and Recommendations for Changes for the Instructions and 
Glossary  

Core Form - Instructions

Re-title the section currently identified as "H. Failure to File Penalties" as "H. Penalties
for Failure to File and for Filing Incomplete Returns." 

Business relationship 

The definitions in the instructions are not clearly presented and can be subject to 
misinterpretation. We suggest the following definitions to ensure consistent 
interpretation of the terms. 
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Business relationships between persons (where person means an individual, 
organization or any other legal entity) include any one or more of the following 
relationships that occurred during the reporting period: 

1) One person was employed by a sole proprietorship or by an organization or 
other legal entity where the employee had a relationship as a trustee, director, 
officer, key employee, or greater-than-35% owner. 

2) One person was involved with another in one or more contracts of sale, lease, 
license, loan, performance of services, or other business transactions involving 
transfers of cash or property valued in excess of $5000 in the aggregate during 
the reporting period.  Also included are transactions with an organization with 
which the person was associated as a trustee, director, officer, key employee, or 
greater-than-35% owner.

3) Two persons were common owners in a business or investment entity in which 
they, individually or together, possessed a greater-than-35% ownership interest 
and each held an interest greater than 2%. 

4) The person was the founder of a legal entity and maintains an association with 
that legal entity through business transactions involving cash or property valued 
in excess of $5000 in the aggregate during the reporting period. 

Ownership is measured by stock ownership (either voting power or value) of a 
corporation, profits or capital interest in a partnership or limited liability company, or 
beneficial interest in a trust. Ownership includes indirect ownership (e.g., ownership in 
an entity that has ownership in the entity in question); there may be ownership through 
multiple tiers of entities. 

Payment of membership dues is not considered a business relationship if membership 
confers benefit to the member and/or the member has voting rights in the organization. 

Control (for related organization test) 

A nonprofit organization or a for-profit organization “controls” a taxable organization 
(including pass through entities) when the nonprofit or for profit organization: 

• Owns more than 50% of the stock (by voting power or value) of a taxable 
corporation, 

• Owns more than 50% of the profits or capital interest in a taxable partnership, 
• Owns more than 50% of the profits or capital of a limited liability company, 

regardless of whether the entity is treated as a corporation or a partnership for 
federal tax purposes or for designation of the: interests as a stock; membership 
interests; or otherwise under state law, 
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• Is a managing partner or managing member in a partnership or limited liability 
company, 

• Is a general partner in a limited partnership 
• Is the sole member of a disregarded entity, or  
• Owns more than 50% of the beneficial interest in a trust. 

See Regulations sections 301.7701-2, 3 and 4 for more information on classification of 
corporations, partnerships, disregarded entities, and trusts. 

A nonprofit organization or for profit organization “controls” a tax-exempt 
organizations, when the nonprofit or for profit organization: 

• Has the power to appoint a majority of the organization’s directors or 
trustees, or 

• Where a majority of the controlled entity’s directors or trustees are trustees, 
directors, officers, employees, or agents of the controlling organization. 

Control may be indirect.  In other words, if the organization controls Organization A 
that in turn controls (under the definition of control above) Organization B, the 
organization will be treated as controlling Organization B.  There may be multiple levels 
of controlled organizations. 

An organization that has member chapters or affiliates is not considered to control the 
members, unless the relationship between the organization and its members meets the 
above definition of control. 

NOTE: This definition does not apply to determine whether a person is a member of a 
governing body. 

Related organization 

A for profit or nonprofit organization is related to another organization if it has one or
more of the following relationships to the other organization:

• Parent—an organization that controls the organization 
• Subsidiary—an organization controlled by the other organization 
• Brother/Sister—an organization controlled by the same person or persons that 

control the other organization, other than a parent/subsidiary relationship 
• Supporting/Supported—an organization that is a 509(a)(3) supporting 

organization of the other organization (or a supported organization, if the 
organization is a supporting organization) 

Organizations are not related where an organization pays membership dues if 
membership confers benefit to the member and/or the member has voting rights in the 
organization. 
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Respectfully submitted on behalf of – 

National Council of Nonprofit Associations 
Arkansas Coalition for Excellence 
California Association of Nonprofits
Connecticut Association of Nonprofits 
Donors Forum of Chicago 
Maine Association of Nonprofits 
Massachusetts Council of Human Service Providers 
Michigan Nonprofit Association 
Mississippi Center for Nonprofits 
Nonprofit Coordinating Committee of New York  
North Carolina Center for Nonprofits
Ohio Association of Nonprofit Organizations 

Contact Information – Audrey R. Alvarado, National Council of Nonprofit 
Associations, 1101 Vermont Avenue NW Suite 1002, Washington, DC  20005  
202-962-0322  aalvarado@ncna.org 
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